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Summary

Bone mineral density measures are currently the standard for fracture risk assess-

ment in osteoporotic patients. Nevertheless, since it was recognized that bone den-

sity leaves a rather large variation in bone strength unexplained, many attempts have

been made to also include trabecular structure in the bone strength prediction. Con-

sequently, many morphometric indices were devised to characterize trabecular bone

architecture. Where most of these methods analyzed bone samples as a whole, in

this thesis a new framework was devised and implemented to analyze bone samples

on an elemental level. With this method, for the first time, trabecular bone struc-

tures could be spatially decomposed into their volumetric rod and plate elements.

Based on this volumetric spatial decomposition two applications were presented.

First, the extracted elements were analyzed using conventional morphometric mea-

sures, a method that was referred to as local morphometry. Second, the extracted

elements were converted to idealized computational models for a fast and accurate

prediction of bone mechanical properties.

Local morphometry revealed large differences in the rod/plate composition of

the structures from different anatomical sites. It was suggested that the strength

of dense plate-like structures was determined by a few “major elements” spanning

through the whole structure, whereas the strength in loose rod-like structures was

determined by the relative arrangement, quality and shape of a whole set of ele-

ments. These site differences were also reflected in different age-related remodelling

mechanisms. Where in lumbar spine bone loss was mainly expressed as a loss of rods,

in femoral head bone loss was expressed by perforation of large plates followed by a

transformation of plates to rods and by loss of interconnecting stabilizing trabecular

elements. It was also suggested that these interconnecting elements played a key role

in fracture initiation in inhomogeneous bone samples. Furthermore, local morphom-

etry was able to accurately predict bone mechanical properties. A multiple linear

regression model combining mean trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp), mean slenderness of

the rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
), and the relative rod volume fraction (Ro.BV/BV) accounted for

90% of the variance in Young’s modulus as computed by conventional finite element
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method. From these results it was concluded that local morphometry was a helpful

tool to improve the understanding of bone quality and the relative importance of

local structural changes with age and in the determination of bone strength.

Idealized computational models could be created directly from the volumetric

spatially decomposed images by converting the trabecular elements to beams in

a corresponding beam finite element model. Although theses models were highly

idealized, the apparent elastic properties of a set of human trabecular bone samples

were equally well predicted by these models as compared to conventional voxel FE

models (R2 = 0.97). The big advantage of beam-FE models over conventional

voxel based FE models is the tremendous reduction in number of elements which

goes along with a tremendous reduction in computation time (up to a factor of

10’000). The strong reduction in CPU time opens up ways for research that was

not possible before, such as the routine assessment of mechanical properties of large

bone specimens or even whole bones.

In conclusion, a new framework for element based analysis of trabecular bone

structures was introduced. Local morphometry and idealized computational models

may become important tools to explain age- and disease-related changes in bone

quality and the competence of bone. With upcoming in vivo high-resolution imaging

systems idealized computational model have the potential to become a standard in

routine bone failure prediction.



Zusammenfassung

Die Knochendichtemessung ist zurzeit das Standardverfahren, um das Fraktur-

risiko in osteoporotischen Patienten abzuschätzen. Da aber erkannt wurde, dass

die Knochendichte einen relativ grossen Teil der Varianz der Knochenstärke nicht

erklären kann, wurden viele Versuche unternommen, auch die trabekuläre Struktur

in die Vorhersage der Knochenstärke mit einzubeziehen. Als Konsequenz davon

wurden viele morphometrische Parameter zur Charakterisierung der trabekulären

Knochenarchitektur entwickelt. Die meisten dieser Verfahren beschreiben dabei

Knochenproben als ganzes. Im Gegensatz dazu wurde in dieser Doktorarbeit ein Sys-

tem entwickelt und implementiert, um Knochenproben auf dem Niveau der Elemente

untersuchen zu können. Mit dieser Methode konnte trabekulärer Knochen zum er-

sten Mal in seine volumetrischen Stäbe und Platten zerlegt werden. Basierend auf

dieser räumlichen Zerlegung wurden zwei Anwendungen vorgestellt. In der ersten,

lokale Morphometrie genannt, wurden die Elemente mit herkömmlichen morphome-

trischen Methoden analysiert. In der zweiten wurden die extrahierten Elemente zu

einem idealisierten Computermodell konvertiert, welches zur schnellen und exakten

Vorhersage der mechanischen Eigenschaften des Knochens verwendet werden kann.

Mit lokaler Morphometrie konnten grosse Unterschiede in der Zusammenset-

zung bezüglich Stäbe und Platten für Strukturen verschiedener anatomischer Lagen

aufgedeckt werden. Es wurde vorgeschlagen, dass die Stärke von dichten, plat-

tenförmigen Strukturen hauptsächlich durch ein paar ,,Hauptelemente“, welche sich

quer durch die ganze Struktur erstrecken, bestimmt ist, wohingegen die Stärke in

lockeren, stabförmigen Strukturen durch die relative Anordnung, Qualität und Form

eines ganzen Sets von Elementen bestimmt ist. Diese Lage-Unterschiede konnten

auch in den unterschiedlichen altersabhängigen Umbauprozessen beobachtet werden.

Wo sich in der Lendenwirbelsäule Knochenschwund hauptsächlich durch den Verlust

von Stäben manifestierte, drückte sich Knochenverlust im Oberschenkelkopf durch

die Durchlöcherung von grossen Platten, gefolgt von einer Transformation von Plat-

ten zu Stäben, sowie durch den Verlust von stabilisierenden Zwischenverstrebungen

aus. Es wurde auch gezeigt, dass solche Zwischenverstrebungen eine Schlüsselrolle
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bei der Bruchbildung in inhomogenen Proben spielen könnten. Ausserdem konnten

mittels lokaler Morphometrie die mechanischen Eigenschaften von Knochen genau

vorhergesagt werden. Eine multiple lineare Regression mit dem mittleren Abstand

der Trabekel (Tb.Sp), der mittleren Schlankheit der Stäbe (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
) und dem rel-

ativen Stabvolumen (Ro.BV/BV) als erklärende Grössen, konnte 90% der Varianz

des Elastizitätsmoduls, welcher durch die konventionelle Methode der finiten Ele-

mente (FE) berechnet wurde, erklären. Aus diesen Resultaten wurde gefolgert, dass

lokale Morphometrie eine nützliche Methode ist, um ein vertieftes Verständnis der

Knochenqualität zu erlangen und um die relative Wichtigkeit von lokalen struk-

turellen Änderungen im Alter sowie deren Effekt auf die Knochenstärke besser ver-

stehen zu können.

Idealisierte Computermodelle konnten direkt aus den volumetrisch zerlegten

Bildern generiert werden, indem die trabekulären Elemente in einem entsprechen-

den Finiten-Elemente-Modell zu Balken konvertiert wurden. Obwohl diese Mod-

elle stark vereinfacht sind, konnte der scheinbare Elastizitätsmodul in einem Satz

von humanen Knochenproben gleich gut vorhergesagt werden wie durch konven-

tionelle FE-Modelle (R2 = 0.97). Der grosse Vorteil von Balken-FE-Modellen

gegenüber herkömmlichen voxelbasierten FE-Modellen ist die gewaltige Reduktion

in der Berechnungszeit (bis zu einem Faktor 10’000). Die starke Reduktion in der

CPU-Zeit öffnet den Weg für eine Forschung, die bisher nicht möglich war, wie

beispielsweise die routinemässige Untersuchung von mechanischen Eigenschaften von

grossen Knochenproben oder sogar von ganzen Knochen.

Zusammenfassend wurde ein neues System zur elementbasierten Analyse von

trabekulären Knochenstrukturen eingeführt. Lokale Morphometrie und idealisierte

Computermodelle könnten wichtige Werkzeuge werden, um alters- und krankheits-

bedingte Änderungen in der Knochenqualität und -stärke zu erklären. Mit der

Entwicklung von neuen, hochauflösenden in vivo Bildgebungsverfahren haben ide-

alisierte Computermodelle das Potential, in der routinemässigen Knochenfraktur-

Vorhersage zu einem Standard zu werden.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Bone

Bone is a specialized connective tissue that makes up, together with cartilage, the

skeletal system. Bone serves three functions: (a) mechanical, support and site of

muscle attachment for locomotion, (b) protective, for vital organs and bone marrow,

and (c) metabolic, as a reservoir of ions, especially calcium and phosphate, for the

maintenance of serum homeostasis, which is essential to life.

The macroscopic bone architecture is classically described using long bones as a

model (Figure 1.1). A typical long bone shows two wider extremities called epiphy-

ses, a more or less cylindrical shaft in the middle called midshaft or diaphysis, and a

developmental zone between the two called metaphysis. In a growing long bone, the

epiphysis and the metaphysis originate from two independent ossification centers.

They are separated by a layer of cartilage, called the epiphyseal cartilage or growth

plate. This layer of proliferative cells and expanding cartilage matrix is responsible

for the longitudinal growth of bones. By the end of the growth period this layer is

remodelled, becomes entirely calcified and is finally replaced by bone. The external

part of the bones is formed by a thick and dense layer of calcified tissue, the cortex or

compact bone, which in the diaphysis encloses the medullary cavity where the bone

marrow is housed. Toward the metaphysis and the epiphysis, the cortex becomes

progressively thinner, and the internal space is filled with a network of thin, calcified

struts called trabeculae. These trabeculae are conventionally classified according to

their shape as rods and plates. This porous bone type is the cancellous bone, also

named spongy or trabecular bone (Figure 1.2). The spaces enclosed by these thin

trabeculae also are filled with bone marrow and are in continuity with the medullary

cavity of the diaphysis. The bone surfaces at the epiphyses that take part in the

joint are covered with a layer of articular cartilage that does not calcify.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of a longitudinal section through a long bone (tibia).

There are consequently two bone surfaces at which the bone is in contact with the

soft tissues, an external surface, the periosteal surface and an internal surface, the

endosteal surface. These surfaces are lined with osteogenic cells organized in layers,

the periosteum and the endosteum. Cortical and trabecular bone are constituted of

the same cells and the same matrix elements, but there are structural and functional

differences. The primary structural difference is quantitative: 80% to 90% of the

volume of compact bone is bone tissue (as opposed to marrow tissue), whereas only

15% to 25% of the trabecular bone is bone tissue (the remainder being occupied by

bone marrow, blood vessels, and connective tissue). The result is that 70% to 85%

of the interface with soft tissues is at the endosteal bone surface, which leads to the

functional difference: the cortical bone fulfills mainly a mechanical and protective

function, and the trabecular bone, a metabolic function. However, this classification

is rather simplified and in certain bones such as the vertebral bodies, load is mainly

carried by trabecular bone (adapted from [1]).
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Figure 1.2: Trabecular bone.

Osteoporosis

There are many metabolic bone diseases where one or both of the above mentioned

functions are not accomplished properly anymore. One of those diseases is osteo-

porosis, which is defined as a skeletal disorder characterized by compromised bone

strength predisposing to an increased risk of fracture. Bone strength reflects the

integration of two main features: bone volume fraction and bone quality referring to

bone architecture, turnover, damage accumulation, and mineralization [2]. Before

the age of 50, it affects only a few, whereas in old age, few are left without fractures

due to age- or disease-related reduction of bone strength. It has been estimated

that 4 in 10 white women age 50 years and older will experience a hip, spine, or

wrist fracture sometime during the remainder of their lives (Figure 1.2) [3]. The

risk for white men is lower due to their shorter life expectancy and lower fracture

incidence rates. Due to the large size of the affected population and because of

the devastating impact of osteoporotic fractures on morbidity, mortality, and on

social costs, osteoporosis is recognized to be an important public health problem [4].

Death rates in patients with a hip fracture is 12% to 20% higher than in persons

of similar age, race, and sex [5]. The total medical expenditures of osteoporotic

hip-fractures, which is related with the highest medical costs, has been estimated

for many countries [6-14]. On a global scale, it was estimated that the number of
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Lifetime risk at age 50 years for Caucasian.

L.J. Melton III, JBMR 15(12):2309-14; 2000.

Figure 1.3: Common fractures in osteoporosis.

hip fractures occurring in the world each year will rise from 1.66 million in 1990 to

6.26 million by 2050 [15]. Thus, assuming a total annual cost of roughly US$ 30’000

per hip-fracture case [13], the global expenditures will rise from US$ 50 billion in

1990 to almost US$ 200 billion in 2050.

The increased use of densitometry throughout the last decades reflected a focus

on bone density as the most important predictor of osteoporotic bone fractures.

Significant correlations of apparent density and different mechanical properties of

cancellous bone have been demonstrated for large populations using power law re-

gressions [16-22]. Although many older persons may lose bone, as expressed by a

decrease in bone density, not all develop fractures. The reason is that bone density is

not the sole determinant of fracture risk. Neuromuscular function and environmental

hazards, influencing the risk of fall, the force of impact as well as bone strength are

equally important factors [23]. Bone mineral density, geometry of bone, microarchi-

tecture of bone and quality of the bone material are all components that determine

bone strength as defined by the bone’s ability to withstand loading. On average,

seventy to eighty percent of the in vitro variability in bone strength is determined

by its density [24]. On an individual basis, density alone accounts for 10% – 90% of

the variation in the strength of trabecular bone [25]. This also means that 90% –

10% of the variation in strength cannot be explained by bone density. It has been

shown that changes in trabecular morphology lead to a disproportionate decrease in

bone strength [26]. For this reason, microstructural information must be included in

the analysis to predict individual mechanical bone properties [27,28]. Preliminary
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data have shown that predicting trabecular bone strength can be greatly improved

by including architectural parameters in the analysis [29-33]. However, the relative

importance of bone density, architecture and local tissue properties, in the etiology

of bone fractures, an issue referred to as bone “quality”, is poorly understood.

Quantification of bone microstructure

To assess the contribution of microstructure to bone mechanical competence, con-

ventionally relatively small bone samples have been extracted from the body, where

it was proposed to either use cubic or cylindrical specimen geometry [34]. For the

assessment of bone mechanical properties, different experimental testing methods

have been proposed [35]. For trabecular bone, compression [20,22,32,34,36,37], and

tensile testing [22,37] were used to assess apparent Young’s modulus and ultimate

strength. Additional to these experimental methods, the stiffness and strength of

trabecular bone samples was also computed by finite element model simulations [38-

40], which showed to yield qualitatively similar results as experimental approaches.

The assessment of bone strength has traditionally been used to invent inde-

pendent measures potentially predicting and explaining the variation in stiffness

and strength, where the main focus was set on the characterization of bone mi-

crostructure. Conventionally, histomorphometry has been used to investigate bone

structures. This method allows computing parameters such as bone volume den-

sity (BV/TV) and bone surface density (BS/TV). Model dependent algorithms

were developed to calculate mean trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular sepa-

ration (Tb.Sp), number of trabecular structures (Tb.N), and other indices needed

to better characterize bone architecture [41]. However, histomorphometry is a two-

dimensional technique which does not allow to determine the real three-dimensional

structure of trabecular bone. New imaging methods such as micro-computed to-

mography are attractive for such a characterization.

Micro-computed tomography (µCT) is a non-destructive imaging technique

which allows to achieve images at a very high resolution (∼10 µm). From two-

dimensional projections a fully three-dimensional image can be reconstructed [42].

The advantage of three-dimensional images is that they enable assessment of truly

three-dimensional parameters which may not be correctly computed from two-

dimensional sections. Such indices can be used to estimate the influence of bone

architecture on the mechanical competence of bone. Additionally, µCT is an ideal

candidate to expand the classical mechanical protocols because it allows to monitor

bone architecture and its behavior under loading in a time lapsed fashion due to its

non-destructiveness. Müller et al [43] developed a new technique for nondestructive
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three-dimensional assessment of local bone failure. They presented a compression

device that fits in a commercial µCT scanner and allows to follow the deformation of

a three-dimensional structure under compression. This method gives the possibility,

for the first time, to acquire three-dimensional temporal images (4D-images) using

animations.

The basic morphometric indices that can be derived from µCT images are the

bone volume (BV), the bone surface (BS), and the total examined volume (TV). The

bone surface can be obtained by calculating the surface of the triangulated struc-

ture [44,45]. Similarly the trabecular bone structure can be meshed volumetrically

to determine its volume [46]. The basic measures of the relative bone volume density

(BV/TV) and bone surface to bone volume ratio (BS/BV) can then easily be derived.

Additional to these basic parameters the mean trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), the

mean trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), and the trabecular number (Tb.N) are often

determined parameters that can be computed directly from the three-dimensional

image without an underlying model assumption [47]. To estimate the plate-rod char-

acteristic of a trabecular bone structure a parameter called structure model index

(SMI) was invented [48], which is 0 and 3 for an ideal plate structure and an ideal

rod structure, respectively. It was shown that the SMI is closely related to mean

curvature
〈
H

〉
of the bone surface [49]. Also related is the trabecular bone pattern

factor (TBPf) [50]. It can be shown that this parameter equals 2
〈
H

〉
if extended to

the third dimension. Another architectural index often used is the mean intercept

length (MIL) characterizing the anisotropy of the structure [51]. Many researchers

argued that trabecular bone is mainly anisotropic when comparing the anatomi-

cal loading axis to a perpendicular axis and approximately isotropic perpendicular

to the anatomical axis, also referred to as transversely isotropic. To parameterize

this behavior the tubularity (Tub), a measure for the bone’s directedness along the

loading axis, and the transverse contiguity (Tcon), a measure for the distribution

of the bone in transverse plane, were conceived. Both can be derived from autocor-

relation functions in longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively [52]. Other

measures of the extent of architectural anisotropy such as volume orientation, star

volume distribution or star length distribution [53] were used to improve the pre-

diction of multiaxial elastic properties of trabecular bone from bone volume density

alone [54].

The methods mentioned so far all are an attempt to relate the properties of tra-

becular bone microstructure on a global basis to its mechanical competence. Only

few attempts have been made to investigate truly local parameters of the trabecular

network. Pothuaud et al [55] presented a method called line skeleton graph analy-
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sis (LSGA) to compute topological parameters as well as the length and volume of

single trabecular elements. They showed that LSGA can be applied in vivo [56] and

has the potential to improve the prediction of mechanical properties when combined

with bone volume fraction [57]. Their method, however, was based on a line-skeleton

where shape information was lost and an identification of plates and rods was not

possible. An attempt to also assess shape information was done by Saha et al [58],

who first introduced a method for the digital topological characterization of the

trabecular bone architecture. Their method is based on an thinning algorithm [59]

followed by a classification algorithm [60] and allowed them to subdivide the trabec-

ular structure into its rods and plates. This method was later used for orientation

analyses of the trabecular bone network [61] and it could be shown that the locally

determined orientations better described anisotropy than MIL.

However, no investigations have been done that analyzed rod and plate ele-

ments in their full volumetric extent. From these analyses local tissue property

variations could be captured on an elemental level and would allow investigating

transformations from plate-like structures to rod-like structures based on true local

information. Such examinations may improve our understanding of the relative im-

portance of local structural changes in trabecular bone to its strength and may in

future studies reveal differences in aging and disease related fractures as well as the

effect of pharmacological intervention in the prevention of such fractures.

Objectives of the thesis

The aim of this thesis was to implement a framework for element based analysis

of trabecular bone microstructures. This framework is founded on an algorithm to

extract single rod and plate elements from a trabecular bone structure which may

be subjected to further analysis or converted to idealized computational models.

Specifically, the following questions were posed:

• Can trabecular bone microstructures be subdivided into their basic rod and

plate elements for subjection to local morphometry?

• How do local morphometric indices vary within different anatomical sites, with

age and what is their potential to explain bone strength?

• Can the rod and plate elements be used to implement an idealized computa-

tional model for fast and accurate prediction of trabecular bone competence?

To address these objectives, we proposed a new method for the volumetric spa-

tial decomposition of trabecular bone structure into its basic rod and plate elements
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(Chapter 2). Based on this new method we presented two applications; local mor-

phometry (Chapter 3) and idealized computational models (Chapter 4). These three

chapters which are followed by an overall conclusion give the main structure to this

thesis. In more details, the following steps were carried out:

In Chapter 2 a new method for the volumetric spatial decomposition of tra-

becular bone structures into its basic rod and plate elements was proposed. This

method represents the foundation for the element based analysis of bone microarchi-

tecture. The method was based on a skeletonization approach, where the skeleton

of a three-dimensional bone structure was used to identify rod and plate elements

that were subsequently expanded to their actual volume by applying an algorithm

called multicolor dilation. The aim of the first study in this chapter was (1) to

device and implement this new method, (2) to validate the method on computer

generated models, and (3) to apply the method to human trabecular bone samples

to investigate site differences in local morphometry, i.e. morphometry as applied to

each individual element. To optimize the skeletons used in the volumetric spatial

decomposition method, two input parameters are needed. Changes in these param-

eters influenced the final skeleton and in cascade the spatially decomposed structure

and the derived morphometric indices. Thus, the aim of the second study in this

chapter was (4) to assess the sensitivity of local morphometric indices on these two

model parameters.

In Chapter 3, age related changes in local morphometric indices as well as

the relation between these indices and mechanical competence of trabecular bone

was investigated. For this, two studies on human trabecular bone samples were

performed. The aim of the first study in this chapter was (1) to assess age-related

changes of global and local morphometric indices, (2) age-related gender differences,

and (3) age-related site differences in these indices. To analyze these relations a set

of human trabecular bone autopsies were harvested from three different anatomical

sites (femoral head, iliac crest, and second lumbar spine). With these samples, a

co-variance analysis was performed to test for linearity with age as well as for age-

related site and gender differences. The aim of the second study in this chapter

was (4) to relate local morphometry to the mechanical properties of trabecular

bone. The elasticity was assessed experimentally by uniaxial compression testing and

computationally using the finite element method. In the third study of this chapter,

an image guided method was used to qualitatively describe bone failure in uniaxial

compression experiments. The aim of this study was (5) to show limitations of global

morphometry in predicting bone mechanical properties and (6) to demonstrate the

importance of having methods able to capture local structural variations.
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In Chapter 4 a second application of the volumetric spatial decomposition

method was presented; idealized computational models. The question was how

accurate idealized specimen specific beam finite element models can predict bone

elastic properties. The aim of the first study in this chapter was (1) to demonstrate

the working principle of beam finite element models. Therefore, one aluminum alloy

sample was converted to a beam finite element model, and the computationally

derived stress-strain curve was compared to experimental results. As these results

showed that the two stress-strain curves were in good agreement, a further study

with human trabecular bone samples was conducted. The aims of the second study

in this chapter were (2) to introduce a sophisticated method to convert trabecular

bone samples into beam finite element models (3) to compare the results for speed

and accuracy to conventional voxel finite element models.
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Abstract:

Bone microarchitecture is believed to play a key role in determining bone quality.

We therefore present a new method for the volumetric spatial decomposition of

trabecular bone samples into its basic elements (rods and plates). This new method

is a framework for the element based description of bone microarchitecture. First,

the newly developed algorithm was validated on computer-generated models. Then,

it was applied to 328 human trabecular bone samples harvested from 70 donors at

five different anatomical sites (calcaneus, femoral head, iliac crest, lumbar spine 2

and 4), which were previously scanned by micro-computed tomography. Standard

three-dimensional morphometric algorithms were used to analyze the trabeculae on

an individual basis with respect to their volume, surface and thickness. The results

were statistically compared for the five sites. In this study it was possible for

the first time to spatially decompose trabecular bone structures in its volumetric

elements; rods and plates. The size of the largest element in the structures showed

significant differences for the five compared sites. In samples from femoral head

we found that basically one “major element” was spanning through the whole

structure whereas in lumbar spine and calcaneus smaller elements dominate. From

this we suggest that the strength of strong, dense plate-like structures is determined

by the major elements whereas in looser rod-like structures the strength is given

by the arrangement, quality and shape of a whole set of elements. Furthermore, we

found that globally determined structural indices such as the mean curvature of the
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bone surface (
〈
H

〉
) or related to this the structure model index (SMI) are almost

exclusively explained by the arrangement of the plates. This also suggests that rods

hold independent information characterizing trabecular bone quality, especially in

the spine. These findings may improve the understanding of the site-specific role

of bone microarchitecture in determining bone quality and in future studies the

competence of bone.

Keywords:

Trabecular bone architecture, bone strength, bone quality, local morphometry, vol-

umetric spatial decomposition

Introduction

Osteoporosis, is defined as a skeletal disorder characterized by compromised bone

strength predisposing to an increased risk of fracture. Bone strength reflects the

integration of two main features: bone mineral density expressed as grams of min-

eral per area or volume and bone quality referring to bone architecture, turnover,

damage accumulation, and mineralization [1]. Thus it is not unexpected that older

persons may lose bone, as expressed by a decrease in bone density, but do not

develop fractures. Bone mineral density, geometry of bone, micro-architecture of

bone and quality of the bone material are all components that determine bone

strength as defined by the bone’s ability to withstand loading [2,3]. For this reason,

micro-structural information must be included in the analysis to predict individual

mechanical bone properties [4,5].

Bone micro-architecture can easily be assessed in vitro by means of micro-

computed tomography (µCT) [6] and in peripheral regions in vivo by quantitative-

computed tomography (QCT) [7,8] and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [9-11].

In this paper we will concentrate on images acquired with µCT, a non-destructive

technique with high spatial resolution. The basic morphometric measures are

the relative bone volume density (BV/TV) and bone surface to bone volume ra-

tio (BS/BV). Additional to these basic parameters the mean trabecular thick-

ness (Tb.Th), the mean trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), and the trabecular number

(Tb.N) are often determined parameters that can be computed directly from the

three-dimensional image without an underlying model assumption [12]. To esti-

mate the plate-rod characteristic of a trabecular bone structure a parameter called

structure model index (SMI) was invented [13], which is 0 and 3 for an ideal plate
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structure and an ideal rod structure, respectively. It was shown that the SMI is

closely related to mean curvature
〈
H

〉
of the bone surface [14]. Also related is the

trabecular bone pattern factor (TBPf) [15]. It can be shown that this parameter

equals 2
〈
H

〉
if extended to the third dimension. Mean intercept length (MIL) and

other measures of the extent of architectural anisotropy such as volume orienta-

tion, star volume distribution or star length distribution [16] were used to improve

the prediction of multiaxial elastic properties of trabecular bone from bone volume

density alone [17]. Using finite element models the apparent stiffness, which is an

important inherent attribute of trabecular bone samples can be computed directly

and very accurately [18,19].

The methods mentioned so far all are an attempt to relate the properties of tra-

becular bone microstructure on a global basis to bone quality. Only few attempts

have been made to investigate truly local parameters of the trabecular network.

Pothuaud et al [20] presented a method called line skeleton graph analysis (LSGA)

to compute topological parameters as well as the length and volume of single tra-

becular elements. They showed that LSGA can be applied in vivo [21] and has the

potential to improve the prediction of mechanical properties when combined with

bone volume fraction [22]. Their method however, was based on a line-skeleton

where shape information was lost and a identification of plates and rods was not

possible. An attempt to also assess shape information was done by Saha et al [23],

who first introduced a method for the digital topological characterization of the

trabecular bone architecture. Their method is based on an thinning algorithm [24]

followed by a classification algorithm [25] and allowed them to subdivide the trabec-

ular structure into its rods and plates. This method was later used for orientation

analyses of the trabecular bone networks [26] and it could be shown that the locally

determined orientations better described anisotropy than MIL.

In this study we present a new approach, conceptually combining the three-

dimensional identification of trabecular elements [20] with the classification of shape

preserved skeletons [25]. In contrary to earlier studies we do not analyze the skeleton

but present a method to decompose the trabecular structure into its basic elements

(i.e. rods and plates) in its full three-dimensional and volumetric extent. This en-

ables to compute morphological parameters for each element within the trabecular

bone structure allowing for the first time to investigate truly local morphometric

parameters of the trabecular bone network for rods and plates separately. The

specific goals of this study were to (1) present the new volumetric spatial decompo-

sition algorithm, (2) to validate this algorithm, and (3) to use the method for the

morphometric description of site specific differences.
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Methods

This section is structured in three parts. In the first part we describe the newly

introduced algorithm to spatially decompose porous structures such as trabecular

bone into its underlying elements. The second part shows three mathematical mod-

els that were used for the verification of the algorithm. Finally, in the third part,

we applied the new algorithm to a set of 328 human trabecular bone structures

from five different anatomical sites, which are calcaneus, femoral head, iliac crest,

second lumbar spine, and fourth lumbar spine. These samples have previously been

described as part of the European Union BIOMED I Concerted Action “Assessment

of Bone Quality in Osteoporosis” [27,28].

The spatial decomposition of trabecular bone

In this section we present a new method for the spatial decomposition of trabecular

bone into plate and rod elements. For this we need a binary three-dimensional

image, where bone is separated from other tissues and background, as a starting

point. A detailed description on digital topology in three dimensions can be found

elsewhere1 [29-32].

In this paper we present a skeletonization approach, where we use the term

skeletonization for an algorithm that transforms a 3D binary image into a new 3D

binary image, denoted as skeleton, that has the same topology and shape information

but which is only one voxel thick. Although this definition seems to determine the

skeleton of an object pretty well, there are infinite ways one can think of on how to

compute such a skeleton and many different approaches have already been proposed

[24,33-43]. In this paper, we used a series of algorithms to compute the final skeleton.

In a first step, we computed a very rough two voxel thick skeleton using the MB-3D

algorithm proposed by Manzanera et al in 2D [36], 3D [33,37] and nD [39]. This

algorithm is computationally fast, topology- (homotopic) and shape-preserving.

In order to reduce the MB-3D skeleton2 to a one voxel thick skeleton we intro-

duce a new algorithm, subsequently called conditional erosion (CE-3D). It is a fully

parallel algorithm that can be applied to any two-voxel-thick skeleton. To remove

all dispensable points, the algorithm runs in 6 subsequent scans whereby the struc-

turing element γi is rotated in all 6 possible directions. In a first step, all points that

1A few mathematical definitions, which are not part of the original publication, are provided in
Appendix A.

2A more detailed description of the MB-3D and the CE-3D algorithms, which is not part of the
original publication, is provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.1: Structuring elements used by the CE-3D skeletonization algorithm. The
transparent cubes are set to background and the light grey cubes are set to the
image. The dark grey cube in the structuring element γ1 marks the center of the
structuring element.

contain the structuring element γi are marked and stored in a separate image C. In

a second step all points that are needed to maintain topology are stored in image D.

Those points are detected by scanning the 3x3x3 neighborhood of each point for the

structuring elements δi (i = 1, 2), where a point is marked, if δi is contained in its

3x3x3 neighborhood. The third step removes then all points that belong to C but

not to D. This algorithm is performed only once. The three structuring elements

needed for this algorithm are shown in Figure 2.1.

Analyzing these two first procedures results in a one-voxel-thick skeleton of the

original image. However, this skeleton is very rough and needs optimization. In a

first step we used a point-classification algorithm that is able to compute for each

voxel whether it is a surface point, a surface end point, an arc point, an arc end

point, an arc-arc intersection point, an arc-surface intersection point, a surface-

surface intersection point or an isolated point. The basic principle of this algorithm

was introduced by Saha and Chaudhuri and is described in details elsewhere [25].

However, we had to modify this algorithm slightly since our skeletons were not ideal.

Especially intersection points could not be detected using the original algorithm3.

To the classified skeletons we then applied two optimization procedures. The

first was designed to reduce slender planes, which may appear from rod-like elements

with elliptical cross-section, to arcs. To achieve this goal we removed iteratively all

surface-end points, which means that a one-voxel thick boundary was removed from

all surfaces. In each iteration the skeleton was newly classified to retrieve a properly

classified skeleton. For the optimization we used a parameter which we would like

to call the slenderness parameter s. This parameter is simply the number of itera-

tions applied to reduce the surfaces. The second algorithm was invented to remove

end-arcs (an end-arc is an arc where one node is an arc end point) arising from

3A more detailed description of the point-classification algorithm, which is not part of the
original publication, is provided in Appendix C.
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surface noise. For this purpose each rod which was shorter than a critical length

was removed from the skeleton. The critical length defines a new parameter which

we would like to call noise parameter n. A sensitivity study of these two model pa-

rameters showed that the noise parameter n had only a minor effect on the skeleton

when set to twice the value of the slenderness parameter s, which leaves the model

with one single optimization parameter s. In this study, the model parameter s

was set to ten, which proved to yield in visually reasonable results for all computer

generated models (Figure 2.3) as well as for all human trabecular bone samples at

all sites (Figure 2.4). The elements in the computer models were perfectly identified

independent of their relative size and thickness. Also the inspection of the decom-

posed human bone structures showed good results in all sites using this parameter

for optimization. Additionally, this value was supported by the sensitivity analysis,

where we found that, although decomposition was sensitive to the parameter setting,

the derived morphometric indices were well behaved where an increase of s by one

caused an average change in local morphometric indices of about 1.8%. However,

this parameter may have to be adapted when changing to a different resolution or

a different species, similar to the settings for the Gaussian filtration and the global

threshold used to binarize the images.

The image processing steps from the original image up to the optimized skeleton

are visualized in Figure 2.2, where step A shows the original specimen and B shows

the corresponding skeletonized and optimized point classified step.

This optimized skeleton served as the basis for spatial decomposition. The prin-

cipal idea was to decompose the skeleton into its arcs and plates by identifying the

elements in-between the intersection points. Arcs were defined as all arc-type voxels

bound by two voxels being either an arc-arc intersection point, an arc-end point,

or an arc-surface intersection point. Plates were defined as the points bound by

surface-end points, surface-surface intersection points, and arc-surface intersection

points. These arcs and surfaces were later used for the discrimination of rods and

plates. After the thinning and optimization procedures, configurations could appear

where two nodes were very close to each other. The interconnecting arc was then

only a few voxels in length and it was therefore reasonable to remove this artificial

arc and to identify these two nodes as one single node. To achieve this we deleted all

voxels around the intersection points within a sphere of radius two. After this oper-

ation single elements in the skeleton could be identified and were written to a new

image, where each such element was assigned a number. We used even numbers for

the plate-like elements and odd numbers for the rod-like elements. This procedure

is visualized in Figure 2.2C, where each element has a different color.
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In a last step we had to identify the volumetric extend of the elements in the

spatially decomposed image. For this purpose we used a dilation-related algorithm.

The image was scanned alternating in forward and backward direction in order not

to favor one direction only. In each scan a morphological dilation with a 26-neighbor

structuring-element was applied and the new voxels were set to the color (or number)

of the current voxel, where the new voxel could only be set if it was not already

A B

D C

Figure 2.2: Spatial decomposition of trabecular bone. The initial binary image
that served as input for our algorithm is shown in (A). A skeletonization and op-
timization algorithm is applied to get a homotopic shape preserving skeleton as
shown in (B). This skeleton is then point-classified, thus arc-, surface-, border-, and
intersection-points are shown in different colors. (C) This point-classified skeleton is
then spatially decomposed by removing the intersection points. (D) A two-way mul-
ticolor dilation algorithm was applied to find the volumetric extend of each element,
yielding in the final spatially decomposed structure.
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R M P

A B C DA B C D A CBA CB A B CA B C

Figure 2.3: The three computer generated models used for the validation of the
algorithm. To represent a wide variety of structures a (R) rod-, (M) mixed-, and a
(P) plate-model were produced. The elements of these three models are: RA thin
inner rod, RB thick inner rod, RC thick outer rod, and RD thin outer rod for the
rod-model, MA outer-plate, MB inner-plate, and MC interconnecting rods for the
mixed-model, and PA outer-plate, PA inner-plate, PC interconnecting-plate for the
plate-model.

occupied by a neighboring element. The alternating forward-backward scanning

also prevented that one element could grow on expense of a neighboring element and

resulted in logical element-interfaces. We would like to call this procedure multicolor

dilation. Additionally, to maintain the overall shape and volume of the structure,

voxels were only set if they were also present in the original binary image. This

operation yielded in a spatially decomposed image of the original structure where

each element was assigned a number. Elements arising from arcs were identified

to be rods and elements arising from surfaces were identified to be plates. The

visualization of this last step is done in Figure 2.2D. The different numbers of the

elements are visualized by different colors in the image.

Table 2.1: Dimension of the elements composing the three computer generated
models shown in Figure 2.3.

Model-Element RA RB RC RD MA MB MC PA PB PC

diameter (voxel) 11 21 21 11 – – 9 – – –
length (voxel) 100 100 100 50 181 181 71 181 181 121
width (voxel) – – – – 181 181 – 181 181 71
thickness (voxel) – – – – 9 9 – 9 9 11

In all models the voxels were chosen to be 10x10x10 µm3.
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A B

C D

E

Figure 2.4: The spatially decomposed trabecular bone structures of a 37-year-old
man from (A) FH – femoral head, (B) IC – iliac crest, (C) CA – calcaneus, (D) L2
– second lumbar spine, and (E) L4 – fourth lumbar spine.
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Local morphometry

Such spatially decomposed structures may serve as a basis for many new investi-

gations and subsequent algorithms. In this study we used them to compute local

morphometric indices on a trabecular level, i.e. morphometry as applied to indi-

vidual rods and plates as identified directly from the three-dimensional images. In

order to follow the naming conventions proposed by Parfitt et al [44] we suggest to

use the prefix Pl for plates, Ro for rods, and El for elements that could be either

plate or rod. The volume, surface, and thickness of one single element is denoted

with V, S, and Th, and the sum of the volume and surface over all elements with

BV, and BS, respectively. Furthermore, we use brackets (
〈〉

) to denote mean values

that are averaged over all elements of the same type.

Basically all standard three-dimensional morphometric algorithms may be ap-

plied to the elements. In this paper we concentrated on only a few parameters which

were the mean volume (
〈
Ro.V

〉
,
〈
Pl.V

〉
), the mean surface (

〈
Ro.S

〉
,
〈
Pl.S

〉
), as well

as the mean thickness (
〈
Ro.Th

〉
,
〈
Pl.Th

〉
) averaged for each structure over all rods

and plates separately. Furthermore, the plate volume density (Pl.BV/TV), which is

defined as total plate volume divided by total volume of interest in percent and the

rod volume density (Ro.BV/TV), which is defined as the total rod volume divided

by total volume of interest in percent, as well as the relative bone volume fraction of

plates (Pl.BV/BV) and rods (Ro.BV/BV = 100% – Pl.BV/BV) in percentage, were

determined. Another parameter investigated was the relative size of “major ele-

ments” (El.Vmax/BV), which is defined as the volume of the largest element divided

by total bone volume. All parameters were computed using standard morphometric

algorithms as implemented in the image processing language IPL (Version 4.28d;

Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland).

Validation of the algorithm on computer generated images

For the validation of the algorithm three computer generated models representing a

rod-like (R), a mixed (M), and a plate-like (P) structure were produced. The three

models are shown in Figure 2.3 and the dimensions of their elements are given in

Table 2.1. The edge-length of a voxel was chosen to be 10 µm in each direction in

order to present typical dimensions as found in trabecular architectures.

Each model was spatially decomposed with the newly developed algorithm, and

the mean volume (
〈
El.V

〉
), surface (

〈
El.S

〉
), and thickness (

〈
El.Th

〉
) was computed

for each element using standard 3D morphometry. For each element type, the mean

value and standard deviation of those indices was then computed. The same indices
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Table 2.2: Morphometric and analytic results of three computer generated models
used for the validation of the algorithm. The table shows the mean values and
standard deviations of the locally determined morphometric results as well as the
analytic results determined for the three computer generated models shown in Figure
2.3. The labeling of the elements correspond to the labeling of the elements in Figure
2.3.

Model-Element RA RB RC RD〈
El.V

〉
meas.

106 µm3
7.56 ± 0.09 29.4 ± 0.0 30.7 ± 0.02 3.82 ± 0.05〈

El.V
〉

anal. 5.57 – 8.60 26.2 – 33.1 26.2 – 33.1 2.39 – 3.85
〈
El.S

〉
meas.

103 µm2
2.84 ± 0.02 5.84 ± 0.00 6.69 ± 0.02 1.51 ± 0.01〈

El.S
〉

anal. 2.47 – 3.13 5.52 – 6.30 6.13 – 6.94 1.42 – 1.82
〈
El.Th

〉
meas.

µm
87.7 ± 0.0 189.6 ± 0.0 189.4 ± 0.0 87.6 ± 0.3〈

El.Th
〉

anal. 90 – 110 190 – 210 190 – 210 90 – 110

Model-Element MA MB MC〈
El.V

〉
meas.

106 µm3
294 ± 0 294 ± 0 3.42 ± 0.00〈

El.V
〉

anal. 224 – 295 224 – 295 2.73 – 4.52
〈
El.S

〉
meas.

103 µm2
70.9 ± 0.01 69.8 ± 0.00 1.74 ± 0.00〈

El.S
〉

anal. 68.5 – 71.7 67.9 – 71.3 1.52 – 2.01
〈
El.Th

〉
meas.

µm
90.0 ± 0.0 90.0 ± 0.0 69.5 ± 0.0〈

El.Th
〉

anal. 70 – 90 70 – 90 70 – 90

Model-Element PA PB PC〈
El.V

〉
meas.

106 µm3
305 ± 0 294 ± 0 1 90.8 ± 0.1〈

El.V
〉

anal. 259 – 331 259 – 33 84.0 – 105
〈
El.S

〉
meas.

103 µm2
69.5 ± 0.00 64.4 ± 0.0 14.7 ± 0.0〈

El.S
〉

anal. 65.1 – 68.8 61.1 – 65.6 17.7 ± 18.7
〈
El.Th

〉
meas.

µm
90.3 ± 0.1 90.4 ± 0.0 109.5 ± 0.0〈

El.Th
〉

anal. 70 – 90 70 – 90 90 – 110

were also computed analytically and the results were compared to the morphometric

data (Table 2.2). For the analytic solution, dimensions of the elements ranged from

a maximal to a minimal size. This was due to fact that different mathematically

defined objects may represent the same digital object. A digital cylinder of 11 voxels

(110 µm) in diameter, for instance, may be represented by all mathematically defined

cylinders with diameters in the range of 9 to 11 voxels (90 to 110 µm).
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Anatomical data of human trabecular bone

In order to test the newly developed algorithm on real structures, we applied our

method to the large dataset of human trabecular bone samples from the European

Union BIOMED I Concerted Action “Assessment of Bone Quality in Osteoporosis”

[27,28]. The analyzed dataset encompasses 328 samples harvested from 70 donors

(32 females, 38 males with ages ranging from 23 to 92 years (mean 69.4, SD 15.4

years). The samples were harvested from five different anatomical sites; femoral

head (FH, n=64), iliac crest (IC, n=59), calcaneus (CA, n=69), second lumbar

spine (L2, n=67), and fourth lumbar spine (L4, n=69). All samples were scanned

using a micro-computed tomography (µCT) system (µCT 20, Scanco Medical AG,

Switzerland) providing a spatial resolution of 28 µm. This system and scanning

procedure is described elsewhere in detail [6]. The dataset has previously been used

for several investigations [27,45]. A 4 mm cubic region of interest (TV) was selected

from all samples. Using Gaussian filtration and global thresholding [27], binary

images were created presenting either bone or background. A component labeling

algorithm was applied to the binary images to remove all parts not 6-connected to

the main structure. These images served then as the basis for the proposed spatial

decomposition algorithm, which was applied using an optimization parameter of 10.

For visual inspection of the outcome of the proposed algorithm, spatially decomposed

structures of the five anatomical sites of an arbitrary donor (37-years-old man) were

visualized (Figure 2.4).

The spatially decomposed structures have been analyzed using the GNU statisti-

cal computation and graphics package R (Version 1.7.1; http://www.r-project.org).

For each structure we averaged the morphometric indices; for all rods, and for all

plates (Table 2.3, Figures 2.5). For each morphometric index the mean values of all

structures were compiled in a box-plot where the five site-groups were compared.

Box-plots show the median value enclosed by a box holding 50% of the data spanned

by the first and the third quartile. The whiskers show the range of the data, except

some outliers that are shown separately by a small circle. The five groups were com-

pared for significant differences (p < 0.05) using a pairwise t-test with Bonferroni

correction for multiple testing. If two groups did not differ significantly from each

other they were assigned the same letter (e.g. A, B, . . .), which was also plotted

in the graph. Thus, groups with the same letter did not differ significantly where

groups not having the same letter did.
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Table 2.3: Local morphometric indices of 328 human trabecular bone structures.

Index Site Mean SD CV Median Min Max

〈
Ro.V

〉

[106 µm3]

FH 6.63 1.59 24.0% 6.45 3.16 10.34
IC 6.14 2.05 33.3% 5.93 2.04 12.85
CA 8.15 1.82 22.3% 7.71 5.15 14.30
L2 5.69 1.60 28.1% 5.59 2.44 9.90
L4 7.54 1.94 25.7% 7.08 3.33 11.82

〈
Ro.S

〉

[103 µm2]

FH 256 41 16.2% 253 159 347
IC 243 57 23.6% 240 113 414
CA 301 42 14.1% 299 231 444
L2 234 46 19.6% 235 129 349
L4 283 48 17.2% 276 164 392

〈
Ro.Th

〉

[µm]

FH 88.3 9.4 10.6% 88.4 67.4 105.7
IC 79.1 10.2 12.9% 78.4 53.1 100.5
CA 93.3 9.1 9.7% 92.6 74.5 119.1
L2 81.8 9.9 12.1% 83.0 58.9 107.2
L4 92.3 10.7 11.6% 92.0 64.5 115.2

〈
Pl.V

〉

[106 µm3]

FH 80.7 43.1 53.3% 68.4 12.4 243.4
IC 69.7 55.3 79.3% 61.6 4.6 278.5
CA 36.8 26.4 71.8% 29.8 9.8 145.6
L2 20.5 13.4 65.7% 17.6 5.2 77.7
L4 32.8 21.8 66.5% 29.1 8.0 158.5

〈
Pl.S

〉

[103 µm2]

FH 1550 741 47.9% 1416 341 3937
IC 1689 1242 73.5% 1468 175 5918
CA 970 538 55.5% 822 362 3001
L2 609 316 51.9% 527 205 1749
L4 849 410 48.3% 798 284 2559

〈
Pl.Th

〉

[µm]

FH 81.0 6.5 8.0% 81.3 71.7 98.7
IC 79.4 11.2 14.1% 81.0 59.6 108.4
CA 94.7 9.1 9.6% 92.9 75.0 118.1
L2 83.7 10.4 12.4% 83.7 63.7 111.8
L4 93.1 10.9 11.7% 91.3 68.6 118.1

Pl.BV/BV

[%]

FH 83.0 10.3 12.4% 86.0 51.1 95.7
IC 65.6 18.4 28.0% 69.3 6.0 88.0
CA 33.8 15.7 46.6% 32.4 9.2 71.0
L2 30.6 13.6 44.6% 29.4 7.3 61.4
L4 34.9 14.2 40.7% 35.0 7.6 83.7

El.BVmax/BV

[%]

FH 65.9 18.2 27.7% 71.3 16.2 87.7
IC 35.7 23.5 65.8% 32.2 < 1.0 78.4
CA 7.9 9.1 113.5% 4.8 < 1.0 43.3
L2 6.0 6.4 107.9% 3.8 < 1.0 39.2
L4 9.5 10.2 107.3% 7.0 1.2 69.8
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Standard three-dimensional global morphometry was used to determine bone

volume density (BV/TV) and the structure model index (SMI). These parameters

have previously been reported and tabulated for the BIOMED I dataset [27] and

were here used for linear regression analysis with the new local morphometric indices

(Figures 2.6).

Results

The algorithm was first tested on three computer generated models. In all three

cases the decomposition worked well and the result looked reasonable (Figure 2.3).

Visual inspection confirmed that the algorithm basically should work on any struc-

ture type. The three parameters (
〈
El.V

〉
,
〈
El.S

〉
,
〈
El.Th

〉
) computed by direct 3D

morphometry were lying in the range of the analytically computed indices except

for a few cases where the discrepancies between digital and analytical model were

obvious (Table 2.2).

To investigate a realistic dataset we applied our algorithm to 328 cubic bone

samples harvested from 70 donors at five different sites; femoral head (FH), iliac crest

(IC), calcaneus (CA), and the second and fourth lumbar spine (L2, L4). The samples

from the different sites varied dramatically in their architecture representing a unique

dataset to test new algorithms. All structures were successfully decomposed by the

proposed algorithm. Figure 2.4 shows the autopsy samples harvested from a 37-year-

old male donor at the five different sites. These images show that most elements

are separated in a very intuitive way. The L2 specimen represents a typically rod-

like structure. In this structure the algorithm found many small rod-like elements

building a loose trabecular network. Opposed to this the FH specimen represents

a typically plate-like structure. Here we found one big element spanning through

the whole specimen from top to bottom and from one side to the other (dark blue

element). We would like to call these very large elements “major elements”. These

major elements appear in trabecular bone structures that present themselves as a

“Swiss cheese”, where only few nodes are present in the skeleton resulting in large

elements spanning the whole structure.

To investigate the differences between sites in major elements we computed for

each structure the volume of the largest element in percentage of the total bone

volume (El.Vmax/BV). Site specific distributions are shown in Figure 2.5A and Table

2.3. Some structures have one “strong” major element whereas others seam to be

“weaker” structures composed of a loose network of mainly rod-like elements.

The structure type of the groups is also represented by the relative bone volume
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Figure 2.5: Box plots of the locally determined indices for the five anatomical sites.
(A) volume of the largest element in percent of the total bone volume, (B) relative
amount of plate-volume in percentage of the total bone-volume. In (C) to (F), the
distribution of the mean plate (C) and rod (D) volume, and plate (E) and rod (F)
thickness as determined by local morphometry are shown.
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fraction of plates (Pl.BV/BV). According to Figure 2.5B, and Table 2.3 structures of

type CA, L2, and L4 may then be classified as typical rod-like structures, whereas the

structures of type FH may be classified as typical plate-like structures. IC structures

are typically a mix of plate- and rod-like structures yielding in a classification as

an intermediate structure. Plate-like structures do not only have a higher relative

plate-volume but the plates are also slightly larger (Table 2.3, Figure 2.5C). FH, and

IC had significantly higher values then CA, L2, and L4 structures. Opposed to this,

the size of the rods (Table 2.3, Figure 2.5D) could not be related to the structure

type as determined by the relative amount of plate-volume. The values for FH and

IC structures were lying in between the values of CA, L2, and L4.

The locally determined bone surface (
〈
El.S

〉
) demonstrates a similar pattern as

the locally determined bone volume (
〈
El.V

〉
) for both, plates and rods (Table 2.3).

This is not unexpected, since larger elements also have larger surfaces. Opposed to

this, element thickness is independent of the trabecular size and does therefore not

necessarily reflect
〈
El.V

〉
or

〈
El.S

〉
(Table 2.3, Figure 2.5E and 5F).

The structure model index (SMI), which in global morphometry is used to de-

termine the rod-likeness or plate-likeness of a trabecular bone sample, was plotted
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Figure 2.6: Relationship of the globally determined structure model index (SMI)
with the relative bone volume fraction of plates (Pl.BV/BV). A logarithmic fit (solid
line) yields in a high correlation (R2 = 0.87; p < 0.001). In the positive SMI range
also a linear fit (dashed line) resulted in a good correlation (R2 = 0.81; p < 0.001).
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versus the relative bone volume fraction of plates (Pl.BV/BV) (Figure 2.6). This

relationship could be well described with a logarithmic law (R2 = 0.87) for the whole

dataset including negative SMI values and with a purely linear law (R2 = 0.81) for

the dataset where SMI was positive.

Discussion

In this paper we present a new method, that allows for the first time to spatially

decompose trabecular bone and into its basic elements; plates and rods. This new

method involves several consecutive algorithms that extract the elements from the

sample, which then can be analyzed for size, shape and distributions using standard

morphometric algorithms.

Spatial decomposition has been previously described based on line skeletons [20-

22] which are not capable to include shape information and hence, cannot distin-

guish between plates and rods. A line skeleton is an excellent approach for topology

analyses but when used for spatial decomposition the results might be difficult to

interpret. Thus, these authors put their main interest in the topological analy-

sis of the line skeletons and used the new parameters in combination with global

morphometry [22]. Their results showed that local morphometric parameters might

improve the prediction of mechanical properties of bones when combined with global

morphometry. Another approach was done by analyzing shape preserved skeletons

for orientation analysis of skeletonized trabeculae [26]. Their results showed to be

a better measure of trabecular orientation than the classical mean intercept length

(MIL) technique. Hence, they were able to show that it is important to analyze

trabecular bone structures on an element level. The results from these studies cor-

roborate the importance and the need of local morphometric analyses of trabecular

bone structures, as presented in this paper. To our knowledge, this is the first study

to analyze single trabecular rod and plate elements in their full volumetric extent.

To validate this new method, three computer generated models were created and

then decomposed and analyzed by local morphometry. A rod-, mixed-, and plate-

model were chosen to represent a typical range of possible structure types. Spatial

decomposition followed by local morphometry of these models gave visually (Figure

2.3) and numerically (Table 2.2) good results.

Visually, the models were decomposed in intuitively correct elements (Figure

2.3). Consideration of the figures suggests that the algorithm basically should work

on any structure type. Few limitations were found at the interfaces of the plates in

the plate-model where the interconnecting horizontal plates were encompassed by
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small wings intuitively belonging to the vertical plates. These artifacts arise from

the sharp angles as well as from the strict orientation of the plates along the image

axes. In realistic structures we do not expect such ideal configurations and thus,

these artifacts should not appear in real datasets. This could also be experimentally

validated, where in the analysis of the Biomed I data no such features were detected.

Numerically, the average element volume (
〈
El.V

〉
), surface (

〈
El.S

〉
), and thick-

ness (
〈
El.Th

〉
) as computed by local morphometry were in good agreement to the

analytical derived solutions of corresponding models (Table 2.2). The values for〈
El.V

〉
and

〈
El.S

〉
all were relatively well centered within the analytic range. How-

ever, the already mentioned problem of the shape edges in the plate-model was also

reflected in the surface values of the plates, where the surface of the interconnecting

plates PC was slightly underestimated (−17%) on the benefit of the vertical plates

PA (Figure 2.3). The
〈
El.Th

〉
values were all located close to the analytic ranges,

where the values for rods were on the lower, and the values for plates on the upper

end of the range. These artificial effects are due to the digital nature of the images

and are most pronounced in geometrically perfect objects. However, in true bone

there are no perfect rods or plates and it can be assumed that these effects average

out such that errors are about the same for all kind of elements.

To demonstrate that this new method does not only work on computer generated

models but also on real human trabecular bone samples, the algorithm was applied to

a set of 328 human vertebral bone samples harvested from 70 donors at five different

sites (femoral head: FH, iliac crest: IC, calcaneus: CA, second and fourth lumbar

spine: L2 and L4). This data has previously been described as part of the European

Union BIOMED I Concerted Action “Assessment of Bone Quality in Osteoporosis”

[27,45]. All samples could successfully be decomposed into its underlying volumetric

rods and plates. Visual inspection showed reasonable results for all structures and

sites. As an example structures from five anatomical sites of a 37-year-old male donor

are visualized in Figure 2.4. These images show rod-like structures for calcaneus

and the spine samples and a very dense plate-like structure in the femoral head.

The sample from iliac crest could either be classified as intermediate or plate-like

structure. Where in calcaneus and spine many small elements build up the structure

in the femoral head one big blue element is spanning through the whole sample.

Thus, already visual inspection reveals some site differences.

For numerical investigation, the spatially decomposed structures were analyzed

by local morphometry. Local morphometry in this sense means that standard global

morphometry algorithms were applied to each single element and that these results
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were averaged for the whole structure independently for all rods and plates, respec-

tively.

We hypothesize that the strength of strong, dense plate-like structures is deter-

mined by major elements whereas in spare, loosely connected rod-like structures the

strength is given by the arrangement, quality and shape of a whole set of elements.

Although we did not test bone strength in this project, identification of the largest

element within each structure (Figure 5A) gives evidence for this hypothesis. In

FH structures the strongest elements were in most cases at least half of the total

bone volume. Thus, we think it is fair to suggest that these major elements carry

most part of the load. In CA, L2, and L4 structures, we found major elements on

the order of 5% of the total bone volume (Figure 2.5A). Such small elements may

only be able to contribute locally to the competence of the specimen. In this case

the arrangement, properties, and quality of the trabecular elements are much more

important in determining bone strength. This statement is also supported by the

fact that CA, L2, and L4 structures are mostly composed of rod-like elements (Fig-

ure 2.5B). In mechanical terms, plate-like structures are well suited to bear loads

from one defined direction whereas rods-like structures show more flexibility as to

the direction of the load. It is generally assumed that the choice which of the two

structure types or hybrids thereof is available at a particular site is influenced by

the “local” principal strain axis.

The plates from plate-like structures are generally larger than plates from rod-

like structures (Table 2.3, Figure 2.5C) whereas the rods are of about the same size in

all structures (Table 2.3, Figure 2.5D). First can be concluded by comparing Figure

2.5C, where the mean plate-size in FH and IC structures was significantly higher

than in CA, L2, and L4 structures, with Figure 2.5B. Thus, plate-like structures do

not only have more plate-volume but the plates are also larger. This could indicate

that in a transformation from a plate-like structure to a rod-like structure plates

are reduced in volume, perforated and finally may become a rod, as was suggested

earlier [46]. On the other side, the ranges of the average rod-volume from CA, L2,

and L4 structures enclose the ranges of the FH and IC structures (Table 2.3, Figure

2.5D). We therefore think that rods are of about the same size in all structures.

We also found that the locally determined mean surface
〈
El.S

〉
of the elements is

proportional to the locally determined mean volume
〈
El.V

〉
(Table 2.3). This is not

unexpected, since larger elements also have a larger surface.

The data suggest that the thickness of trabecular elements is to some extent inde-

pendent of structure and element type and therefore could be a biological constant.

This hypothesis is supported by the results of the average thickness measurements
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for plates (
〈
Pl.Th

〉
) and rods (

〈
Ro.Th

〉
) as shown in Figure 2.5E and 5F. The range

of thickness distribution is relatively narrow and the mean values are about the

same for rods and plates (Table 2.3). This finding suggests that the thickness of

trabeculae might be an invariant that is determined by biological regulation such as

bone remodeling. Evidence for this hypothesis was provided in a study where human

parathyroid hormone (PTH) was administered to cynomolgus monkeys [47]. These

researchers found that PTH treatment increased cancellous bone volume, which was

expressed on an architectural level by increased Tb.N and decreased Tb.Sp with

no significant change in Tb.Th. They suggested that thickening of trabeculae may

be an early event in response to PTH occurring prior to tunneling, which returns

Tb.Th to normal levels while increasing Tb.N. However, this hypothesis could not

be proven in our study and needs further biological investigations.

The definition of the structure type of a trabecular bone sample can be improved

with local morphometry. This is due to the fact, that in local morphometry it is

possible to decompose trabecular bone samples in rods and plates and hence, it

is possible to compute the relative bone volume fraction of rods (Ro.BV/BV) and

plates (Pl.BV/BV = 100% – Ro.BV/BV). We propose to use this measure as a

new parameter determining the structure type, where structures with less than

50% Pl.BV/BV will be called rod-like structures and structures with more than

50% Pl.BV/BV will be called plate-like structures. Conventionally, the structure

model index (SMI) is used for an estimate of the rod-likeness and plate-likeness of

a structure. This parameter was designed to yield values in the range from 0 for

perfect plates to 3 for perfect rods [13]. SMI was used in many studies [14,48-53] to

characterize trabecular bone architecture. In this study, we showed that the globally

determined SMI and the locally determined Pl.BV/BV were in good agreement

when fitting a logarithmic law (R2 = 0.87, Figure 2.6). For positive SMI values this

logarithmic curve was almost linear resulting in a good linear fit for this range (R2 =

0.81, Figure 2.6). However, for very dense, plate-like structures, SMI values become

negative and thus exceed the definition range. Nevertheless, also these values are

true measures and therefore need to be included in the analysis. This is due to the

fact that SMI is only a derived parameter depending on the mean surface curvature〈
H

〉
, the bone volume BV and the bone surface BS. The relation was shown to equal:

SMI = 12
〈
H

〉
BV/BS [14]. Negative SMI values therefore reflect a negative mean

curvature or so called “Swiss cheese” type structures. Opposed to this, Pl.BV/BV

cannot exceed its range which is defined from 0% (no rods) to 100% (no plates)

and gives therefore an unambiguous classification of structure type. Furthermore,

Pl.BV/BV implicitly includes true structural information and provides a measure
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for the relative amount of rods and plates in a trabecular structure. Opposed to

this a structure with SMI = 1.5 may have a relative amount of plate volume that

varies from 20% up to 70% (Figure 2.6).

In conclusion, we have developed a new method that allows for the first time

a three-dimensional spatial decomposition of porous structures such as trabecular

bone in its basic volumetric elements, i.e. plates and rods. The algorithm was vali-

dated on computer generated models where visual and numerical results were in good

agreement with corresponding analytical models. Furthermore, 328 human trabecu-

lar bone samples from five different anatomical sites could spatially be decomposed

and analyzed by local morphometry. We found that in plate-like structures major-

elements span through the whole sample giving bone the main mechanical support,

whereas in rod-like structures the mechanical support was determined by the quality,

configuration and shape of a whole set of elements.
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Abstract:

Recently, we proposed a new method for the volumetric spatial decomposition of

trabecular bone structures into its basic rod and plate elements. This method was

based on a skeletonization approach, where two model parameters (Iterations and

Length) were used to identify an ideal skeleton. The goal of this study was to

estimate the sensitivity of local morphometric indices to the two model parameters.

In a first step, the local morphometric indices of one sample were plotted as three-

dimensional surfaces versus the two parameters. In a second step, twenty human

trabecular bone samples were analyzed for intersections in linear plots. The results

showed that the three-dimensional surfaces were smooth for rod derived indices

(R2 > 0.993) and had some randomness for plate derived indices (R2 > 0.910).

Furthermore, we found less intersections in the rod derived indices. For this reason,

rod derived indices are more reliable than plate derived indices. The results also

demonstrated that it was reasonable to reduce the model to one parameter by setting

the parameter Length to twice the value of the parameter Iterations. In conclusion,

we found that local morphometric indices are reliable measures that show large

sample differences and thus may shed new light on structural differences of trabecular

bone in a local fashion by adequately choosing one single optimization parameter.
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Introduction

Recently, we proposed a new method for the volumetric spatial decomposition of

porous structures such as trabecular bone into its basic rod and plate elements [1].

This method was validated on computer generated models and showed reasonable

results when applied to human trabecular bone specimens. The basic idea of this

method was to reduce the volumetric object to a one-voxel thick homotopic skeleton

containing only structural shape information. Applying a point-classification algo-

rithm to the skeleton [2] allowed us to decompose the skeleton into one-voxel thick

arcs and surfaces, which then could be expanded to their corresponding volumetric

rods and plates by applying a dilation based algorithm.

The core of this method was thus to compute a reasonable skeleton serving for

the decomposition. In our study, we used the term skeleton for an object that was

derived from a 3D binary digital image and had the same topology and shape infor-

mation as the original object but was only one voxel thick. Although this definition

seems to determine the skeleton of an object pretty well, there are infinite ways one

can think of on how to compute such a skeleton and many different approaches have

already been proposed [3-11]. However, these algorithms perform usually well for

the purpose they were designed for but may yield in only moderate results when

applied to other applications. For this reason we used in our method a series of

algorithms to compute the final skeleton.

In a first step, a computationally fast, isotropic, shape-preserving, and homotopic

thinning algorithm [3,8] was used to compute a very rough two-voxel thick skeleton.

This skeleton was then reduced to one-voxel thickness by a subsequent algorithm

called conditional erosion [1]. The two algorithms were designed to maintain shape

information such as plates and rods. Unfortunately, this means that also “imperfect

rods” with an elliptical cross-section yield in a surface instead of an arc. To fix

this problem, an optimization algorithm was used to reduce in a first step slender

surfaces to arcs, and in a second step to remove end-arcs (an end-arc is an arc where

one node is an arc end point) arising from object-surface noise. This optimization

algorithm had two parameters which controlled 1) the number of iterations that had

to be applied to transform thin slender surfaces into arcs and 2) the maximal length

of end-arcs to be removed.

The goal of this study was to perform a sensitivity analysis for the two parameters
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used in the optimization algorithm, and their effect on the skeleton, the decomposed

structure and the derived morphometric indices. The first aim was to investigate

whether the morphometric indices followed a smooth mathematical curve or whether

they behaved chaotic in function of the optimization parameters.

Methods

Bone samples

Twenty human trabecular bone samples were extracted from intact spinal columns

of nine donors who took part in an anatomical donation program. A specially

developed drill was used to core the cylindrical specimens (10 mm height and 8 mm

in diameter) from lumbar and thoracic vertebrae under constant water irrigation.

Preceding drilling, contact radiographs were taken from each vertebra to orient

them into a position such that the main trabecular orientation was aligned with the

longitudinal axis of the cored specimen. No data was available on age and disease

state of the donors. The samples were scanned using a micro-computed tomography

system (µCT 40, Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland) at an isotropic nominal resolution

of 20 µm. The reconstructed images were filtered using a constrained 3D Gaussian

filter to partially suppress noise in the volumes (σ = 1.2 voxel, support = 1 voxel),

and binarized using a global threshold (12.4% of maximal possible gray scale value)

as previously described [12]. A cylindrical region with a diameter of 7 mm was

digitally cut, to exclude bone fragments that might have resulted from the cutting

process. Component labeling was performed to remove unconnected parts of the

structure.

Primary skeletonization

The component labeled images were then skeletonized using a three-dimensional

homotopic, isotropic, and shape preserving thinning algorithm [3,8], yielding in a

very rough two voxel thick, symmetric skeleton. Subsequently, a topology preserving

algorithm called conditional erosion was used to reduce this skeleton to one voxel

thickness (Figure 2.7B). A detailed description of these procedures is given elsewhere

[1].
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Skeleton optimization

The one-voxel thick skeletons resulting from primary skeletonization were a very

rough representation of the original bone structure where rods with elliptic cross-

section may be represented as slender surfaces. To overcome this problem, we applied

the optimization algorithm as described in details below.

In a first step we used a point-classification algorithm that is able to compute

A B

DC

Figure 2.7: Optimization of the skeleton. A) very small subsection of a trabecular
bone structure, B) primary skeleton, C) optimized with Iterations = 5, D) optimized
with Iterations = 10.
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for each voxel whether it is a surface point, a surface end point, an arc point, an arc

end point, an arc-arc intersection point, an arc-surface intersection point, a surface-

surface intersection point or an isolated point. The basic principle of this algorithm

was introduced by Saha and Chaudhuri and is described in details elsewhere [2].

However, we had to modify this algorithm slightly since our skeletons were not

ideal, which resulted in difficulties to detect certain intersection points.

To the classified skeletons we then applied two optimization procedures. The first

was designed to reduce slender surfaces, which may appear from rod-like elements

with elliptical cross-section, to arcs. To achieve this goal, we iteratively removed all

surface-end points, which means that a one-voxel thick boundary is removed from

all surfaces. After each iteration the skeleton was newly classified to retrieve a new

properly classified skeleton (Figures 2.7C and 2.7D). If a surface was only two or

three voxel thick prior an iteration the surfaces were turned into an arc. For the

optimization we used a parameter which is simply the number of iterations that

were applied to reduce the surfaces and hence will be called Iterations in this study.

The second algorithm was invented to remove end-arcs (an end-arc is an arc

where one node is an arc end point) arising from object-surface noise. For this

purpose, each rod which was shorter than a critical length was removed from the

skeleton. The critical length defines a new parameter which in this study is called

Length parameter.

Spatial decomposition

The optimized skeleton was spatially decomposed into rods and plates, where rods

were identified to be the elements having exactly two nodes as opposed to plates that

had more than two nodes. The elements were then expanded to their original size

by applying a so called multi-color dilation algorithm [1]. This operation resulted in

a spatially decomposed bone structure where all rods and plates were labeled with

an individual color (or number).

Local morphometry

From this decomposed structure we computed local morphometric indices, which

means that we applied standard three-dimensional morphometry to individual rods

and plates. In order to follow the naming conventions proposed by Parfitt et al

[13] we previously suggested to use the prefix Pl for plates, Ro for rods, and El for

elements that could be either a plate or a rod. The volume, surface, and thickness

of one single element were denoted with V, S, and Th, and the sum of the volume
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and surface over all elements with BV, and BS, respectively. Furthermore, we use

brackets (
〈〉

) to denote mean values that are averaged over all elements of the same

type.

In this study we concentrated on the mean volume (
〈
Ro.V

〉
,
〈
Pl.V

〉
), the mean

surface (
〈
Ro.S

〉
,

〈
Pl.S

〉
), as well as the mean thickness (

〈
Ro.Th

〉
,

〈
Pl.Th

〉
) av-

eraged for each structure over all rods and plates, separately. Additionally, the

mean slenderness of rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
) was computed as the ratio of the rod length to

thickness, where the length was the node distance in the corresponding skeletonized

image. Furthermore, the relative bone volume fraction of plates (Pl.BV/BV) and

rods (Ro.BV/BV = 100% – Pl.BV/BV) in percentage, as well as the number of rods

(Nr.Rods) and plates (Nr.Plates) were determined.

Sensitivity analysis: Iterations and Length for one sample

For the sensitivity analysis of the two parameters Iterations and Length, an arbi-

trary sample was selected and optimized using a series of Iterations and Length

combinations. Both parameters were varied in the range of 0 to 48 in steps of 3.

For each optimized skeleton local morphometry was computed.

To investigate the influence of the Iterations parameter in more details, we plot-

ted the data points at constant Length = 30 versus Iterations and fitted a Gompertz

relation or rational function, whatever gave better results. These two mathematical

functions showed to yield in reasonable fits for all parameters:

f(x) = ae−eb−cx
Gompertz Relation

f(x) =
a + bx

1 + cx + dx2
Rational Function

Sensitivity analysis: Intersection of independent samples

To investigate whether independent samples were similarly affected by the opti-

mization procedure, a set of twenty samples was optimized using the parameter sets

(Iterations/Length) = {(3/6), (6/12), (9/18), (15/30), (21/42), (30/60), (48/96)},
where we chose multiples of three to be consistent with the one-sample analysis.
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Figure 2.8: Three-dimensional surface plots to explore the sensitivity of the mor-
phometric indices in function of the two model parameters Iterations and Length.
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Figure 2.9: Three-dimensional surface plots to explore the sensitivity of the mor-
phometric indices in function of the two model parameters Iterations and Length.
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Results

Sensitivity analysis: Iterations and Length for one sample

To investigate the effect of the two optimization parameters Iterations and Length,

the basic morphometric indices were displayed as three-dimensional surface plots

for one sample (Figures 2.8 and 2.9). Generally, all these surfaces were much more

sensitive to Iterations than to Length. The later had only an effect up to a value of

30, where the effects were most pronounced in the indices Nr.Rods,
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
,
〈
Ro.V

〉
,

and
〈
Ro.S

〉
. Thus, if for Length a sufficiently high value is chosen the optimization

procedure can be simplified to a one parameter algorithm.

To analyze the three-dimensional surface plots in more details with respect to

Iterations, one-dimensional plots along the isoline Length = 30 were created (Figure

2.10). To all these plots a Gompertz relation (Figures 2.10A, 2.10B, and 2.10H)

or rational function (Figures 2.10C – 2.10G, and 2.10I – 2.10K) could be fitted

that accurately described the characteristic of the curve. An exception was made

for Nr.Plates, where the first data-point was excluded prior fitting the curve. In

Figures 2.10A – 2.10H the curves fitted very well with R2 > 0.993 and in Figures

2.10I – 2.10K the curves fitted also well with R2 > 0.910.

The relative bone volume fraction of rods (Ro.BV/BV), which can be used as

a measure of the plate/rod characteristic of a trabecular bone sample (previous

section), strongly depends on the parameter Iterations (Figures 2.8A and 2.10A). In

the sample analyzed Ro.BV/BV changed its structure type from a plate-structure

to a rod-structure, where the sigmoidal increase was largest and almost linear in the

range of 3 to 30. The relative bone volume fraction of plates (Pl.BV/BV) showed

the inverse behavior (Figures 2.8B and 2.10B).

The number of rods (Nr.Rods) increased monotonically, where the increase was

largest for small Iterations (Figures 2.8C and 2.10C). This is consistent with an

increase in Ro.BV/BV. The number of plates showed a discontinuity at the first

step followed by a decent decrease that could accurately be modeled using a ratio-

nal function (Figures 2.8D and 2.10D). To avoid this discontinuity the parameter

Iterations should therefore not be set to zero.

The mean indices derived from the rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
,
〈
Ro.V

〉
,
〈
Ro.S

〉
,
〈
Ro.Th

〉
) all

showed a similar increase that was relatively steep for low Iterations and started to

level out at higher values. The increase was most pronounced in
〈
Ro.Th

〉
, which

reached its level already around 10 (Figures 2.9E and 2.10H), followed by
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
,

which reached its level at about 20 (Figures 2.8E and 2.10E). The indices
〈
Ro.V

〉
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(Figures 2.9A and 2.10F) and
〈
Ro.S

〉
(Figures 2.9C and 2.10G) both showed an

increase that was similar to Nr.Rods.

The mean indices derived from the plates (
〈
Pl.V

〉
,

〈
Pl.S

〉
,

〈
Pl.Th

〉
) could not

be perfectly modeled by using a reasonable mathematical function and showed some

random behavior. The deviation from the data points to the fitted curve was almost

10% which makes these indices less reliable. Similarly to Nr.Plates, the first two

data-points had to be omitted indicating that small values for Iterations should be
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Figure 2.10: These plots show sections through the three-dimensional surfaces plot-
ted in Figure 2.8 and 2.9 for a constant Length = 30.2 and 3 for a constant Length
= 30.
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avoided. Apart from these points, the indices
〈
Pl.V

〉
(Figures 2.9B and 2.10I) and〈

Pl.S
〉

(Figures 2.9D and 2.10J) showed a similar decrease with increasing Iterations,

and the values of
〈
Pl.Th

〉
(Figures 2.9F and 2.10K) were slightly decreasing at higher

Iterations.
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Figure 2.11: Intersection plots for twenty independent samples.
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Sensitivity analysis: Intersections of independent samples

To investigate the relative sensitivity of morphometric indices on the parameters

Iterations and Length in different trabecular bone samples, we applied the opti-

mization algorithm to twenty bone samples and displayed the results as intersection-
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Figure 2.12: Intersection plots for twenty independent samples.
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plots (Figures 2.11 and 2.12). To simplify the optimization algorithm the parameter

Length was set to twice the parameter Iterations, which was shown to be a reason-

able setting based on visual inspection of the data.

In Ro.BV/BV (Figure 2.11A) and Pl.BV/BV (Figure 2.11B) we found the sam-

ples to behave similarly and the lines mostly showed no intersections. The variation

between the samples was largest in the range for Iterations from 3 to 30. Thus,

this range would be ideal to find sample differences according to Ro.BV/BV or

Pl.BV/BV, which showed to be reliable indices.

In Nr.Rods (Figure 2.11C) most lines had a parallel course, which makes this

index reliable. However, a few samples leveled out already at low values for Iterations

and thus intersected the lines of other samples. These intersections were especially

pronounced in the range up to about 30. Opposed to this, the samples showed many

intersections in Nr.Plates (Figure 2.11D), which were especially pronounced for low

values of Iterations. Above 30 these intersections mostly vanished.

The mean indices derived from the rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
,

〈
Ro.V

〉
,

〈
Ro.S

〉
,

〈
Ro.Th

〉
)

showed all only moderate intersections that could be neglected for values of Iterations

larger than 20. Above this range, these indices were mostly constant, wherefore for

these indices, a value above 20 would yield in reasonable results (Figures 2.11E,

2.12A, 2.12C, 2.12E).

The mean indices derived from the plates (
〈
Pl.V

〉
,
〈
Pl.S

〉
,
〈
Pl.Th

〉
) showed many

intersections over the whole range (Figures 2.12B, 2.12D, 2.12F). Additionally, the

curves did not follow simple mathematical functions.

Discussion

In this study, we analyzed the sensitivity of the volumetric spatial decomposition

method on its two model parameters Iterations and Length. The sensitivity was ex-

plored by computing the basic local morphometric indices for different optimization

schemes. In a first step, a single sample was analyzed to find independent effects

of these two parameters. Since we found that Length had only minor effects on

the outcomes, further analyses concentrated on the parameter Iterations. In a sec-

ond step, twenty samples were analyzed to find whether the influence of the model

parameters acted similarly on different samples.

Generally, the morphometric indices were much more dependent on the optimiza-

tion parameter Iterations than on the parameter Length. This is not unexpected;

the Length determines the cut-off length for free-ending skeleton arcs to be removed
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from the skeleton. At some point all free-ending arcs are removed and thus the

skeleton does not change anymore if this parameter is increased. This optimization

parameter has therefore only a minor importance and the three-dimensional surface

plots (Figures 2.8 and 2.9) suggest, that for sufficiently high values of Length the

outcome is invariant in this parameter and thus the optimization procedure can be

reduced to a one parameter model. We suggest setting the parameter Length to

twice the value of the parameter Iterations, which should yield in sufficiently high

values in all cases. For this reason, further discussions concentrate to the discussion

of the Iterations parameter.

The relative bone volume fraction of rods (Ro.BV/BV), and wiht that the derived

structure type, strongly depended on the setting of the Iterations parameter (Figures

2.8A and 2.10A). If this parameter becomes sufficiently high eventually any structure

may turn into a complete rod-structure. This is intuitively clear, since at some point

all surface-edge points in a classified skeleton may be removed and thus plates are

turned into a set of rods. For this reason, the Iterations parameter should not be

chosen too high. The intersection plots revealed that the variation in Ro.BV/BV was

largest in the range from 3 up to about 30. Thus, any parameter in this range should

yield in reasonable results concerning the rod/plate characteristic of the structures

as well as concerning sample differences. The same is true for Pl.BV/BV (Figures

2.8B and 2.10B).

Closely related to this is the number of rods (Nr.Rods), which also increased with

increasing Iterations (Figures 2.8C and 2.10C), a result caused by the reduction

of surfaces to arcs. Here, the Length parameter had a more pronounced effect

which clearly indicated that a big part of noise could be removed by setting this

parameter. The intersection plots (Figure 2.11C) showed that not all trabecular

bone structures behaved the same as a function of Iterations. If a structure is

extremely rod-like only few plates may be converted to rods wherefore Nr.Rods levels

out already at low Iterations. Nevertheless, there were only a few lines that showed

intersections and most lines were on a parallel course. The intersections could even

be neglected after the value of 30. Opposed to this, the number of plates (Nr.Plates)

has to be considered with more care. In the one sample plot (Figure 2.10D) we

found a discontinuity at the first step followed by a smooth decrease that could be

modeled well using a rational function. However, the corresponding intersection plot

(Figure 2.11D) demonstrates that this index is difficult to interpret due to the many

intersections which were especially pronounced for low Iterations. Above 30 these

intersections mostly vanished. However, the variance was also seriously reduced in

this range, wherefore not many sample differences can be expected. Although, there
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is a tendency that in all samples Nr.Plates decreases, comparison of samples in this

index should be taken with care.

The morphometric indices averaged for all rods could accurately be modeled by

a mathematical law (Figures 2.10E – 2.10H) and showed only minor intersections

(Figures 2.11E, 2.12A, 2.12C, and 2.12E). The mean slenderness (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
) and the

mean thickness (
〈
Ro.Th

〉
) of the rods showed a steep increase for low values of

Iterations and were basically constant for values above 20. For these two indices

a high Iterations value leads in a reproducible result. The mean volume (
〈
Ro.V

〉
)

and the mean surface (
〈
Ro.S

〉
) of the rods showed a similar course where the initial

increase was less steep. For this reason it is no problem to compare different bone

structures in these indices, where differences become more pronounced at higher

Iterations.

The morphometric indices averaged for all plates showed some randomness,

wherefore interpretations based on these indices must be taken with care. Espe-

cially
〈
Pl.Th

〉
showed high intersections for larger values of Iterations (Figure 2.12F).

However, for values below 20, a reasonable estimation of plate thickness should be

possible, since in this range the variation was moderate. The mean volume (
〈
Pl.V

〉
)

and the mean surface (
〈
Pl.S

〉
) generally decreased with increasing Iterations (Fig-

ures 2.12D and 2.12F). Although some samples behaved chaotic, there were only

moderate intersections. Since no perfect mathematical model could be fitted (Fig-

ures 2.10I – 2.10K), the scaling of morphometric indices with respect to Iterations

is only possible with limited accuracy.

These specific results demonstrate that the outcome of local morphometric in-

dices depend on the Iterations parameter, wherefore this parameter has to be chosen

carefully and should be fixed for each study. An optimal parameter for the present

study lies in the range of 20 to 30. In this range the results are scalable with

high precision for indices derived from rods and with moderate precision for indices

derived from plates. However, the exact parameter setting is also resolution depen-

dent, wherefore this result can not be generalized and is only valid for a nominal

resolution of 20 µm as used in this study. If a different resolution is chosen, the

parameter has to be determined once again, either, by visual inspection or by a

similar sensitivity study. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the specimens in this

study were all harvested from human lumbar spine and were thus rather rod-like.

In specimens from different sites with more plate structures, the sensitivity could

behave differently and an other parameter could become optimal.

In conclusion, we found that the optimization algorithm of the volumetric spatial

decomposition algorithm can be reduced to a one parameter model, by setting the
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Length parameter to twice the value of the Iterations parameter. If later parameter is

chosen well, local morphometric indices are reliable measures that show large sample

differences and thus may shed new light on structural differences of trabecular bone

in a local fashion.
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Abstract:

A recently developed method allows investigating trabecular bone on an elemental

(rod/plate) level. With this method, it is possible to measure local morphometric

parameters such as thickness or orientation directly on the extracted rods and plates.

Age-related changes of trabecular microarchitecture can thus be investigated on

an elemental level, which may help to improve the understanding of age-related

bone failure mechanism as well as the effect of pharmaceutical intervention in the

prevention of such fractures.

Autopsies from femoral heads (FH), iliac crest (IC), and lumbar spine (LS) were

analyzed by global morphometry. Additionally, the trabecular structures were de-

composed into rods and plates for the analysis with local morphometry. These

morphometric indices were related to age using an analysis of covariance to test for

gender differences and linearity with age.

In this study, age-related changes showed no gender but site differences. In

LS, rods were thinned in aging and finally vanish from the structure, causing a

transformation of the trabecular bone structure to longer and, on average, thicker

rods. In IC we found a high variation in the morphometric indices at all ages,

thus it was difficult to formulate a general behavior for this site. In FH, changes

were expressed by a simultaneous thinning and loss of interconnecting trabeculae

and perforation of plates leading to new plates and rods. Results were mostly

in agreement with earlier findings mostly using descriptive analysis of the aging

process. Here we present for the first time preliminary quantitative evidence of
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changes in the local microstructure, i.e., individual rods and plates. Nevertheless,

the number of samples was too small to make for ready conclusions. We conclude

that the combination of local and global morphometry is a useful method for a

detailed and quantitative description of age-related changes in bone microstructure.

Keywords:

age-related changes, local morphometry, osteoporosis, trabecular bone, trabecular

plates, trabecular rods

Introduction

Age and disease related osteoporotic bone fractures are now considered a major

burden to society in most developed countries. The total medical expenditures of

osteoporotic hip-fractures, which is related with the highest medical costs, has been

estimated for many countries [1-9]. On a global scale, it was estimated that the

number of hip fractures occurring in the world each year will rise from 1.66 million

in 1990 to 6.26 million by 2050 [10]. Thus, assuming a total annual cost of roughly

US$ 30’000 per hip-fracture case [8] the global expenditures will rise from US$ 50

billion in 1990 to almost US$ 200 billion in 2050.

The definition of osteoporosis changed over the years with increasing knowledge

over this disease. Where in the earlier days osteoporosis was defined as an absolute

decrease in the amount of bone [11-13] to a level below that required for mechanical

support [14], later definitions added the importance of microarchitecture [15,16] and

bone quality [17], a term referring to architecture, turnover, damage accumulation

and mineralization. With the definition of osteoporosis also the focus of inves-

tigation changed over the years. Most early studies in age-related bone changes

concentrated in the description of the amount of bone volume [11-13,18-27] and

only few investigated structural parameters such as bone surface [21,24,25], trabec-

ular number [24,28], trabecular thickness [22,24], or trabecular spacing [22]. This

was based on the intuitive idea that the mechanical properties of trabecular bone

depend strongly on its apparent density or bone volume [29,30] and it became an

indisputable fact that bone is lost in aging people. However, Hui et al demonstrated

that even for constant bone mass, fracture risk increases with age [31]. Thus, bone

quality changes with age independent of bone mass and components such as mi-

croarchitecture, turnover, damage accumulation and mineralization must be taken

into account in determining bone strength.
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Parfitt et al were first to highlight the evidence of trabecular bone microstructure

in the etiology of osteoporosis and bone fractures [32]. With their newly introduced

parallel-plate model they investigated architectural changes with age such as spacing

and thickness of trabecular plate structures and found that the reduction in bone

volume was mainly due to a reduction in plate density, with no significant decrease in

plate thickness [32,33]. The authors proposed that the process of plate-removal was

initiated by an excessive depth of osteoclastic resorption cavities, leading to focal

perforation of plates, followed by progressive enlargement of the perforation with

conversion of plates to rods. It was also proposed that a potential thinning of residual

elements could arise from incomplete refilling by osteoblasts of resorption cavities of

normal or reduced size [34]. Additionally, it was speculated that vertical elements

that are subjected to compression could increase in thickness as a compensatory

response to loss of horizontal trabeculae [35]. Theses results corroborated the theory

that not only bone density but also structural parameters play a leading role in

the determination of trabecular bone competence, and it was also recognized that

fenestration and loss of connectivity can probably only partially be repaired by

adding bone to existing surfaces [36,37].

This theory stimulated research in trabecular bone structure related to aging and

different methods were used to investigate the thickness and spacing of trabecular el-

ements. Mosekilde used polarized light to demonstrate for human vertebrae that the

mean horizontal trabecular thickness was significantly decreased with age whereas

the mean thickness of vertical trabeculae remained unchanged with age [38]. Using

the same technique she found that the decrease in trabecular bone volume density,

ash-density, and mean horizontal trabecular thickness and the increase in trabecular

separation were identical for males and females [39]. Similarly, Thomsen et al found

in their histological sections using a modified version of the parallel plate model that,

the vertical trabecular thickness was independent of age, whereas the thickness of

horizontal trabeculae decreased significantly with age [40]. The trabecular number

and trabecular spacing was found to decrease and increase, respectively for both,

vertical and horizontal trabeculae. Bergot et al found by using granulometry, that

the mean width of vertical trabeculae decreased in both men and women with age,

but that the mean width of horizontal trabeculae decreased with age only in women

[41]. From this, they concluded that age-related loss of trabecular bone can be at-

tributed to at least two processes: generalized trabecular thinning of trabeculae as

well as shortening or complete disappearance of some trabeculae. With histomor-

phometric analysis McCalden et al showed that the surface to volume ratio and the

mean separation of the trabecular plate increased with age, whereas the mean thick-
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ness and connectivity of the trabecular plate decreased [42]. Histomorphometry was

also used by Weinstein et al who concluded that the decrease in trabecular bone

with advancing age is due to both an increase in the distance between trabeculae

and a decrease in the width of individual trabecular profiles [43].

With the improvement in spatial resolution of three-dimensional imaging systems

such as micro-computed tomography (µCT) [44], peripheral quantitative-computed

tomography (QCT) [45,46], and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [47-49] it be-

came possible to assess trabecular bone microstructure in three-dimensional space.

This pushed the research field towards the assessment of new unbiased three-

dimensional quantities such as the model-independent assessment of mean trabecu-

lar thickness (Tb.Th) and mean trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) [50], structure model

type (SMI) [51], mean curvature of trabecular bone structure (
〈
H

〉
) [52], or con-

nectivity density (Conn.D) [53]. All these parameters were also related to changes

with age and diseases. Ding et al found that SMI changed towards more rod-like

structures in the elderly, and that Tb.Th declined significantly with age [54]. These

changes became significant after the age of 80 years and remained relatively un-

changed between 20 and 80 years. They also revealed an age-related increase in ar-

chitectural anisotropy (DA), age-related decrease in bone volume fraction (BV/TV)

and bone surface density (BS/BV), and age-independence of connectivity in the

condyle of the tibia [55]. Their results suggest that bone remodeling in aging tibial

cancellous bone may reorient trabecular volume orientation rather than selectively

removing trabecular struts oriented in a particular direction. These findings are in

line with finite element model simulations [56,57] demonstrating the adaptation of

bone structure orientation along the principal loading axis by simulating cellular

mechanism. Another study highlighted, that three-dimensional connectivity mea-

surements are not able to discriminate between rod-like connections and fenestrated

plates and hence should not be used as an age-related measure [58].

Recently, we proposed a new method for the local morphometric analysis of

single trabecular rod and plate elements [59-61]. This new method allows computing

morphometric parameters such as volume, surface, thickness and orientation directly

on a trabecular level (i.e. individual rods and plates) and it is for the first time

possible to verify in three-dimensional space whether the thickness of horizontal

and vertical rods are age-dependent. Local morphometry also opens the doors to

investigate new parameters such as the slenderness of rods, which is important in

determining whether buckling is a potential failure mode. To complete the picture

in age-related changes of trabecular bone we also included global morphometric

parameters such as BV/TV and Tb.Sp, which are better measured by means of
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global than local methods. The overall aim of this study was to achieve a better

understanding in age-related changes of trabecular bone.

Methods

In this study, we analyzed human trabecular bone samples assessed as part of the

European Union BIOMED I Concerted Action “Assessment of Bone Quality in Os-

teoporosis” [62,63]. The analyzed dataset encompasses 182 samples harvested from

70 donors at three different anatomical sites; femoral head (FH), iliac crest (IC),

and second lumbar spine (LS). Bone samples were recruited from subjects in the

postmortem room in standardized conditions from subjects of all ages and different

pathological conditions. The main causes of death were heart failure, pneumonia,

stroke, and sepsis. The samples were extracted along their site-specific anatomi-

cal loading axis. Detailed clinical characteristics of the patients included in this

BIOMED I project have been described elsewhere [64,65]. No patients were ex-

cluded due to known skeletal diseases, metabolic diseases nor to drugs known to

affect the skeleton. In that sense, the study population was not considered a normal

population with respect to their bone status but a typical cross-section of the hos-

pital population at the time of the study. The numbers of samples and mean ages

per site and sex are shown in Table 3.1.

All samples were scanned using a micro-computed tomography (µCT) system

(µCT 20, Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland) providing a spatial resolution of 28 µm.

This system and scanning procedure is described elsewhere in detail [44] and the

dataset has previously been used for several investigations [61,62,66]. A 4-mm cubic

region of interest (TV) was selected from all samples. Using Gaussian filtration

and global thresholding [62], binary images were created presenting either bone or

background. A component labeling algorithm was applied to the binary images to

remove all parts not connected to the main structure.

These images were used for both, global and local morphometry. For global

morphometry, standard 3D algorithms were used to compute bone volume density

(BV/TV), bone surface (BS/TV), and bone surface density (BS/BV), as well as

trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp), trabecular number (Tb.N), and trabecular thickness

(Tb.Th). These algorithms are described in details elsewhere [50,62]. Furthermore,

we also computed the mean surface curvature (
〈
H

〉
) [52] also denoted to as trabecular

bone pattern factor (TBPf) [67], and the structure model index (SMI) [51]. All these

parameters were computed in three-dimensional space without using any model

assumptions and are summarized in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2.
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For local morphometry, the component-labeled images were first spatially de-

composed into rods and plates. A detailed description of the volumetric spatial

decomposition algorithm as well as local morphometry can be found elsewhere [61]

where here only a short description of the main procedures is provided. First, the

component labeled images were skeletonized using a three-dimensional homotopic,

isotropic, and shape preserving thinning algorithm [68,69], yielding in a two-voxel

thick, skeleton, invariant with respect to any axis permutation. Subsequently, a

topology preserving algorithm called conditional erosion was used to reduce this

skeleton to one voxel thickness [61]. These skeletons are a very rough, one voxel

thick representation of the original bone structure where rods with elliptic cross-

section may be represented as slender plates. To overcome this problem, we applied

an optimization algorithm to the skeleton to get a reasonable representation of rods

and plates and to reduce surface noise. The slenderness-parameter used for this

optimization step was set to ten, which was visually yielding in reasonable results

[61]. The optimized skeleton was then characterized by a slightly modified point-

classification algorithm originally devised by Saha et al [70], which was able to

compute for each voxel within the skeleton whether it was a surface point, a surface

end point, an arc point, an arc end point, an arc-arc intersection point, an arc-

surface intersection point, a surface-surface intersection point or an isolated point.

This classified skeleton was spatially decomposed into rods and plates, which were

expanded to their original size by applying a so called multi-color dilation algorithm

[61]. This operation resulted in a spatially decomposed trabecular bone structure

where all rods and plates were labeled with an individual number (Figure 3.1A and

3.1C).

Table 3.1: Number and age-ranges of the trabecular bone samples per gender and
site.

female male
site FH IC LS FH IC LS

number 28 26 26 36 33 33
mean age 71.1 73.5 72.1 67.0 66.7 66.7
SD 15.6 13.2 15.7 14.9 14.1 15.2
min 23 32 23 28 35 28
max 92 92 92 87 87 87

p-value∗ 0.29 0.06 0.16
∗site-wise students t-test for female vs. male.
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A B

C D

E F

Figure 3.1: Spatial decomposition of trabecular bone structures into rods and plates.
The images on the left-hand side show the extracted elements after the spatial
decomposition by different colors, the images on the right-hand side show which
elements were identified as rods (blue) and plates (red), respectively. The three
structures are from femoral head (A, B), iliac crest (C, D), and lumbar spine (E, F)
to represent a plate-like, hybrid and rod-like trabecular bone structure.
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Local morphometry was then used to compute element based indices [61]. These

indices were computed and averaged for rods and plates separately (Figure 3.1B and

3.1D). The length of the rods (
〈
Ro.Le

〉
) was determined directly from the point-

classified skeleton by computing the distance of the two nodes. This operation was

applied only to rods, since the orientation of plates is not clearly defined. The orien-

tation of the rods (
〈
Ro.θ

〉
) was defined as the angle spanned by the line connecting

the two nodes and the z-axis of the image. Since all samples were extracted along

their site-specific loading axis, the z-axis was collinear with the loading axis, and

thus, the orientation represents the orientation as compared to the loading axis.

We used this angle to group vertical elements (θ ≤ 45◦) and horizontal elements

(θ > 45◦). All other parameters such as the thickness or volume of the elements

were determined by applying standard morphometry algorithms to the rods and

plates. In this paper we denote
〈
Ro.Th

〉
and

〈
Pl.Th

〉
to be the mean thickness of

all rods and plates respectively in a structure. The mean thickness of all vertical and

horizontal rods are denoted to as
〈
RoV .Th

〉
and

〈
RoH .Th

〉
, respectively. The mean

slenderness of the rods, as computed from the length over the thickness, is denoted

to
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
. Furthermore, we computed the plate volume density (Pl.BV/BV), which

is defined as total plate volume divided by total volume of interest in percent. This

parameter was shown to represent structure type similar to the globally determined

SMI but in a more direct way [61].

For the statistical analysis, the GNU statistical computation and graphics pack-

age R (Version 2.0.1; http://www.r-project.org) was used. We conducted an analysis

of covariance to determine whether the morphometric indices had a linear trend with

age and to find differences between women and men. For the indices that showed

an age-related linear trend we used the linear model to express these changes. The

linear regression was expressed by arbitrarily setting the value at 30 years (young

adult) to 100%, which allowed us to express the increase/decrease of a certain pa-

rameter in percentage per decade, relative to this age. With this, the regression

line is clearly defined and the 100% level, which was arbitrarily chosen at the age

of 30, could easily be moved to any other age. This analysis of covariance was per-

formed site wise and the resulting p-values are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3

for global and local morphometry, respectively. The data was visualized by scatter

plots and lowess fits [71,72] were used to highlight trends (Figures 3.2 – 3.4). The

same statistical analysis was performed for all samples of donors aged 59 years and

older.
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Results

Generally, we can say that for all morphometric indices the variation between sub-

jects in any given site was large as compared with age-related changes. The variation

was especially large in the iliac crest samples. For this reason, it was difficult to for-

mulate general laws and for most parameters it was not so clear whether the relation

with age was linear. Nevertheless, the data gives important indications and trends

in bone changes with increasing age. The levels and trends of most morphometric

indices were different for the three sites.

Table 3.2: P-values of the analysis of covariance for the global morphometric indices.

Index Site age‡ gender age:gender∗ change†

BV/TV
FH 0.065 0.132 0.770 –
IC 0.040 0.556 0.160 -8.1
LS 0.004 0.437 0.505 -6.4

BS/TV
FH 0.187 0.194 0.897 –
IC 0.081 0.267 0.377 –
LS < 0.001 0.356 0.399 -6.8

BS/BV
FH 0.112 0.263 0.533 –
IC 0.923 0.528 0.063 –
LS 0.128 0.743 0.494 –

Tb.Sp
FH 0.157 0.329 0.779 –
IC 0.033 0.246 0.485 6.2
LS 0.008 0.506 0.687 4.9

Tb.N
FH 0.123 0.177 0.896 –
IC 0.006 0.370 0.531 -5.2
LS 0.003 0.656 0.856 -3.6

Tb.Th
FH 0.201 0.531 0.584 –
IC 0.638 0.619 0.101 –
LS 0.480 0.637 0.896 –

〈
H

〉 FH 0.077 0.052 0.837 –
IC 0.719 0.828 0.162 –
LS 0.463 0.668 0.229 –

SMI
FH 0.072 0.070 0.528 –
IC 0.241 0.589 0.321 –
LS 0.012 0.268 0.357 6.0

∗interaction term age:gender.
†change per decade in percent.
‡bold numbers are smaller than 0.05.
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Table 3.3: P-values of the analysis of covariance for the local morphometric indices.

Index Site age‡ gender age:gender∗ change†

Nr.Rods
FH 0.469 0.356 0.952 –
IC 0.358 0.253 0.675 –
LS 0.002 0.626 0.788 -7.9

Nr.Rods/Nr.Plates
FH 0.093 0.174 0.916 –
IC 0.624 0.250 0.049 –
LS 0.235 0.786 0.072 –

Pl.BV/BV
FH 0.155 0.104 0.991 –
IC 0.821 0.851 0.154 –
LS 0.775 0.318 0.379 –

〈
Ro.Sl

〉 FH 0.019 0.445 0.455 4.2
IC 0.777 0.301 0.123 –
LS 0.019 0.336 0.987 2.7

〈
Ro.Le

〉 FH 0.151 0.464 0.719 –
IC 0.666 0.381 0.432 –
LS < 0.001 0.122 0.973 5.7

〈
Ro.Th

〉 FH 0.384 0.562 0.199 –
IC 0.647 0.658 0.847 –
LS 0.003 0.147 0.894 2.6

〈
Pl.Th

〉 FH 0.539 0.170 0.940 –
IC 0.102 0.572 0.518 –
LS 0.006 0.166 0.960 2.6

〈
Ro.θ

〉 FH 0.314 0.254 0.571 –
IC 0.010 0.254 0.020 -1.4
LS 0.001 0.096 0.371 -1.2

Nr.RodsV /Nr.Rods
FH 0.731 0.559 0.363 –
IC 0.062 0.171 0.188 –
LS 0.004 0.054 0.393 4.2

〈
RoV .Th

〉 FH 0.444 0.285 0.133 –
IC 0.737 0.420 0.598 –
LS 0.031 0.246 0.786 1.8

〈
RoH .Th

〉 FH 0.391 0.087 0.336 –
IC 0.078 0.490 0.496 –
LS 0.005 0.121 0.927 2.5

∗interaction term age:gender.
†change per decade in percent.
‡bold numbers are smaller than 0.05.
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The analysis of covariance revealed no differences between female and male bone

samples (Table 3.2 and 3.3). Two exceptions were found for the ratio of the number

of rods (Nr.Rods) to the number of plates (Nr.Plates) as well as
〈
Ro.θ

〉
(p < 0.05).

Both interactions appeared only in IC, the site with the highest variation. For the

other sites we found no gender specific differences. Therefore, male and female data

was pooled for further analysis and displayed in the same scatter plots (Figures 3.2

– 3.4).

From global morphometry, we found an age-related decrease in BV/TV which

showed a linear relation in IC and LS. The decline was found to be 8.1%/decade

(IC) and 6.4%/decade (LS). However, the variation was large at all ages. The sites

differed in BV/TV being highest for FH and lowest for LS. A similar pattern was

found for surface density (BS/TV) where a linear relation with age was found in LS

only. This parameter seemed to decrease more dramatically at higher ages (> 70

years) similarly for all sites. Specific surface (BS/BV) on the other hand showed no

age-related changes for any of the sites. This parameter was largest in LS and lowest

in FH, which can be explained by the different size of the structure elements. There

was a general increase in Tb.Sp which showed a linear relation with age in IC and

LS. Again, the increase was more pronounced after the age of about seventy years.

In LS and IC, spacing was found to be increased by 4.9%/decade and 6.2%/decade,

respectively. Spacing was largest in LS and smallest in FH. Accordingly, Tb.N de-

creased with age and was largest in FH and smallest in LS. This parameter also

showed a linear relation to age in IC and LS. No significant change with age was

found for the globally determined trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) and the mean cur-

vature of the trabecular bone structure (
〈
H

〉
). The structure model index (SMI)

increased slightly in LS only. These results are summarized in Figure 3.2 and Table

3.2.

From local morphometry, we found an age-related decrease in the number of rods

in LS. On average a ninety-year-old person would have a 50% reduced number in

rods as compared to a thirty-year-old subject. The other sites showed no obvious

trend in this parameter. The ratio of the number of rods to the number of plates as

well as the plate volume density (Pl.BV/BV) showed no age-related trend and the

levels in Pl.BV/BV were quite different for the three sites. The slenderness of the

rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
) increased with age and showed a linear relation in FH and LS. In IC

no such linear relationship was found which is probably due to the large variation in

bone microstructure in this site. The mean thickness of rods (
〈
Ro.Th

〉
) and plates

(
〈
Pl.Th

〉
) showed a trend only in LS where an age-related increase was observed.

The increase was observed in both, vertical (
〈
RoV .Th

〉
) and horizontal (

〈
RoH .Th

〉
)
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elements. With increasing age, rods tended to be oriented along the anatomical axis

(z-axis), which is reflected in LS by a linear increase of the percentage of vertical

rods (Nr.RodsV /Nr.Rods). These results are summarized in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 and

Table 3.3.

By performing the same statistical analysis including only the samples aged 59

years and older, all p-values became insignificant. The variation at these ages was

obviously too large to reveal significant linear trends.

Discussion

This is the first study on age-related changes of three-dimensional (3D) local mor-

phometric indices on human cancellous bone. Only recently a new method for the

volumetric spatial decomposition of trabecular bone structures was proposed en-

abling local morphometry as applied on individual rods and plates [59-61]. Here we

related these new indices to age, separately for men and women, in three different

sites (femoral head, iliac crest, and lumbar spine). These sites were chosen since

they represent plate-like, intermediate and rod-like bone structures. Additionally,

to draw a picture of age-related bone changes, we also computed 3D global mor-

phometric indices. Age-related changes of 3D global morphometric parameters have

already been investigated for tibial cancellous bone [55,73]. However, we found no

study, where global morphometry derived from micro-CT data was related to age

in femoral head, iliac crest and lumbar spine. The aim of this study is to achieve a

better understanding of age-related bone changes in the trabecular bone structure.

A separate analysis of bone samples from donors aged 59 years and older showed

similar trends in all morphometric indices as the analysis of the whole dataset.

However, due to the large variation at these ages, none of the linear regressions

were significant anymore. This could indicate that age-related changes are very

individual at a given age, but tend to be similar if compared over the whole lifetime.

For this reason, in this study, only age-related changes over the whole lifetime were

considered.

The first and most accepted age-related change in trabecular bone structure is

bone loss as expressed in a decrease of calcified bone tissue. It is well accepted

that such bone loss is an important factor leading to enhanced bone fragility and

fracture risk in the elderly. Such bone loss has been demonstrated in many studies

for different anatomical sites [11-13,18-23,26,27,39,55,74,75]. The results from our

study are in line with these findings and we could demonstrate a linear relationship

with age in IC and LS. According to our data, a ninety-years-old person showed a
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plots with LOWESS fits for the global morphometric indices.
The measured indices are bone volume density (BV/TV), bone surface (BS/TV),
bone surface density (BS/BV), trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp), trabecular number
(Tb.N), and trabecular thickness (Tb.Th). Open symbols denote female, and closed
symbols denote male, where data from femoral head are displayed as circles (◦, •),
data from iliac crest as triangles (M, N), and data from lumbar spine as squares (¤,
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Figure 3.3: Scatter plots with LOWESS fits for the local morphometric indices. The
measured indices are the number of rods (Nr.Rods), the ratio of the number of rods
to the number of plates (Nr.Rods/Nr.Plates), the plate volume density (Pl.BV/BV),
mean rod slenderness (

〈
Ro.Sl

〉
), mean rod thickness (

〈
Ro.Th

〉
), and mean plate

thickness (
〈
Pl.Th

〉
). Open symbols denote female, and closed symbols denote male,

where data from femoral head are displayed as circles (◦, •), data from iliac crest as
triangles (M, N), and data from lumbar spine as squares (¤, ¥).
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plots with LOWESS fits for the local morphometric indices. The
measured indices are the mean orientation of rods (

〈
Ro.θ

〉
), the ratio of the number

of vertical rods to the number of rods (Nr.RodsV /Nr.Rods), the mean thickness of
vertical rods (

〈
RoV .Th

〉
) and the mean thickness of horizontal rods (

〈
RoH .Th

〉
).

Open symbols denote female, and closed symbols denote male, where data from
femoral head are displayed as circles (◦, •), data from iliac crest as triangles (M, N),
and data from lumbar spine as squares (¤, ¥).
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decrease in BV/TV of 49% and 38% in IC and LS, respectively, as compared to a

thirty-year-old subject. In FH we found no age-related changes although the lowess

fit in Figure 3.2A tends to decrease at higher ages (> 70 years). It is a general

finding of this study that age-related changes are clearer expressed in LS than in

IC than in FH in all morphometric parameters. It is of course important to note

that such age-related changes can only apply to an “average” population. Typical

for cross-sectional studies, subject variation is too large to make statements about

individual time courses.

Similar to BV/TV, bone surface density (BS/TV) in LS also decreased with age

(6.8% per decade) in a linear fashion (Table 3.2). This is not surprising since larger

volumes also have larger surfaces assuming a constant structure shape. The decrease

was especially pronounced after the age of seventy (Figure 3.2B). Opposed to this,

the specific bone surface (BS/BV), a measure for the relative amount of bone surface

per bone volume, remained constant throughout life in all sites (Figure 3.2C, Table

3.2), a result which is supported by earlier findings from quantitative histology [25].

In clinics, biopsies from iliac crest are often used for diagnostics. However, this

site is chosen for convenience reason and not because it is representative for the entire

skeleton as already pointed out by other researchers [76]. From a morphometric point

of view, we agree with this statement and strongly believe that 3D morphometric

indices measured in this site must be considered very carefully for single biopsies.

The reason for this is the intermediate hybrid structure type, as reflected by SMI

[62] and Pl.BV/BV [61], leading to a high variation of morphometric parameters.

This problem is even larger in cross-sectional studies in patients where it might

be even difficult to harvest biopsies consistently from the exact same site in each

person. However, in longitudinal studies using paired biopsies this problem can be

avoided to some extend and these types of studies were able to reveal important

person-specific changes in the iliac crest [77-80].

Trabecular spacing, number and thickness were investigated intensively with

many different approaches. Concerning trabecular spacing there was not much con-

troversy and to our knowledge all published results indicate an age-related increase

[22,32,33,38-40,42,43], which is in line with our findings (Figure 3.2D, Table 3.2).

Opposed to trabecular spacing, the trabecular thickness is of higher controversy and

has thoroughly been investigated by means of two- and three-dimensional methods.

In some studies it was found that the mean trabecular thickness decreased signif-

icantly with age [41-43], whereas in other studies no significant decrease could be

observed [22,32]. Other studies found a significant decrease for mean horizontal

trabecular thickness only, while the mean thickness of vertical trabeculae was un-
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changed in vertebrae [38,40]. It was even speculated that vertical elements that are

subjected to compression could increase in thickness as a compensatory response

to loss of horizontal trabeculae [34,35]. However, as was pointed out earlier, the

model-based derived thickness is underestimating the thickness compared to unbi-

ased three-dimensional thickness measurements [62,73]. Nevertheless, direct three-

dimensional thickness measurements showed a significant bilinear decrease with age

[73].

In our study we approached the trabecular thickness on a 3D global as well as

on a 3D true local level. Globally, we found no age-related changes in the trabecular

thickness (Figure 3.2F, Table 3.2). On a local basis we investigated the thickness

separately for plates and rods, which both showed an increase at higher ages in

LS. This increase was found in both, vertical and horizontal elements (Figures 3.4B

and 3.4C, Table 3.3). There are two interpretations to this result; first, trabeculae

become thicker, second smaller trabeculae vanish. Since we also found in our study

that the number of rods decreases with age we suggest that the second interpretation

is more realistic and that at higher ages trabeculae first become thinner and finally

vanish from the structure. This has important biological consequences since it was

suggested that loss of trabeculae is more detrimental to bone strength than general

thinning [58,81,82] and that eventually lost trabeculae can not be restored [36,37].

The latter is controversial since recent studies using parathyroid hormone (PTH)

treatment showed an increase in connectivity density [83,84], whereas others found

no such increase [85]. As was already pointed out, connectivity density is not a

good measure since it cannot distinguish between changes in rod-like connections

and fenestrated plates [58] and hence, from this measure it cannot be concluded

whether new trabeculae are build by a certain treatment. For this, local methods

would be better suited, since it becomes possible to actually count the number of

trabeculae.

Increased trabecular spacing implies a decrease in trabecular number, which was

found in earlier studies, where shortening or complete loss of trabeculae was docu-

mented [28,41]. In another study it was found that the trabecular number decreased

significantly with age for both horizontal and vertical trabeculae [40]. In our study,

we could demonstrate a loss of trabeculae with global and local morphometry. From

global morphometry, we found a general loss of trabecular number in IC and LS.

From local morphometry, we found a decrease in the number of rods (Nr.Rods) in

LS only, whereas the other sites showed no age-related changes. For the LS this

change is very obvious. The structures from this site are already in young people

extremely rod-like and thus, if some elements are lost with age the number of rods
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decreases as well. In FH and IC on the other hand the number of elements is more

difficult to interpret. In aging, bones plates eventually get perforated which yields

in new smaller plates and later in new rods. Thus, in FH and IC the number of

elements increases due to plate perforation at the same time as some other elements

vanish due to the aging process. Although bone remodeling mechanisms on a cel-

lular level are most likely the same at both sites, they are expressed differently in

the remodeling of the structure, due to the different initial structure types. This

result is corroborated by a recent simulation study [86], where it was demonstrated

that loss in BV/TV was linearly correlated to BS/BV, a measure for the structure

shape.

It was suggested in different studies that buckling is an important failure mode

[87-92]. The relative importance of this failure mode clearly increases with increasing

slenderness of trabeculae. In our study, we found an increase in the mean slenderness

of the rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
), which was linear in LS and FH. This result is caused by a

large increase in the length of the rods (
〈
Ro.Le

〉
), which was especially pronounced

in LS.

In our study we could demonstrate that local morphometry used in combination

with global morphometry may help to improve the understanding of age-related

changes in trabecular bone microstructure. However, this study is limited due to

the cross-sectional nature and the limited number of the samples resulting in a huge

variation in morphometric parameters at any age. This was especially pronounced

in IC, where it was hence difficult to formulate general age-related changes. In our

opinion it might therefore be difficult to predict the overall state of the skeleton

from this site for single biopsies [76]. However, IC was shown to yield important

results in longitudinal studies with paired biopsies [77,79,80,84] and we would expect

local morphometry to be a helpful tool for follow-up studies also in IC in order

to find out which structural elements were affected the most by age, disease or

treatment. Additionally, the presented method requires imaging systems that are

able to acquire trabecular microstructure at a relatively high resolution. Also for

this reason, IC biopsies may be important in future follow-up studies since they can

actually be measured ex vivo by means of very high resolution µCT. Assessment of

bone microstructure in vivo is a challenging task. However, studies on the human

forearm showed the possibility to asses trabecular microstructure at the level of

about 100 µm and proved to yield reasonable results in follow-up studies [93].

We would like to summarize our findings as follows. 1) Age related changes are

best seen in LS. The reason for this is the extremely rod-like structure type which

is expressed by a high specific bone surface that is sensitive to both, hormonal and
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environmental changes. In aging people, thin rods are further thinned and finally

vanish from the structure which causes a transformation of the trabecular bone

structure to longer and on average thicker rods. Due to loss of interconnecting

rods, the remaining trabeculae are more likely to buckle increasing the potential

for catastrophic failure. 2) Due to the high variation in almost all morphometric

indices in IC at all ages it seems difficult to predict only from this site the state

of the overall skeleton in cross-sectional studies. However, follow-up studies with

paired biopsies might still be important because they have been shown to reveal

important group differences. 3) Trabecular bone from FH is extremely plate-like at

all ages. Changes in these structures are expressed by a simultaneous thinning and

loss of interconnecting trabeculae and perforation of plates leading to new plates

and rods. With these changes connectivity density can either increase or decrease

and is therefore not a representative measure for the state of the bone.

In conclusion, our work demonstrates that 3D local morphometry in combina-

tion with 3D global morphometry are useful tools for the investigation of changes

in trabecular bone microstructures. In our study these tools were used to improve

our understanding of age-related microstructural changes in trabecular bone, but

these new tools could in future studies also help to better understand microstruc-

tural changes related to disease and treatment in individual rod and plate elements

separately.
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Abstract:

Local morphometry based on the assessment of individual rods and plates was ap-

plied to forty-two human vertebral trabecular bone samples. Results showed that

models based on local morphometry as a measure for bone quality helped improv-

ing our understanding of the role of local structural changes in the determination of

bone competence as assessed from direct and computational biomechanics.

In a recent study, we proposed a method for local morphometry of trabecular

bone, i.e. morphometry as applied to individual rods and plates. In this study, we

used this method to investigate the relative importance of local morphometry in the

assessment of bone quality and its relative contribution to the competence of human

vertebral bone.

We extracted forty-two human trabecular bone autopsies from 9 intact spinal

columns. The cylindrical samples were imaged with micro-computed tomography

(µCT) to assess bone microstructure. From these images, global and local mor-

phometric indices were derived and related to Young’s modulus as assessed by ex-

perimental uniaxial compression testing (Emeas) and computational finite element

analysis (EFE).
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We found the best single predictor for Young’s modulus to be apparent bone

volume density (BV/TV), which explained 89% of the variance in EFE when fitted

with a power law. A multiple linear regression model combining mean trabecular

spacing (Tb.Sp), mean slenderness of the rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
), and the relative amount

of rod volume to total bone volume (Ro.BV/BV) was able to explain 90% of the

variance in EFE. This model could not be improved by adding BV/TV as an in-

dependent variable. Furthermore, we found that mean trabecular thickness of the

rods was significantly related to EFE (R2 = 0.42), whereas mean trabecular thick-

ness of plates had no correlation to Young’s modulus. Since the globally determined

trabecular thickness does not discriminate between rods and plates, this index had

only a poor predictive power for EFE (R2 = 0.09) demonstrating the importance of

local analysis of individual rods and plates.

From these results, we conclude that models based on local morphometry help

improving our understanding of the relative importance of local structural changes

in the determination of the competence of bone. Separate analysis of individual

rods and plates may help to better predict age and disease related fractures as well

as to shed new light on the effect of pharmaceutical intervention in the prevention

of such fractures beyond bone density.

Keywords:

local morphometry, Young’s modulus, finite element method, bone quality, trabec-

ular bone, trabecular plates, trabecular rods, vertebrae

Introduction

Osteoporosis is now recognized as one of the major public health problems facing

postmenopausal women and aging individuals irrespective of gender [1]. It is defined

as a skeletal disorder characterized by compromised bone strength predisposing to

an increased risk of fracture. Bone strength reflects the integration of two main

features: bone mineral density expressed as grams of mineral per area or volume

and bone quality referring to bone architecture, turnover, damage accumulation,

collagen cross-linking and mineralization [2]. To assess bone mechanical properties,

different experimental testing methods have been proposed [3]. For trabecular bone,

compression [4-9], and tensile testing [5,7] were used to assess apparent Young’s

modulus and ultimate strength. Additional to these experimental methods, the

stiffness and strength of trabecular bone samples was also computed by finite element
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model simulations [10-12], which showed to yield qualitatively similar results as

experimental approaches.

The assessment of bone strength has traditionally been related to surrogate mea-

sures potentially predicting and explaining the variation in stiffness and strength.

Among those, the most established one certainly is bone volume density (BV/TV),

which has been shown to explain a great amount of the variance in both stiffness and

strength when fitting a power law [13-15]. However, it has also been recognized that

although older persons may lose bone as expressed by a decrease in bone density,

they do not develop fractures. This is not necessarily unexpected since bone min-

eral density, geometry of bone, micro-architecture of bone and quality of the bone

material are all components that determine bone strength [16,17]. For this reason,

efforts in the quantification of structural properties gained in importance and many

different methods have been proposed [18]. Among the basic parameters were the

measurement of bone volume (BV) and bone surface (BS), which can be derived from

volumetric and surface meshes, respectively [19,20]. Bone volume density (BV/TV)

or specific bone surface (BS/BV) can then be derived from these primary measures.

Additionally, the mean trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), the mean trabecular separa-

tion (Tb.Sp), and the trabecular number (Tb.N) are often determined parameters

that can be computed directly from the three-dimensional image without any model

assumption [21]. Furthermore, the connectivity density (Conn.D) was introduced to

characterize the three-dimensional trabecular network [22]. To estimate the plate-

rod characteristic of a trabecular bone structure a parameter called structure model

index (SMI) was invented [23], which was shown to be closely related to the mean

curvature (
〈
H

〉
) of the bone surface [24]. Also related is the trabecular bone pat-

tern factor (TBPf) [25], which equals 2
〈
H

〉
. Mean intercept length (MIL) and other

measures of architectural anisotropy (DA) such as volume orientation, star volume

distribution or star length distribution [18] were used to improve the prediction of

multiaxial elastic properties of trabecular bone from bone volume density alone [26].

A common feature to all these studies is that they were applied to the trabecular

structures as a whole and hence were not able to capture structural changes on an

elemental level, i.e. a single rod or plate. Only few attempts have been made to

investigate local parameters of the trabecular network. Pothuaud et al [27] pre-

sented a method called line skeleton graph analysis (LSGA) to compute topological

parameters as well as the length and volume of single trabecular elements. They

showed that LSGA can be applied in vivo [28] and had the potential to improve the

prediction of mechanical properties when combined with bone volume fraction [29].

Their method however, was based on a line-skeleton where shape information was
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lost and an identification of plates and rods was not possible. An attempt to also

assess shape information was done by Saha et al [30], who first introduced a method

for the digital topological characterization of the trabecular bone architecture. Their

method is based on an thinning algorithm [31] followed by a classification algorithm

[32] and allowed them to subdivide the trabecular structure into its rods and plates.

This method was later used for orientation analyses of the trabecular bone networks

[33] and it could be shown that the locally determined orientations better described

anisotropy than the mean intercept length (MIL). Only recently, we presented a

new approach, conceptually combining the three-dimensional identification of tra-

becular elements [27] with the classification of shape preserved skeletons [32]. With

this method the structural elements (i.e. rods and plates) could be analyzed in their

full three-dimensional and volumetric extent, which was referred to as local bone

morphometry [34].

The goal of this study was to investigate the relative importance of local mor-

phometry in the assessment of bone quality and its relative contribution to the com-

petence of human vertebral bone. For this, we related local and global morphometric

indices to the apparent Young’s modulus as assessed by combined experimental uni-

axial compression testing and computational finite element analysis.

Methods

Direct mechanical testing

Forty-two human trabecular bone samples were extracted from intact spinal columns

of nine donors who took part in an anatomical donation program. A specially

developed drill was used to core the cylindrical specimens (10 mm height and 8 mm

in diameter) from lumbar and thoracic vertebrae under constant water irrigation.

Preceding drilling, contact radiographs were taken from each vertebra to orient

them into a position such that the main trabecular orientation was aligned with

the longitudinal axis of the cored specimen. No data was available on age and

disease state of the donors. The specimens were cleaned from soft tissue, embedded

in PMMA to minimize end-artifacts, and after 5 preconditioning cycles, tested in

compression with a speed of 0.05%/s. An external extensometer was used to measure

strain over a length of 9.3 mm. The apparent Young’s modulus (Emeas) was then

calculated form the stress-strain curve.
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Assessment of bone microarchitecture

Before mechanical testing, all specimens were scanned using a micro-tomographic

system (µCT40, Scanco Medical AG, Bassersdorf, Switzerland) with a nominal res-

olution of 20 µm, to assess the trabecular bone architecture. The reconstructed

images were filtered using a constrained 3D Gaussian filter to partially suppress

noise in the volumes (σ = 1.2 voxel, support = 1 voxel), and binarized using a

global threshold (22.4%). A cylindrical region with a diameter of 7 mm was dig-

itally cut, to exclude bone fragments that might have resulted from the cutting

process. Component labeling was performed to remove unconnected parts of the

structure.

Finite element analysis

From the component labeled images, finite element (FE) models consisting of iden-

tical hexahedral elements were created using a standard voxel conversion technique.

To decrease computational time, but still ensuring accurate outcomes, the voxel size

was reduced to 40 µm, which is about one fourth of the mean trabecular thickness,

as recommended for numerical convergence [35]. To represent the experimental set-

up, the nodes on the bottom plane were fully fixed, whereas the nodes on the top

surface underwent an axial displacement to obtain 1% apparent strain. The FE

models were then used to calculate the force needed to achieve this displacement.

From this data, the apparent Young’s modulus (EFE) was computed and scaled

(Etissue = 10.7 GPa) such that the slope of Emeas vs. EFE equaled one. To solve the

models an element-by-element method [36] was used running on a HP Superdome

System with 64 RISC (550 MHz) processors.

Global morphometry

We used standard three-dimensional morphometry to compute relative bone vol-

ume density (BV/TV), bone surface density (BS/TV), and specific bone surface

(BS/BV). These indices were derived from a triangulated mesh allowing for compu-

tation of surface and volume [19,20]. Furthermore, the mean curvature (
〈
H

〉
) [24]

which is proportional to the trabecular bone pattern factor (TBPf = 2
〈
H

〉
), and the

structural model index (SMI) [23] as well as the mean trabecular thickness (Tb.Th),

the mean trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) [21], and the degree of anisotropy (DA) were

computed. All theses indices were computed directly from the component labeled

images without any inherent model assumption.
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Local morphometry

The component labeled images were then skeletonized to a homotopic and shape

preserving one-voxel-thick skeleton, followed by a topological optimization proce-

dure [34]. The optimized skeleton was then characterized by a slightly modified

point-classification algorithm originally devised by Saha et al [32]. Based on this

classification, the skeleton was spatially decomposed into rods and plates, where

rods were identified to be the elements having exactly two nodes. The elements

were then expanded to their original size by applying a so called multi-color dilation

algorithm [34]. This operation resulted in a spatially decomposed bone structure

where all rods and plates were labeled with an individual color (Figure 3.5).

From this decomposed structure we computed local morphometric indices, which

means that we applied standard three-dimensional morphometry to all rods and

plates individually on a true elemental level. In order to follow the naming conven-

tions proposed by Parfitt et al [39] we previously suggested to use the prefix Pl for

plates, and Ro for rods. The volume, surface, and thickness of one single element

were denoted with V, S, and Th, and the sum of the volume and surface over all el-

ements with BV, and BS, respectively. Furthermore, we use brackets (
〈〉

) to denote

mean values that are averaged over all elements of the same type.

In this study we concentrated on the mean volume (
〈
Ro.V

〉
,
〈
Pl.V

〉
), the mean

surface (
〈
Ro.S

〉
,

〈
Pl.S

〉
), as well as the mean thickness (

〈
Ro.Th

〉
,

〈
Pl.Th

〉
) av-

eraged for each structure over all rods and plates separately. Additionally, the

mean curvature (
〈
Ro.H

〉
,
〈
Pl.H

〉
) as computed only on the exposed surface (with-

out interface surface) was computed. For the rods we also computed the mean

slenderness (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
) and mean orientation (

〈
Ro.θ

〉
). Furthermore, the percent

plate (Pl.BV/BV) and rod volume fraction (Ro.BV/BV = 100% – Pl.BV/BV) were

determined.

Statistical analysis

The experimentally measured Young’s modulus (Emeas) was linearly related to the

FE derived Young’s modulus (EFE) and the Pearson correlation coefficient was com-

puted to test for the relative deviation of the two methods (Figure 3.6). Further,

BV/TV was related to both moduli by fitting a power law (Figure 3.7). Young’s

modulus as predicted by BV/TV (Epred(BV/TV)) was also plotted versus Emeas and

compared to the log transformed data of Emeas and BV/TV (Figure 3.8). All global

and local morphometric indices were related to EFE using linear and power laws as

appropriate (Table 3.4 and 3.5). Multiple linear regression analysis was done with
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A B

C D

Figure 3.5: Spatial decomposition of trabecular bone. A and B show a rod- and
plate-structure, respectively, where each trabecula is coded by its color. C and D
show the same structures but display rods in blue and plates in red.
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Table 3.4: Correlation of global morphometric parameters versus the finite element
Young’s modulus (EFE).

Index Model R2

BV/TV power 0.89∗

BS/TV linear 0.83∗

BS/BV power 0.75∗

SMI linear 0.74∗〈
H

〉
power 0.69∗

Tb.Sp linear 0.62∗

Tb.Th linear 0.09‡

DA linear n.s.
∗ p < 0.001
‡ p < 0.05
n.s. not significant

global and local morphometric indices to find a model that accurately predicted

EFE. For all statistical analyses, the GNU statistical computation and graphics

package R (Version 2.0.1; http://www.r-project.org) was used.

Results

The Young’s modulus as assessed by experimental two platen compression testing

(Emeas) was in good agreement (R2 = 0.85) with the Young’s modulus as assessed by
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Figure 3.6: The Young’s modulus from the finite element analysis (EFE) was in good
agreement (R2 = 0.85) with the Young’s modulus from the measurement (Emeas).
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Figure 3.7: BV/TV was in good agreement with measured and FE-determined ap-
parent modulus. A: Emeas (R2 = 0.87) and B: EFE (R2 = 0.89). Dashed lines show
the confidence interval and dotted lines show the prediction interval.

standard finite element simulation (EFE). However, the fit was not perfect (Figure

3.6) due to the relatively large voxel-size (40 µm) as compared to the trabecular

thickness, which introduces errors that are especially pronounced in low bone volume

fraction samples, and due to measurement errors in the experimental approach.

Bone volume density (BV/TV) predicted Emeas (∼BV/TV1.81; R2 = 0.87) and

EFE (∼BV/TV1.65; R2 = 0.89) equally well by fitting a power law. The prediction
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Figure 3.8: A: In the log-transformed data the relation Emeas ∼ BV/TV becomes
linear and the variance is constant over the range. B: If the relation found from the
log-transformed data is applied (Epred(BV/TV)) the variation is not constant over
the range anymore wherefore no simple linear relation can be fitted.
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Table 3.5: Correlation of local morphometric parameters versus the finite element
Young’s modulus (EFE).

Index Model R2

Ro.BV/TV linear 0.58∗

Pl.BV/TV linear 0.44∗

Ro.BV/BV linear 0.31∗

Pl.BV/BV linear 0.31∗〈
Ro.BV

〉
linear 0.40∗〈

Ro.BS
〉

linear n.s.〈
Ro.Th

〉
linear 0.42∗〈

Ro.θ
〉

linear 0.39∗〈
Ro.Sl

〉
linear 0.51∗〈

Ro.
〈
H

〉〉
linear 0.80∗〈

Pl.BV
〉

linear 0.20†〈
Pl.BS

〉
linear 0.17†〈

Pl.Th
〉

linear n.s.〈
Pl.

〈
H

〉〉
linear 0.09‡

∗ p < 0.001
† p < 0.01
‡ p < 0.05
n.s. not significant

intervals in Figure 3.7 nicely demonstrate that the variance increases with increasing

BV/TV. In the log-transformed data, where the Pearson correlation coefficient has

its validity, the data had a constant variance over the whole range (Figure 3.8A). To

demonstrate the effect of increasing variance, the power law was used to compute the

predicted modulus (Epred(BV/TV)), which was plotted versus Emeas (Figure 3.8B).

In this linear model only 70% percent of the variance in Emeas could be explained

by the BV/TV-based stiffness prediction.

For the remainder of the analyses only relationships with EFE are presented, since

our aim was to assess the effects of microstructure on bone competence. Since the

morphometric indices and EFE were derived from the same digital images we could

also prevent introducing unwanted variance due to measurement errors as they are

implicitly included in Emeas and due to errors in image processing like thresholding

of the images.

The correlations of global and local morphometric indices versus EFE are shown

in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, respectively. Apart from Tb.Th and DA all global indices

showed a good correlation with EFE and explained more than 60% of the variance.

Best single predictors were BV/TV by fitting a power law and BS/TV by using
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a linear fit. These two parameters were also in excellent agreement (R2 = 0.94)

with each other and hence not independent. Other important interdependencies

were found for the following pairs; SMI vs.
〈
H

〉
(R2 = 0.93), BS/TV vs. Tb.Sp

(R2 = 0.85), BV/TV vs. Tb.Sp (R2 = 0.77), and BV/TV vs.
〈
H

〉
(R2 = 0.77).

From local morphometry, it was found that the mean curvature of the rods was

the best single predictor with an excellent correlation to EFE (R2 = 0.80). The

predictive power of the other local morphometric indices was generally lower, where

indices derived from rods explained in average 40% to 50% but indices derived from

plates up to only 20% of the variance in EFE. Moreover, multiple linear regression

analysis revealed that a model based on trabecular spacing, slenderness of the rods,

and the percent rod volume fraction was able to explain 90% of the variance in EFE

in a very linear fashion (Figure 3.9). This correlation could not be improved by

adding BV/TV as an additional independent variable.

Discussion

In this study we related the elastic properties of human trabecular bone samples

to local and global morphometric indices. Only recently, a new method has been

proposed for the volumetric spatial decomposition of trabecular bone structures en-

abling local morphometry as applied on individual rods and plates [34]. In this study

we relate these new indices to bone stiffness to investigate the relative importance

of structural differences between trabecular elements. These differences could be
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Figure 3.9: Epred = 1745− 121Ro.Sl− 637Ro.BV/BV− 394Tb.Sp. The model was
in very good agreement (R2 = 0.90) with the Young’s modulus as derived from the
finite element analysis (EFE).
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analyzed separately for rods and plates.

Bone stiffness was assessed by standard compression testing as well as by finite

element model simulation. The Young’s modulus of these two independent methods

was in good agreement (R2 = 0.85). However, the fit was not perfect and Figure 3.6

implies that the relation could also have been modeled as a power law. This can be

explained by the two limitations of the models. First, the mechanical compressions

testing technique is not perfect and the concept of effective elastic modulus depends

on many factors such as specimen size and geometry [4,6], boundary conditions [9],

and strain rate [40]. Thus, in mechanical compression experiments there is always an

intrinsic error that cannot be neglected and may result in a relatively high variation

(mostly damage of the sample during preparation, bending of the sample during

compression, precise location and gauge length of the strain measure). Second, our

finite element model simulation only accounted for structure and did not include

variations in local material properties of the bone matrix. Additionally, the geometry

of the FE model is highly sensitive to image segmentation and thin structures may

behave too stiff in bending. For these two reasons it is clear that both moduli

deviate from the true apparent Young’s modulus, and that Emeas and EFE do not

necessarily build a linear relationship. Since the global and local morphometric

parameters investigated in our study are derived from digital images we chose to

compare them to EFE; hence, our findings are not biased by material properties but

only take into account structural effects.

Young’s modulus of human vertebral trabecular bone samples could accurately

be predicted by combining mean trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp), mean slenderness of

the rods (
〈
Ro.Sl

〉
), and the relative rod volume fraction (Ro.BV/BV) in a multi-

ple linear regression model. The presented model was able to explain 90% of the

variance in EFE, where all three parameters were negatively correlated with the

FE-based stiffness. This means that increased trabecular spacing yields in a de-

crease in bone stiffness; an intuitive result. An increase in the slenderness of the

rods also decreased trabecular bone strength. Also this result is not unexpected,

since slender rods are more exposed to bending or buckling than thick, short rods.

An increase in these first two parameters are likely caused by loss of trabeculae.

The third parameter showed that an increase in the relative amount of rod volume

in percentage of bone volume had a negative effect to bone stiffness. It has been

proposed that in aging, the reduction in bone volume is mainly due to a reduction in

plate density, where the process of plate-removal was initiated by an excessive depth

of osteoclastic resorption cavities, leading to focal perforation of plates, followed by

progressive enlargement of the perforation with conversion of plates to rods [41,42].
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In such a process Ro.BV/BV would clearly increase and hence lead to a decrease in

bone strength. It is noteworthy that the proposed model only included structural

information not directly related to bone density or bone mass; even more so, BV/TV

or BV did not add predictive power to this model.

Since bone density plays an important role in the prediction of the mechanical

behavior of trabecular bone and can be assessed relatively easily at different sites of

interest, it is still subject of many investigations. Nevertheless, the precise relation

between Young’s modulus and BV/TV remains still controversial [43] and has been

modeled by power laws with exponents ranging from 1 to 3 [13-15,44,45]. In our

study, we used a power law to predict both Emeas and EFE resulting in equally

good correlations (Figure 3.7). The exponents were found to be 1.81 for Emeas and

1.65 for EFE, respectively. However, the correlation plots showed heteroscedasticity

(increasing variance with increasing BV/TV) which is nicely illustrated in Figure 3.7

where the variance increased with increasing BV/TV. This is also obvious in Figure

3.8B, where the determined power law was applied to the data to predict Young’s

modulus (Epred(BV/TV)). After transformation, the linear model only explained

70% of the variance in Emeas, as compared to 87% when fitting the log-transformed

data (Figure 3.8A). For this reason BV/TV will typically lack predictive power when

used to assess bone stiffness in real applications of strength prediction.

From global morphometry we found that besides BV/TV also bone surface den-

sity (BS/TV), specific bone surface (BS/BV), structure model index (SMI), mean

curvature (
〈
H

〉
), and trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) all had a high predictive power

and were able to explain more than 60% of the variance in EFE (Table 3.4). How-

ever, none of these parameters was as good as BV/TV alone and we could not find

a multiple linear regression model that could improve the prediction power much

over the predictive power over that of BV/TV alone. A reason for this may lie in

the fact that many of the global morphometric indices were in excellent agreement

with each other (R2 > 0.77), hence, indicating a lack of parameter independence on

the global level.

From local morphometry we found the best single predictor for EFE to be the

mean curvature of the rods (
〈
Ro.

〈
H

〉〉
). This relation (R2 = 0.80) was negative,

which means that as rods are transformed from a relatively flat element to a per-

fect cylindrical element with circular cross-section, the trabecular bone structure

becomes less stiff. Such a transformation will appear as a result of thinning of the

rods [41,42]. The other local morphometric indices were relatively moderate single

predictors for EFE, where in general indices derived from rods showed better corre-

lations to EFE than indices derived from plates (Table 3.5). It is noteworthy that
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the mean trabecular thickness as measured by global morphometry was only poorly

correlated to EFE, whereas the mean trabecular thickness of the rods was able to

explain 42% of the variance in EFE. Furthermore, the mean trabecular thickness of

the plates showed no significant correlation at all. Since the computation of global

Tb.Th does not discriminate between rods and plates this measure is averaged over

the whole structure and all element types. This is a strong indication that it is

important to also include local morphometry in the characterization of trabecular

bone samples. to look at individual contributions of rods and plates to the compe-

tence of bone. Although the degree of anisotropy (DA) had no predictive power for

bone competence in this study (samples were perfectly aligned to the principle axis

of loading), it might be important to include DA and/or other global parameters in

a combined index for the prediction of stiffness along other material directions.

In conclusion, here we demonstrated for the first time that although bone density

or mass is the best single predictor of bone stiffness, it is not required to predict

bone stiffness when structural properties are incorporated in the analysis. A mul-

tiple linear regression model based on locally and globally determined structural

information was able to predict the axial Young’s modulus of human vertebral tra-

becular bone samples independent of bone density or bone mass. Although indices

based on density or mass and indices based on local structural measures performed

almost the same in the prediction of stiffness, these newly proposed local param-

eters have clear advantages over traditional density-based measures. They allow

assessment of why and how a structure is changing, for example in the course of a

certain pathology or with treatment. One can imagine scenarios where bone density

is changing only mildly after treatment whereas changes of bone competence can be

very pronounced. Local morphometry might be a tool to explain those dispropor-

tional changes in bone change as a new measure of bone quality and the competence

of bone. In that sense, separate analysis of individual rods and plates may help

to better predict age and disease related fractures as well as to shed new light on

the effect of pharmaceutical intervention in the prevention of such fractures beyond

bone density.
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Abstract:

Since it is well accepted that bone volume density (BV/TV) can not explain the

whole variance in bone strength, many efforts in finding independent measures

for an accurate and reliable prediction of bone mechanical properties have been

done, which lead to the development of many morphometric indices characterizing

trabecular bone microstructure. Generally, these indices assume a high homogeneity

within the bone sample. However, in the present study we could show that the

variance in BV/TV in a single bone sample can be relatively large (CV = 9.07% –

28.23%). To assess the limitations of morphometric indices in samples where the

assumption of homogeneity is not met, we extracted 13 autopsies of a single human

spine. The cylindrical samples were measured by image guided failure assessment

(IGFA), a technique combining step-wise micro-compression and micro-computed

tomography (µCT). Additionally, we computed morphometric indices for the whole

sample as well as for ten equal subregions along the anatomical axis. We found

that ultimate strength was equally well predicted by BV/TV of the whole sample

(R2 = 0.55) and BV/TV of the weakest subregion (R2 = 0.57). Investigating

three-dimensional animations of structural bone failure, we could demonstrate that

two main failure mechanisms determine the competence of trabecular bone samples;
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in homogeneous trabecular bone samples, competence is determined by a whole

set of trabecular elements, whereas in inhomogeneous bone samples a single or a

missing trabeculae may induce catastrophic failure. The later failure mechanism

cannot be captured by conventional morphometry.

Keywords:

Morphometry, compression testing, limitations, autopsies, biopsies

Introduction

Osteoporosis is now recognized as one of the major public health problems facing

postmenopausal women and aging individuals irrespective of gender [1]. It is defined

as a skeletal disorder characterized by compromised bone strength predisposing to

an increased risk of fracture. Bone strength reflects the integration of two main

features: bone mineral density expressed as grams of mineral per area or volume

and bone quality referring to bone architecture, turnover, damage accumulation,

collagen cross-linking and bone mineralization [2].

To assess bone strength, different experimental testing methods have been pro-

posed [3]. For trabecular bone biopsies and autopsies, compression [4-9], and

tensile testing [5,7] were used to assess apparent Young’s modulus and ultimate

strength. Compression testing was recently expanded to a method called image

guided failure assessment (IGFA) [10]; a method which incorporates step-wise micro-

compression in combination with time-lapsed micro-computed tomography (µCT).

This method allows for the assessment of mechanical data in addition to providing

three-dimensional images that enable to visually study the three-dimensional failure

behavior of cellular solids [11,12].

The assessment of bone strength has traditionally been related to indepen-

dent measures potentially predicting and explaining the variation in stiffness and

strength. Among those, the most established one certainly is bone volume density

(BV/TV), which has been shown to explain a great amount of the variation in both

stiffness and strength when fitting a power law [13-15]. However, it has also been

recognized that older persons may lose bone as expressed by a decrease in bone

density, but do not develop fractures, since bone mineral density, geometry of bone,

micro-architecture of bone and quality of the bone material are all components that

determine bone strength [16,17]. For this reason, efforts in the quantification of

structural properties gained in importance and many different methods have been
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proposed to further describe the influence of changes in bone microstructure on its

mechanical properties [18-26]. However, these methods typically present averaged

numbers for the entire specimen where inhomogenities and local variations in these

indices cannot be captured. It may be these inhomogenities which may locally

weaken the trabecular bone structure and finally initiate failure. This raises the

question on how reliable failure prediction based on morphometric indices can be

and how results from compression testing experiments must be interpreted.

In this study we used results from IGFA experiments in combination with mor-

phometric indices to analyze the relative effect of local bone structure variations on

the mechanical properties of trabecular bone samples. We aimed to visually identify

differences in failure modes for different structure types. We think that these obser-

vations show some limitations in the strength prediction of whole bones, which is

based on uniaxial compression testing experiments or morphometry of autopsy and

biopsy samples.

Methods

A group of 13 human vertebral cancellous bone specimens were cored (Ø 7.85±0.21

mm) from thoracic and lumbar regions of vertebral bodies harvested from the spine

of one donor (65 y/o M) participating in the Harvard Anatomical Gift program. The

bone specimens were cored parallel to the anatomical axis out of a pre-cut block

of the vertebral body using a diamond coring-tool (Starlite Industries, Rosemont,

PA) while completely submerged in 0.9% saline solution. All specimens were stored

in saline-soaked gauze at a temperature of −20◦C. Once cored, the two ends of

all specimens were cut perpendicular to the cylindrical axis between two parallel

diamond blades running on a low-speed saw (Isomet, Buehler Corp., Lake Bluff, IL)

operating under saline irrigation (H 11.62± 0.14 mm).

Before testing, pre-aligned brass end caps (Ø 9 mm, H 1.2 mm) were glued to

both ends of the specimens. This step effectively reduced end artifacts by restraining

displacement at either end of the specimen and by providing support to the free

ends of the free elements [27]. The specimens remained wet during testing with

the humidity sealed within the micro-compression device, which was verified upon

retrieval of wet specimens at the end of testing periods.

To assess the data, we used a previously described novel mechanical testing

and data acquisition (MTDAQ) device [11,12]. This method incorporates step-wise

micro-compression in combination with time-lapsed micro-computed tomographic
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imaging (µCT) to study the 3D failure behavior of cellular solids, a method pre-

viously referred to as image guided failure assessment (IGFA) [10]. All specimens

were preconditioned to eliminate typical toe behavior [6,28] at a strain rate of 0.005

s−1 for 7 cycles. The specimens underwent sequential compressive steps of 0%, 4%,

8%, 12%, 16% and 20% nominal strain.

Progressive images were generated using a micro-tomographic imaging system

(µCT 20, Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland), a compact fan-beam type tomograph,

also referred to as desktop µCT [29]. This specific system with an isotropic spatial

resolution of 28 µm has been used extensively for different research projects involving

the assessment and analysis of microstructural bone and porous materials [29-36].

Measurements were stored in three-dimensional image arrays with isotropic voxel

sizes of 34 µm. A three-dimensional Gaussian filter with a limited, finite filter width

and support was used to partially suppress noise in the volumes. These images were

binarized to separate bone from background using a global thresholding procedure

[37]. A component labeling algorithm was applied to keep only the largest connected

bone-component and to remove small particles arising from noise and artifacts.

Each specimen’s µCT image was divided along the cylinder axis into 10 sub-

regions of equal height (Figure 3.10). For each of these sub-regions as well as for

the whole specimen conventional morphometric indices were computed. The mor-

phometric indices obtained were as follows: bone volume density (BV/TV), specific

bone surface density (BS/BV) [18], trabecular bone pattern factor (TBPf) [24], tra-

becular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness (Tb.Th), trabecular spacing (Tb.Sp)

[20], degree of anisotropy (DA), and connectivity density (Conn.D) [21].

The 3D images of each compression step were combined into an animation, since

3D animations of the mechanical experiments contribute significantly to the under-

standing of specimen failure. For this purpose the 3D images had to be aligned

initially with respect to the bottom end-plate, since this plate was fixed during

the experiment. An algorithm was used to find the last plane of this end-plate in

each 3D image enabling an alignment of the images along the perpendicular axis.

A subsequent 2D correlation procedure was used in the first five bottom planes in

order to perform alignment. Each aligned 3D dataset was then visualized under the

same conditions (orientation, light settings) by using an extended Marching Cubes

algorithm [38]. The resulting images were finally turned into an animation to visu-

alize failure for all specimens, where a selection is shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.

This procedure was repeated for four main directions (front, left, back, right) for

the whole specimen as well as for two directions (front, left) for 110 central coronal

slices (3.74 mm).
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Table 3.6: Global morphometry

BV/TV BS/BV SMI TBPf DA Tb.Th Tb.Sp Conn.D

min 4.19 15.44 1.62 4.30 1.21 0.146 1.011 0.58

max 12.33 20.79 2.18 7.12 1.53 0.204 1.589 2.15

mean 7.82 17.95 1.92 5.77 1.40 0.170 1.266 1.37

sd 2.02 1.51 0.16 0.82 0.11 0.015 0.212 0.54

CV 25.8 8.4 8.3 14.3 7.8 8.7 16.7 39.8

Results

All presented samples were harvested from the same person of the spinal column.

The variation in morphometric indices in this person was rather large (Table 3.6).

Also visually the figures showed many different microstructure configurations (Fig-

ures 3.11 and 3.12).

In Figure 3.11 the 110 digitally cut, central slices of three relatively homoge-

neous isotropic samples are shown in three successive compression steps (0%, 8%,

16% apparent strain). All three samples failed in well defined bands. Where the

3 5 7 9

BV/TV [%]

Figure 3.10: Morphometry as applied to the ten subregions. The sample was subdi-
vided into ten subregions along the anatomical axis. Bone volume fraction (BV/TV)
was computed for each subregion. The lowest BV/TV value of all samples was then
correlated to ultimate strength (Figure 3.13).
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failure band in the sample of Figure 3.11A is almost horizontally, the failure band

in the sample of Figure 3.11C is completely diagonal. Thus, in sample 3.11A the

failure is mostly compressive failure, whereas the failure in sample 3.11C is mostly

Figure 3.11: Band failure in A) compression, B) compression/shear, C) shear failure
mode. These samples failed in a relatively well defined band (box) whereas the other
regions hardly underwent any visible or postyield deformation.
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shear failure. In sample 3.11B the failure band had a relatively small angle to the

cylinder axis and it can be expected that in this sample shear and compression forces

determine failure. It is noteworthy that in both samples the regions outside the box

did hardly undergo any visible deformation and no postyield failure is obvious.

Figure 3.12: Catastrophic failure modes. All samples failed over the whole length
due to missing interconnecting trabeculae.
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In Figure 3.12 the 110 digitally cut, central slices of three inhomogeneous and

anisotropic samples are shown in three successive compression steps (0%, 8%, 16%

apparent strain). Opposed to the samples in Figure 3.11, these structures did not

fail in a well defined band but failed catastrophically over the whole sample length.

The arrow in Figure 3.12A points to a relatively large, strong looking plate that

completely bends during the compression cycle. It was found that there were no

interconnecting horizontal trabeculae to lock in this plate. Figure 3.12B shows the

subsection of a trabecular structure with relatively strong-looking vertical trabecu-

lae and only few weak horizontal trabeculae. The two arrows point to two horizontal

trabeculae that interconnect the left part of the structure to the right part. It was

found that the upper of these two trabeculae was heavily bent during the compres-

sion cycle, whereas the lower broke in tension. In Figure 3.12C the arrow points to

a vertical plate that is optimally oriented to absorb axial loads. We found no inter-

connecting horizontal trabeculae to fortify this plate, which underwent catastrophic

failure during the compression cycle.

To analyze the different microstructure types in more details, the two samples

from Figure 3.11B and Figure 3.12C were selected and compared visually as well as

based on the morphometric indices (Table 3.7). These two samples were selected

due to their similarity in BV/TV (7.71% vs. 7.49%).

The analysis of the samples with respect to the ten subregion showed that the

coefficient of variation (CV) in BV/TV measured over the ten subregions ranged

from 9.07% to 28.23%, thus no sample was perfectly homogeneous. When correlating

the lowest BV/TV of the ten subregions to ultimate strength we found a correlation

of R2 = 0.57. This correlation was only marginally higher than the correlation of

the BV/TV as measured for the whole sample with ultimate strength (R2 = 0.55,

Figure 3.13).

Table 3.7: Morphometry of the two selected samples from Figures 3.11B and 3.12C

sample BV/TV Tb.Sp Tb.Th SMI TBPf DA E Strength

[%] [mm] [mm] [1] [1/mm] [1] [MPa] [MPa]

3.11B 7.71 1.04 0.146 2.00 6.92 1.21 58.2 1.039

3.12C 7.49 1.44 0.172 1.68 4.81 1.48 89.71 1.552

diff. –3% +38% +18% –16% –30% +22% +54% +49%
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Discussion

In this study, we discuss failure mechanisms of human trabecular bone samples

based on image guided failure assessment (IGFA) [10]; an extended technique to

uniaxial compression testing. Based on our visual observations, we could identify

samples that failed in well defined bands, whereas others failed catastrophically

over the whole length. We speculated that the first failure mode primarily occurs in

homogeneous and isotropic bone samples, whereas the second failure mode occurs

in inhomogeneous and anisotropic bone samples. Such visual observations may help

to improve our understanding of failure mechanisms which may result in new ideas

to develop morphometric indices better able to catch the weaknesses of trabecular

bone.

We suggest that failure of homogeneous and isotropic trabecular bone samples

is determined by the weakest configuration of all possible sets of trabeculae lying

on a surface that spans across the specimen. Thus, failure in such samples occurs

predominantly in well defined bands, where the regions outside this band hardly

undergo any deformation. This finding is supported by a study based on two-

dimensional Voronoi derived finite element models done by Silva et al [39], where
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Figure 3.13: Ultimate strength versus whole BV/TV and lowest subregion BV/TV.
Limiting BV/TV to the weakest subregion did not improve the correlation.
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they also reported band-like failure. Their models were extremely homogeneous

and isotropic since they were generated by mathematical algorithms. In our study,

we analyzed true bone samples, where a perfect homogeneity is hardly reached.

Nevertheless, the samples shown in Figure 3.11 all look relatively homogeneous and

isotropic. In all these samples we found a relatively well defined region where failure

occurred. This failure was found in compression mode for samples 3.11A, in shear

mode for sample 3.11C and in a combined compression-shear mode for sample 3.11B.

Motivated by this visual finding, we assumed that ultimate strength should better

be predictable by applying morphometry on a well defined region as opposed to

the whole sample. To test this idea, we correlated the lowest BV/TV of the ten

subregions of each sample versus ultimate strength and compared the result with the

correlation of the BV/TV of the whole sample versus ultimate strength (Figure 3.13).

With this, the correlation could only marginally be increased from R2 = 0.55 to R2

= 0.57. There are several possible explanations for this finding. First, if all samples

would be extremely homogeneous, then the BV/TV in each subregion would reflect

the BV/TV of the whole sample. This was certainly not the case, since we found

CV values that ranged from 9.07% to 28.23%. Thus the variability was relatively

large in all samples. Second, since we found in certain specimens fracture bands

that spanned diagonally through the whole sample (Figure 3.11C), the subdivision

in ten equal subregions along the axis is not representative for the failure of these

sample. Furthermore, the images in Figure 3.12 suggest that anisotropic samples

have a tendency to fail catastrophically over the whole length. In these samples it

makes no sense to divide the sample into subregions, since other mechanism such as

missing interconnecting trabeculae may determine failure.

We suggest that failure of anisotropic trabecular bone samples, where the ma-

terial is inhomogeneously distributed is determined by the presence and strength

of interconnecting trabeculae if the load is applied along the anatomical axis. This

could be demonstrated in Figure 3.12, where all samples failed over the whole length

and hardly any region remained unaffected. The sample in Figure 3.12A did burst

in a barreling failure mode where the plate on the right (arrow) was disrupted from

the rest of the structure. This element was connected to the rest of the structure by

only one very thin horizontal trabecula, where the interconnecting element was obvi-

ously not strong enough to keep the structure together and thus failed in tension. If

there were more horizontal trabeculae interconnecting the strong vertical columns,

catastrophic failure could eventually have been avoided. Similarly, the specimen in

Figure 3.12C showed a plate (arrow) that folded completely during the compression

cycle. In this sample it is very obvious from the uncompressed step that horizontal
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interconnecting trabeculae were missing to support this element. The specimen in

Figure 3.12B was composed of a few strong vertical columns interconnected by only

a few horizontal elements (arrows). The lower arrow points to an element that was

broken in tension during the failure mechanism, whereas the upper arrow points

to an element that was heavily bended. It is noteworthy that both these elements

interconnected the same vertical columns.

To further explore differences in samples that failed in bands as compare to

samples that failed catastrophically, we selected the two samples from Figure 3.11B

and Figure 3.12C, since they were similar in BV/TV (Table 3.7) but different in

their failure characteristic. First, it is noteworthy, that even if both samples had

almost the same BV/TV (difference = 3%), sample 3.12C was much stiffer (+54%)

and also stronger (+49%) than sample 3.11B, which raises the question on how this

difference can be captured. In sample 3.12C the degree of anisotropy (DA) is higher

(22%) and since the bone material is mainly distributed along the anatomical axis

this sample can be expected to be relatively strong when loaded along this axis,

where it will probably not be very strong when loaded off axis. Opposed to this,

the sample 3.11B is more isotropic and hence better adapted to off axis forces.

Unfortunately, DA did not explain additional variance in ultimate strength when

combined in a multiple linear regression analysis together with BV/TV. Another

obvious difference was found for Tb.Sp (38%). The images even imply a larger

difference in this index and indicate that the structure 3.12C fails in the area where

Tb.Sp is largest. For this reason it might be interesting to assess a maximum

Tb.Sp instead of the conventionally assessed mean Tb.Sp, since largely spaced areas

could indicate missing interconnecting trabeculae; a potential weakness of bone

microstructures. For the trabecular thickness we found a value that was 18% higher

in 3.12C than in 3.11B. It has previously been suggested that vertical elements that

are subjected to compression could increase in thickness as a compensatory response

to loss of horizontal trabeculae [40]. Here, we had a similar situation, where in

sample 3.11B many small and relatively thin trabeculae determined the strength

of the structure as opposed to sample 3.12C, where the strength was determined

by the main vertical columns. However, in sample 3.12C it was eventually not the

large columns that determined failure but missing interconnecting trabeculae that

were relatively thin. For this reason we think that Tb.Th measures are difficult in

interpretation if not all trabeculae have about the same mean thickness and if the

samples are not isotropic. The SMI showed a more plate-like structure type for the

sample 3.12C, which was also reflected in TBPf, a measure for the mean curvature

of the bone surface.
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Although all samples were harvested from the spine of one person, we found a

rather large variation in bone architectures and corresponding failure modes which

was reflected in the images (Figure 3.11 and 3.12) as well as in the morphometric

indices (Table 3.6). The apparent bone volume density ranged from 4.19% up to

12.33%, thus varied by a factor of three. For this reason it is difficult to conclude

from one trabecular bone autopsy to the apparent bone density at a specific site or

even at other sites within the body. The location where bone was taken from may

be extremely sensitive wherefore results from autopsy and biopsy studies comparing

different individuals must be taken with care. To truly investigate in person dif-

ferences analysis of whole bones may yield in better results. The same limitations

apply also to mechanical testing experiments of trabecular bone samples, where it

is generally assumed that the samples represent a continuum. Nevertheless, many

trabecular bone investigations are based on such samples, which are considered a

standard nowadays.

In conclusion, we could demonstrate that two main failure mechanisms determine

the competence of trabecular bone samples. Whereas in homogeneous, isotropic tra-

becular bone samples a whole set of trabecular elements determine the competence,

in inhomogeneous, anisotropic samples a single or a missing trabeculae may be re-

sponsible for catastrophic bone failure. Since morphometric algorithms are designed

to work on homogeneous trabecular bone samples where all trabeculae are of about

the same type these algorithms are often not capable to capture these weaknesses

and may fail in predicting bone strength under these conditions.
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Abstract:

This paper presents a new method for the generation of a beam finite element

(FE) model from a three-dimensional (3D) data set acquired by micro-computed

tomography (micro-CT). This method differs from classical modeling of trabecular

bone because it models a specific sample only and differs from conventional

solid hexahedron element-based FE approaches in its computational efficiency.

The stress-strain curve, characterizing global mechanical properties of a porous

structure, could be well predicted (R2 = 0.92). Furthermore, validation of the

method was achieved by comparing local displacements of element nodes with the

displacements directly measured by time-lapsed imaging methods of failure, and

these measures were in good agreement. The presented model is a first step in

modeling specific samples for efficient strength analysis by FE modeling. We believe

that with upcoming high-resolution in vivo imaging methods, this approach could

lead to a novel and accurate tool in the risk assessment for osteoporotic fractures.

Keywords:

Finite element method, Micro-compression, Bone architecture, Trabeculae, Image
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Introduction

Osteoporosis, which occurs most frequently in post-menopausal women and the aged,

is defined as a metabolic bone disease characterized by low bone mass and micro-

architectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility and a

consequent increase in fracture risk [1]. It has been estimated that at least 20% of

women have suffered one or more fractures by age 65, and as many as 40% suffer

such fractures after the age of 65 [2]. It is increasingly recognized that osteoporosis

is an important public health problem with rapidly escalating social and medical

cost.

Densitometry use in the last three decades has resulted in a focus on bone density

as the most important predictor of osteoporotic bone fractures for osteoporosis [3-5].

However, although many older persons may lose bone, as expressed by a decrease in

bone density, not all develop fractures. This is not unexpectedly so, as bone density

is not the sole determinant of fracture risk. Bone mineral density, geometry of bone,

micro-architecture of bone and quality of the bone material are all components that

determine bone strength as defined by the bone’s ability to withstand loading. For

this reason, micro-structural information must be included in the analysis to predict

individual mechanical bone properties [6,7]. Preliminary data have shown that pre-

dicting trabecular bone strength can be greatly improved by including architectural

parameters in the analysis [8-10]. However, the relative importance of bone density

and architecture in the etiology of bone fractures, an issue also referred to as bone

“quality”, is poorly understood.

Because of the large volume fraction of vertebral trabecular bone — over 90% of

the load in lumbar vertebrae is carried by trabecular bone [11,12] — an extended

understanding of the failure behavior of vertebral trabecular bone is essential for

estimating the risk of these spontaneous fractures. Osteoporotic fractures are typi-

cally defined as 20–25% reductions in vertebral height [13] which means that for an

atraumatic fracture and the assumption that bone yields at about 1% strain [14],

bone tissue is damaged long before we actually start speaking of an osteoporotic

fracture. Nevertheless, most of the studies in the literature as presented above deal

with the pre-yield or pre-failure behavior of bone. Mechanical tests concentrated on

reporting results before the yield point or ultimate strength is reached. Only few

attempts have been made to assess and quantify the mechanical behavior of bone

beyond initial yielding and failure in compact [15,16] and in trabecular bone [17-19].

Pathologic anatomy may be assessed from bony fractures and relative displace-

ments as observed in imaging studies. Recent advances in imaging methodologies
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permit three-dimensional (3D) analysis of bone architecture. At the forefront of

these technologies is micro-computed tomography (µCT) which is a technique for

the non-destructive assessment of 3D bone architecture, and can be used for both

static and pseudo-dynamic measurements. Recently, Müller et al [20] developed

a method for time-lapsed measurements of micro-structural bone under compres-

sion to assess load-induced buckling and bending as well as fracture initiation and

propagation in the 3D bone matrix. This method — termed image-guided failure

assessment (IGFA) — allows simultaneous assessment of the 3D structure of porous

materials, its global deformations, and its corresponding stress-strain values. The

technique provides experimental measurements for understanding the plastic post-

failure behavior of porous structures and these data can serve as the basis for the

development of new theoretical models.

Many mathematical models have been proposed to investigate in the mechanical

behavior of trabecular bone through representation of the microstructure as well

as possible with respect to its mechanical properties. Analytical models have been

widely used to represent bone mechanical behavior by exploiting generalizations

in the trabecular structure. Purely analytical models have been developed, for

example, using the theory of cellular materials [21-24] or a network of doubly tapered

struts [25] to investigate trabecular microstructure. Others have incorporated FE

analysis [26-34], and these models have been successful at identifying important

failure properties of cancellous bone, for example, that bending and buckling are

important failure modes. Analytic and semi-analytic models have incorporated more

specific bone micro-structural properties [27-30], including the use of an open-celled

matrix containing roughly spherical pores [28], anisotropic material properties with

strong vertical cylindrical beam elements connected to weaker horizontal elements

[27], and the inclusion of fluid representing marrow [30]. While these models have

been successful for identifying important failure modes [26] and that failure occurs

in bands [32], and even for models of bone remodeling [33,34], the limitation of these

models is that they are generalized representations of trabecular bone.

In contrast to generalized mathematical models of trabecular microstructure,

specimen specific models are also important and are essential for direct prediction

of specimen bone failure properties. In this study, the focus is on development of

models for specific samples for the prediction of bone strength on an individual ba-

sis. Although specimen specific models can be obtained using a solid FE [35,36]

approach, such models have some practical disadvantages and limitations. These

include primarily the large computational effort which can require computational

times on super computers for several hours or even days and weeks [36,37]. Further-
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more such models are not well suited for parametric studies where the structure can

be freely altered with respect to number of elements and various element properties.

Overcoming these limitations could give a deeper insight in the failure mechanism

of porous structures.

We propose here a beam finite element (beam FE) model to investigate and pre-

dict failure behavior of individual trabecular bone structures. The presented beam

FE model is an abstraction of the porous object (trabecular bone or a suitable

substitute for research development) composed of simple cylindrical beam elements

representing the trabecular elements in the real structure. While not a perfect recre-

ation of the bone micro-architecture, its simplified representation has the advantage

of an enormous decrease in the number of elements hence substantially decreasing

the computational effort for those problems. Furthermore, the elements within the

porous structure can be addressed and modified separately permitting parametric

studies in order to gain a better general understanding of the failure behavior of

trabecular bone-like structures. We believe that with upcoming high-resolution in

vivo imaging methods this approach could lead to a novel and accurate tool in the

risk assessment for osteoporotic fractures on a patient specific basis.

Methods

Image-Guided Failure Assessment

In order to visualize material failure on a micro-structural level, a novel micro-

mechanical testing system was devised to measure unloaded and loaded porous ma-

terials directly in a micro-tomographic system (µCT) [20,38]. The micro-mechanical

testing system consisted of two major components, the micro-compression device

(MCD) and the material testing and data acquisition (MTDAQ) system, designed

to provide uniaxial compression, data acquisition, and strain locking of the speci-

men during imaging. The MCD was designed to house the test specimens and act

as a transportable link between the mechanical testing and CT imaging steps. Its

function was to hold the specimen, lock the applied strain to the specimen, record

the applied load via an onboard load-cell, and provide a radiolucent window for

scanning of the specimen. The MCD has an outer diameter of 19 mm and a total

length of 65 mm in order to fit in the µCT opening. The internal load chamber fits

wet or dry specimens with maximal diameters of 9 mm and maximal lengths of 22

mm. The MCD in combination with µCT enables to simultaneously visualize bone

failure and to assess its mechanical properties from the applied strain and the cor-
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responding load. A detailed description of the used devise can be found elsewhere

[38].

For the purpose of this study, a single cubic aluminum alloy (6101-T6, ERG

Oakland, CA) with a side length of 6 mm and a volume density of 8% was used.

The porous alloy was used because its anisotropic and inhomogeneous nature is

very similar to trabecular bone found in the human lumbar spine, which has an

average volume density of 9±3% [39]. The morphologic analogy between these two

structures is best shown with three-dimensional visualizations (Figure 4.1). It is

noteworthy that these foams are comparable to bone in terms of their morphology,

but not in terms of the mechanical properties of the aluminum alloys.

For data acquisition the samples were imaged and compressed at 0, 4, 8, 16, and

20 percent nominal strain (Figure 4.2). The specimen was placed inside the MCD

and preconditioned between 0.0 and 0.3% at a rate of 0.005 s−1 for 10 cycles to

eliminate typical toe behavior [14]. Then, the specimen was transferred to the µCT

(µCT 20, Scanco Medical AG, Bassersdorf, Switzerland) for initial imaging of the

sample in the intact state (0%). After imaging, the specimen was returned to the

MTDAQ, and exposed to a first monocyclic nominal strain of 4% in order to capture

the linear and yield behavior of the material. This procedure was repeated three

more times to acquire additional time-lapsed images of 8%, 16% and 20% nominal

strain in the post-failure regime. The acquisition time in µCT for each image was

b)a)

Figure 4.1: Two typical porous structures: (a) aluminum alloy, (b) vertebral tra-
becular bone. Due to the high similarity of those structures aluminum alloy is used
as a surrogate for human trabecular bone.
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approximately 90 minutes. From the displacement and load data acquired by the

MTDAQ device a stress-strain curve was derived.

Generation of the FE Beam Model

The beam FE model was generated based on the reconstruction of the initial, un-

compressed sample image. A three-dimensional Gaussian filtration with a sigma of

1.2 and a filter support of 1 voxel was applied to the original data to suppress noise

in the image. This procedure was followed by a global segmentation technique based

on the gray level histogram to separate object from background and to binarize the

image. The threshold level was set to 28.6% of the image data range. The resulting

binary volume served as the origin for all subsequent image processing procedures.

The next image processing step mapped each rod-like element within the struc-

ture to a beam element of the FE model using a spatial decomposition algorithm

described earlier by Müller et al [40]. This method capitalizes on the fact that a

porous structure has increased thickness where several elements join together. For

the identification of those thicker spots first, a distance transformation (DT) was

applied resulting in a new image where the values of the voxels corresponded to the

shortest Euclidean distance to the phase interface [41]. By thresholding this volume

only the thickest spots within the structure remained in the image. The mass cen-

ters of those spots were then defined to be the nodes in the corresponding beam FE

model. The connectivity describing the elements was recovered from the DT volume

using a so-called “turtle” algorithm [40]. At each node a “turtle” followed the mass

centers of the DT image in all possible directions searching for neighboring nodes.

Once another node was found the points between the starting node and the end node

were defined to be an element from the structure. A node and a connectivity list

resulted from this algorithm describing the whole porous structure. This structure

formed the underlying basis for a corresponding beam element FE model (Figure

4.3).

The resulting FE model was imported into the commercial FE software package

Figure 4.2: Image sequence of an aluminum foam as acquired by the image-guided
failure assessment (IGFA) technique.
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Marc/Mentat (MSC Software Corporation, Los Angeles, CA) where the shape and

material properties of the elements were defined. To minimize model complexity we

selected all elements to have the same geometry and the same material properties.

The mechanical behavior was modeled with a two step linear function. Up to the

yield point at 205 MPa the material was modeled to behave linear elastically with

an elastic modulus of 65.7 GPa, beyond the yield point the material was modeled

to behave ideally plastic with a hardening modulus of 165 MPa. These values were

chosen based on the known characteristics of the aluminum alloy.

The beam elements were connected at the nodes. At each node, no relative

rotation and translation between the two connecting beams was allowed. The upper

and lower platens were fully fixed to the sample, which matches the experimental

conditions. In each compressive step of the simulation an analyses was performed

to check whether trabeculae get in contact with the upper or lower platen. A so

called “glue option” was active, indicating that once contact occurred there was no

tangential motion between trabeculae and platen.

For our purpose, the best element type would be a beam with a full circular cross

section. However, such an element does not exist in Marc [42]. Instead, we used an

element (type 25) representing a straight, thin-walled, closed-section beam with cir-

cular cross-section. It is based on Euler-Bernoulli theory, allows for plastic deforma-

tion and includes twist, which improves the element for large displacement analyses.

When assigning appropriate (“equivalent”) dimensional and material properties, this

element behaves as if it were a beam with full cross-section. To test our assumptions

on the behavior of this element, we performed a two step evaluation. First, a single

beam composed of ten two-noded beam elements was modeled. The beam was fixed

at one end, and at the other end a load was applied; for this configuration a simple

analytical solution is available. In the second step we integrated the beam elements

in a spatial structure. The goal of this step was to evaluate the behavior of the

elements in a more realistic environment. The open cell cube model introduced by

Figure 4.3: A spatial image decomposition algorithm enabled to map each element
from the porous structure to a beam element within the FE model.
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Gibson [21,43] seemed to be a good model for this purpose because of two reasons.

First, this model was a good representation for our target structure, second, for this

model existed an analytic solution which could be used to verify the FE simulation.

The analytic solution for the relative Young’s modulus for the beam elements with

quadratic cross section can be found to be [21]:

E∗/ES = (t/l)4

In this equation E∗ denotes the apparent Young’s modulus of the whole structure,

Es denotes the Young’s modulus of the structure material, t and l denotes the width

and the length of the beam elements respectively, which compose the structure.

FE Analysis

For proof of principal, one bone analogue structure was modeled and solved as de-

scribed above. The boundary conditions were chosen to simulate axial compression.

The bottom platen was fixed, and the top platen applied compression by displace-

ment control in steps of 0.2%. Any nodes coming in contact with either platen due

to the compression were also constrained by the platen boundaries for all subsequent

steps. The FE simulation of axial compression was done up to a strain of 3%.

Results

Evaluation of the beam element properties

To test our assumptions on the use of a thin-walled beam element in representing

a full circular cross-section we analyzed two configurations. In the first one, we

modeled a single beam composed of ten two-noded elements. This simple model

showed the expected behavior and the results were in excellent agreement with the

analytic computation resulting in a deviation of the displacement at the end of the

beam of less than 0.01%. In the second configuration, we used the model proposed

by Gibson [21,43] to evaluate the beam properties in a more realistic environment. In

this case the relative elastic modulus E∗/Es as it was derived from the simulation was

compared to the relative elastic modulus from the analytic computation for different

relative densities ρ∗/ρ. Again, the results from our simulations were in excellent

agreement with the analytic result with deviations between the two methods of less

than 0.01%, indicating that this element is well-suited for our modeling purposes.
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Figure 4.4: Stress-strain curves acquired by IGFA (gray) and the beam FE simula-
tion (black). The two curves show that the beam FE simulation could predict the
experimental data (IGFA) in the elastic and post yield region up to the maximal
load.

Aluminum alloy

The stress-strain curve measured by IGFA has a steep slope in the first 0.8% of

global strain, reaches its maximum at about 2% of global strain, and is followed by

a flat plateau and a decrease in stress starting at about 5% of global strain (Figure

4.4). The mechanical behavior of the aluminum foam is therefore as expected and

well described in literature [44]. The beam FE model proposed in this study was

designed to predict the material behavior up to the maximum value (ultimate load).

This model could therefore only predict reasonable values up to approximately 3%

of global strain. However, within this range the stress-strain curve computed by

the beam FE model was in good agreement with the experimental data (R2 =

0.92), and these results are illustrated in Figure 4.4 showing the comparison of the

experimentally measured (IGFA) and the theoretically computed (beam FE) stress-

strain curves. This data illustrates that the presented model, despite its relative

simplicity, is a good predictor of global failure behavior of porous structures.

Although the model was not designed to predict failure of single structural ele-

ments, the beam FE calculations of the displacements of most nodes were in good

agreement with the experimental data, at least qualitatively. A typical compari-

son of the displacement from the beam FE model and the measurement for four

representative nodes within the structure illustrates this point (Figure 4.5).

The use of a beam element model (718 elements) rather than solid hexahedron

FE model (37081 elements) allowed us to reduce the number of elements by a factor

of 50. With that also the average computation time could be reduced dramatically
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allowing non-linear analysis with a fast response time. The computation time for

all iterations in the non-linear model was less than 1 minute on a HP Unix system

(PA8600, 550 MHz, 4 GB of memory).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the displacements of four selected nodes within the struc-
ture for the beam FE model (black) and the experimental data (gray). Although
the model was not designed to predict local failure mechanisms, the predicted and
experimentally measured displacements were well matched at most nodes.
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Discussion

In this paper we presented a new method for the generation of a beam FE model from

a 3D data set acquired by micro-CT. This method differs from classical modeling

of trabecular bone [21-34,43] in the fact that it models specific samples rather than

generalizations, and it has the advantage over conventional solid FE approaches

[35,36] to improve computational efficiency.

This model predicts global failure behavior accurately through a relatively sim-

plified FE model simulation. The simplicity of the model has two main advantages.

First, the number of elements is reduced by a factor of 50 compared to a correspond-

ing solid FE model. The reduction of the number of elements enables the use of

commercial FE solvers. The scientific FE modeling community is large and covers

multiple disciplines, therefore it can be advantageous for biomedical engineers to be

able to benefit from these constantly improving commercial packages rather than

developing customized FE codes on a laboratory-by-laboratory basis. Additionally,

the computational time to solve the problem can be reduced dramatically. Second,

the simplification of the model enables to easily modify certain parameters to in-

vestigate their influences on the mechanical behavior of the structure. For example,

the influence of altered connectivity in the structure can be readily investigated by

removing whole elements in the beam FE model.

Even though the model was not designed to predict local failure mechanism, the

displacements of selected nodes were in good agreement with the measured node

displacements. Uncertainties in the prediction of the new position of a node may

arise from image processing and from the fact that all elements have the same

geometry and material properties. Nevertheless, this model is promising for the

local prediction of failure, and this is an ongoing area of research in our laboratory.

The method has been validated analytically by modeling two simple cases, a

single beam composed of ten elements and the open cellular model presented by

Gibson [43], respectively. These two simple models were used since there was an

analytic solution for both cases which could be compared to the FE result. The

displacements as calculated by FE were in excellent agreement with the analytic

results.

Although the results from the bone analogue structure were also in good agree-

ment with the actual measurement using IGFA, there were some limiting factors

affecting the accuracy of the prediction of the global failure behavior of the tra-

becular bone sample. One limitation was that a constant thickness of all beam

elements was assumed. A second limitation was that plate-like structures have not
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been modeled. These limitations present challenges for the model to be success-

ful for predicting material behaviors of increasingly complex and inhomogeneous

structures. However, these limitations can be overcome by modifying the model

and accepting a tradeoff between model simplicity and accuracy. Some beneficial

modifications that minimize the increase in model complexity are described below.

A first modification for a better failure prediction could be done by mapping

the mean thickness of each element within the structure to a diameter of the cor-

responding beam in the FE model. The mean thickness can be assessed for each

element by methods described elsewhere [39]. This individualization of the elements

would not only allow better prediction of global failure behavior, but would possibly

also enable a more reliable prediction of the displacement of single nodes and hence

prediction of failure behavior of single elements. This method may allow to predict

elements failing first and lead to a deeper understanding in the plastic post-failure

mechanisms of porous structures.

Secondly, since the elements in the presented model were not designed to fail,

the horizontal plateau and the negative slope in the stress-strain curve could not be

predicted. To achieve this goal the model could be modified in a way that elements

where stress exceeds a certain value change their properties or even are completely

removed from the model. With this modification it might be possible to predict also

the negative slope beyond the ultimate load of the stress-strain curve far beyond

the yield point.

Third, in the presented model simple cylinders were used as beam elements. We

propose two additional modifications to achieve a more realistic FE structure. First,

a hyperbolic shape for the elements could be chosen as opposed to cylindrical. This

could be approximated by mapping the inner parts of the 6 node elements to smaller

radii. A modification of the elements in this sense would likely lead to an improved

result since it includes the fact that nodes are thicker than the actual rods [25].

Second, a solution for plate-like structures should be found. This could be realized

by introducing triangular shells representing plate-like elements. Complex plates

could be subdivided into smaller triangular shells. Such a modification would allow

using the model also for combined porous structures composed of plate and rod-like

elements.

Conclusion

This study is a first step in developing a new model for failure prediction of porous

structures. The presented model predicted a non-linear stress-strain curve that
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was in good agreement with the experimental data up to ultimate load. The main

advantages of the model are its simplicity resulting in a short computation time

and allowing easy parametric modifications that could yield in new models with

even higher predictive power. Future models could be able to simulate complex

porous structures such as trabecular bone, which are composed of rod- and plate-like

elements. We believe that with upcoming high-resolution in vivo imaging methods in

patients this approach could lead to a novel and accurate tool in the risk assessment

for osteoporotic fractures.
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Abstract:

Direct assessment of bone competence in vivo is not possible, hence, it is inevitable

to predict it using appropriate simulation techniques. Although accurate estimates

of bone competence can be obtained from micro-finite element models (µFE), it is at

the expense of large computer efforts. In this study, we investigated the application

of structural idealizations to represent individual trabeculae by single elements. The

objective was to implement and validate this technique.

We scanned 42 human vertebral bone samples (10 mm height, 8 mm diame-

ter) with micro-computed tomography using a 20 µm resolution. After scanning,

direct mechanical testing was performed. Topological classification and dilation-

based algorithms were used to identify individual rods and plates. Two FE models

were created for each specimen. In the first one, each rod-like trabecula was mod-

eled with one thickness-matched beam; each plate-like trabecula was modeled with

several beams. From a simulated compression test, assuming one isotropic tissue

modulus for all elements, the apparent stiffness was calculated. After reducing the

voxel size to 40 µm, a second FE model was created using a standard voxel con-

version technique. Again, one tissue modulus was assumed for all elements in all

models, and a compression test was simulated.

Bone volume fraction ranged from 3.7% to 19.5%; Young’s moduli from 43 MPa

to 649 MPa. Both models predicted measured apparent moduli equally well (R2 =
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0.85), and were in excellent agreement with each other (R2 = 0.97). Tissue modulus

was estimated at 9.0 GPa and 10.7 GPa for the beam FE and voxel FE models,

respectively. On average, the beam models were solved in 219 s, reducing CPU

usage up to 1150-fold as compared to 40 µm voxel FE models. Relative to 20 µm

voxel models 10,000-fold reductions can be expected.

The presented beam FE model is an abstraction of the intricate real trabecular

structure using simple cylindrical beam elements. Nevertheless, it enabled an

accurate prediction of global mechanical properties of microstructural bone. The

strong reduction in CPU time opens up ways for research that was not possible

before, such as the routine assessment of mechanical properties of large bone

specimens. With upcoming in vivo high-resolution imaging systems this model has

the potential to become a standard for mechanical characterization of bone.

Keywords:

Bone mechanics, trabecular bone, finite element analysis, topological classification,

human vertebrae

Introduction

A quantitative assessment of bone competence is essential in many basic and clini-

cal studies, such as the understanding of failure mechanisms associated with osteo-

porosis, and for providing a functional characterization of bone in genetic studies;

when assessed in vivo, it can provide the basis for determining the efficacy of drug

treatment and identifying people at risk for bone fracture. The gold standard to

determine bone competence is by assessing its mechanical properties in a functional,

mechanical test. Direct mechanical testing is a straight-forward procedure, but has

its limitations as it is a destructive test. Therefore, this method is not applicable in

vivo. And although it can be used to test specimens in vitro, a sample can only be

tested once, thereby limiting the assessment of direction-dependent characteristics.

Furthermore, these tests are prone to errors, related to boundary artifacts [1,2] and

to the often small size of the specimens, hampering high precision, especially for

bones of small animals [3].

With the introduction of microstructural finite element (µFE) models directly

generated from computer reconstructions of trabecular bone it is now possible to

simulate a mechanical test in great detail and with high precision [4-6]. Additionally,

these image-based models allow for the calculation of loads at the microstructural
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or even the tissue level and have been used quite extensively over the last decade

to accurately determine mechanical properties of bone specimens. However, these

models run at the expense of large computer efforts. As a result, a routine assessment

of bone mechanical properties is not possible, even when using super computers.

The introduction of model idealizations presents a way to reduce computational

time; when representing each trabeculae with just one element, the number of ele-

ments can be reduced dramatically, which leads to an enormous reduction in com-

putational efforts. We have investigated this concept before, using a trabecular

bone-like aluminum structure [7]. In short, a three-dimensional representation of

the specimen was based on micro-computed tomography (µCT) data. Each rod-like

element within the structure was assessed using a volumetric spatial decomposition

algorithm [8], and converted into a beam element in the FE model. Appropriate

material properties were applied and an analysis, simulating compression until 3%

apparent strain, was performed. The computationally derived force-displacement

curve matched very well with the experimentally measured curve, while tremen-

dously reducing computational time, thereby providing proof of concept for the

validity of this approach.

In this study, we investigated whether the structural idealizations to represent

individual trabeculae by single elements would also be applicable to human trabec-

ular bone. Hence, whether this technique would result in strongly reduced compu-

tational times, while still providing accurate results. The objective of this study was

to implement and validate this technique.

Methods

Our structural idealization approach consisted of modeling individual trabeculae

with beams. This model was imported into a finite element (FE) package, which

was used to simulate a compression test. To assess the validity of the beam FE

models, we assessed its accuracy at the apparent level, hence, at the level of global

elastic behavior. Accuracy was assessed in two ways: first, by comparing the results

of the beam FE models relative to the directly measured elastic behavior, and second,

by comparing the results relative to the results of highly detailed voxel-based FE

models. All procedures and techniques are described in detail below.
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Direct mechanical testing

Forty-two human vertebral bone samples were excised from intact spinal columns of

nine donors who took part in an anatomical donation program. A specially devel-

oped drill was used to core the specimens from the lumbar and thoracic vertebrae

under constant irrigation; specimen dimensions were 10 mm height and 8 mm in

diameter. Preceding drilling, contact radiographs were taken from each vertebra to

orient them into a position such that the main trabecular orientation was aligned

with the longitudinal axis of the cored specimen. No data was available on age and

disease state of the donors. The specimens were cleaned from soft tissue, embedded

in PMMA to minimize end-artifacts, and after 5 preconditioning cycles, tested in

compression with a speed of 0.05%/s. An external extensometer was used to mea-

sure strain over a length of 9.3 mm. The apparent Young’s modulus (Emeas
app ) was

calculated from the stress-strain curve.

Assessment of bone microarchitecture

Before mechanical testing, all specimens were scanned with a micro-computed to-

mography system (µCT40, Scanco Medical, Switzerland) using a 20 µm nominal

resolution to assess the trabecular bone architecture. The reconstructed images

were filtered using a constrained three-dimensional Gaussian filter to partially sup-

press noise in the volumes (σ = 1.2 and support = 1), and binarized using a global

threshold (22.4% of maximum possible gray scale value) as previously described [9].

A cylindrical specimen with a diameter of 7 mm was digitally cut, to exclude

bone fragments that might have resulted from the cutting process as well as to

exclude unintentionally cut trabeculae. There was a wide range in bone volume

fractions and trabecular architectures among the specimens (Figure 4.6). Bone vol-

ume fraction was calculated based on the extended marching cubes approach [10];

trabecular thickness was calculated following a direct model-independent method

[11]. Component labeling was performed to remove unconnected parts of the struc-

ture. The component labeled images were spatially decomposed into rods and plates,

and thickness and volume were calculated for each individual rod and plate. A short

description of the volumetric spatial decomposition algorithm as well as local mor-

phometry is given below; a detailed description can be found elsewhere [8].

The component labeled images were skeletonized using a three-dimensional ho-

motopic, isotropic, and shape preserving thinning algorithm [12,13], yielding in a

very rough two voxel thick, symmetric skeleton. Subsequently, a topology preserving

algorithm called conditional erosion was used to reduce this skeleton to one voxel
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thickness [8]. These skeletons are a very rough, one voxel thick representation of

the original bone structure where rods with elliptic cross-section may be represented

as slender plates. To overcome this problem, we applied an optimization algorithm

to the skeleton to get a reasonable representation of rods and plates and to reduce

surface noise. The optimized skeleton was then characterized by a slightly modi-

fied point-classification algorithm originally devised by Saha et al [14], which was

able to compute for each voxel within the skeleton whether it was a surface point,

a surface end point, an arc point, an arc end point, an arc-arc intersection point,

an arc-surface intersection point, a surface-surface intersection point or an isolated

point (Figure 4.7b). From this, the classified skeleton was spatially decomposed

into rods and plates, which were expanded to their original size by applying a so

called multi-color dilation algorithm [8] (Figure 4.7c). This operation resulted in

a spatially decomposed bone structure where all rods and plates were labeled with

an individual number. Local morphometry was then used to compute the thickness

and volume of each element within the structure [8].

a b ca b c

Figure 4.6: Three representative specimens showing the wide range in bone volume
fractions and trabecular architectures among the specimens, including rod-like (a),
hybrid (b), and plate-like (c) architectures. Rods and plates were automatically
identified; they are depicted in blue and red, respectively.
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Beam finite element model

The spatially decomposed bone structure was used to generate a specimen-specific

beam FE model. Each rod was modeled with one thickness-matched beam. The

connection points as determined from the topological classification formed the nodes

for each beam. Owing to the spatial complexity of large plates spanning through

the whole structure the plates were modeled with several beams in a three-step

approach. First, a number of so-called support nodes were distributed over the

a b

c d

a b

c d

Figure 4.7: Representative part of a specimen, showing the generation of a specimen-
specific beam finite-element model. After micro-computed tomographical recon-
struction (a) skeletonization and point-classification is applied (b). After multi-
color dilation (c) local morphometry was used to compute the thickness and volume
of each element within the structure. Element thickness and volume was assigned
appropriately to the beams in the beam-FE model (d).
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Figure 4.8: Measured Young’s modulus correlated well to measured bone volume
fraction in a power-law regression. However, on an individual basis deviations from
the regression line are large and are increasing with increasing density.

plate. Each support node was placed such that the minimum distance to the other

support nodes was D; this inter-node distance D was set to 30 voxels (600 µm).

Second, the support nodes were connected by beam elements, such that each node

was connected to its five neighboring nodes. And third, the thickness of all beams

that represent this plate was set such that their total volume equaled the volume of

this plate-like trabecula (Figure 4.7d).

The resulting FE model was imported into the commercial FE software package

Marc/Mentat (MSC Software Corporation, Los Angeles, CA) running on an Super-

dome System (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA). For our purpose, the best element

type would be a beam with a full circular cross section, allowing for geometrical

and material non-linear analyses, such that future modeling of bone failure would

be possible. However, such an element does not exist in Marc. Instead, we used

an element (type 25) representing a straight, thin-walled, closed section beam with

circular cross-section. It is based on Euler-Bernoulli theory, allows for plasticity

and other material non-linearities and includes twist, which improves the element

for large displacement analyses. Sixteen points are used to integrate the material

behavior through the cross section. When assigning appropriate (“equivalent”) di-

mensional and material properties, this element behaves as if it were a beam with full

cross-section. Analyses on cantilever beams showed that the calculated stresses and

displacements due to axial and bending loading deviate less than 3% from the the-

oretical solution. Hence, introduced errors are small when using this element type,
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Figure 4.9: CPU time reduction factor, calculated as CPU time of voxel FE model
relative to CPU time of beam FE model. The reduction factor was higher for
architectures that contained a high percentage of rods.

and most likely are negligible in comparison with the most important assumption,

namely that a trabecula can be modeled as a rod.

To accurately represent the experimental boundary conditions, elements repre-

senting the end-caps were added. The bottom cap was fully fixed whereas the upper

cap underwent an axial displacement. The FE models were used to calculate the

force needed, such that the upper platen was displaced in axial direction by 0.05

mm.

All beams in the FE model, whether representing a rod-like or a plate-like tra-

becula, were assigned an arbitrary tissue modulus (EFE
tissue) of 10 GPa. After solving

all models using Marc, the apparent modulus (Ebeam
app ) was calculated as

Ebeam
app =

σapp

εapp

=
F/A

∆L/L

in which F is the force calculated from the FE simulation, A is the specimen

cross-section, ∆L = 0.05 mm, and L is the specimen length. The tissue level elastic

modulus (Ebeam
tissue) was calculated as:

Ebeam
tissue =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(
Emeas

app

Ebeam
app

)

i

EFE
tissue

where n represents the number of specimens. The results of the beam FE models

were then scaled relative to this calculated tissue modulus.
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Figure 4.10: Correlations between the different techniques.

Voxel-based finite element model

A second FE model consisting of identical hexahedral elements was created using

a standard voxel conversion technique. To decrease computational time, but still

ensuring accurate outcomes, the voxel size was reduced to 40 µm, which is about one

fourth of the mean trabecular thickness, as recommended for numerical convergence

[15]. Component labeling was performed to assure that no unconnected parts were

present in the mesh. Similar boundary conditions were applied as to the beam

FE model. The models were solved using the element-by-element method [16,17],

which was implemented in Fortran; it ran on the same Superdome System as the

commercial software that was used to solve the beam FE models. The apparent

modulus (Evoxel
app ) was calculated similar to the beam FE models. Consistently, the

tissue modulus (Evoxel
tissue) was calculated as

Evoxel
tissue =

1

n

n∑
i=1

(
Emeas

app

Evoxel
app

)

i

EFE
tissue

The results of the voxel-based FE models were then scaled relative to this cal-

culated tissue modulus.
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Results

The specimens covered a wide range in different micro-architectures ranging from

rod-like to plate-like structures (Figure 4.6). Bone volume fraction (BV/TV) ranged

from 3.7% to 19.5%; the direct measured Young’s modulus (Emeas
app ) ranged from 43

MPa to 694 MPa (Figure 4.8). When using a power-law regression, BV/TV and

Emeas
app correlated highly (R2 = 0.88, Emeas

app = 12, 363(BV/TV)1.79). It should be

noted, though, that especially for the specimens with relatively high BV/TV, large

deviations were observed between measured values and the regression curve.

For the voxel FE models the number of elements is linearly related to bone

volume, and ranged from 200,000 to 1,000,000 elements. The number of elements

was reduced tremendously for the beam FE models, where the number of elements

ranged from 3,000 to 15,000; this represents a reduction in the number of elements

by a factor 73 (range: 58 to 105). Due to the nature of the two types of models, the

reductions in the number of nodes is even much higher. On average, the number

of nodes was reduced from 960,000 (range: 380,000 to 1,500,000) for the voxel FE

models to 2,182 (range: 1,326 to 3,860) for the beam FE models, which represents a

reduction by a factor of 438 (range: 240 to 618). These huge reductions in number

of nodes and elements resulted in very high reductions in the CPU time to solve

the models. On average, the beam FE models were solved in 219 s, while the voxel

FE models took over 50,000 s to solve; hence, the beam FE models were solved 359

(range 49 to 1150) times faster than the voxel FE models (Figure 4.9). When keeping

in mind that the µFE models were coarsened to 40 µm, which can be associated

with an 8.5-fold increase in computational time [18], up to 10,000-fold reductions

can be expected relative to 20 µm voxel models.

After solving all FE models, the tissue modulus was estimated at 9.0 GPa and

10.7 GPa for the beam FE and voxel FE models, respectively. On the apparent level,

both models were in excellent agreement with each other (R2 = 0.97; Figure 4.10a);

they predicted the measured apparent modulus (Emeas
app ) equally well (R2 = 0.85 and

0.86 for the beam and voxel models, respectively; Figure 4.10b).

Discussion

In this study, we showed that beam FE models based on structural idealizations of

trabecular bone can be used to accurately predict its mechanical properties. The

importance of this work lies in the strong reduction in computational times as com-

pared to voxel-based FE models, with over 1,000-fold reduction in CPU time. The
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accuracy of the obtained results was assessed for forty-two human trabecular bone

specimens in two ways: first, by comparing the results of the idealized models rela-

tive to the directly measured elastic behavior, and second, by comparing the results

relative to the results of detailed voxel-based FE models. We found that the struc-

tural idealizations led to FE models in which the intricate real trabecular structure

is represented by simple cylindrical beam elements. Nevertheless, it enabled an ac-

curate prediction of global mechanical properties of microstructural bone, and its

results correlated very highly with the results obtained from the voxel-based FE

analyses. A few points need to be discussed.

The results of the beam FE models were in excellent agreement (R2 = 0.97) with

the results of the voxel-based FE models. From this we conclude that although not

all micro-architectural detail is present in the beam FE models, their representation

is detailed enough to accurately estimate the overall mechanical properties. Appar-

ently, the deformation behavior of the two models is very similar. The correlation

with the experimentally determined mechanical properties is somewhat less high

(R2 = 0.85). This is likely due to experimental error associated with direct mechan-

ical testing [1,2]. However, it must be noted that both types of FE models only take

the trabecular architecture into account. In principle, bone mechanical properties

are influenced also by the local Young’s modulus, which can vary throughout the

specimen, and which can vary from specimen to specimen. First attempts using

parametric FE analyses [19,20] have been made to quantify these effects. Although

these studies have shown that local moduli variations affect overall mechanical prop-

erties, we expect that these effects will be similar for all specimens tested in this

study; furthermore, no differences in effective tissue moduli were found between

osteoporotic and healthy persons [21] nor did bisphosphonate treatment influence

tissue modulus [22], further emphasizing that the use of one effective tissue modulus

is valid for calculating overall mechanical properties.

The calculated tissue modulus was 9.0 GPa and 10.7 GPa for the beam FE models

and the voxel-based FE models, respectively. This means that the beam FE models

behave stiffer than the voxel-based models. Two causes can be identified. First,

the rods were modeled with one beam. In principle, the cubic displacement field

normal to the axis of the beam elements should allow for proper bending. However,

trabeculae that are curved in three-dimensional (3D) space, are only represented

by a straight line in the beam FE model, hence, they can behave too stiff. When

modeling a rod with several beams in series, the 3D nature of the trabeculae could

be represented more accurately. As a results the overall stiffness of the model will

reduce, and a higher tissue modulus would have been calculated. Another cause is
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found in the modeling approach for the plates, which were modeled with a number

of beams. To represent the 3D nature of the plates, we connected each support node

with their five neighboring ones. The precise effects of the number of connections

are difficult to assess because they will depend on the specific shape and size of

trabeculae, and on the inter-node distance D. Although this could lead to a higher

calculated tissue modulus, this is not of critical issue to the present study; the very

good correlations between the outcomes of the beam FE and the voxel FE models

show that their difference can be accounted for by simple linear scaling of the tissue

modulus.

The great advantage of the beam-FE models is their strong reduction in CPU

time which opens up ways for research that was not possible before. First, it allows

for a routine assessment of bone competence. Second, we believe that this could be

of great significance to perform parametric studies. Thorough analyses can now be

made, where the influence of individual trabeculae can be determined by selectively

deleting single, or multiple, elements. Furthermore, it allows for assessing the effects

of homogeneous changes in thickness versus more localized thickness changes, i.e.

only in the horizontal rods. This is a feature not possible with voxel FE models as

thickness has to be changed by at least one voxel at the time. Considering that most

µFE models have about four elements over the thickness of a trabeculae, adding just

one element already means increasing the thickness by 25%. Third, recent work has

shown that for accurate modeling of trabecular bone failure it is important not only

to include material non-linearity, but also geometric non-linearity [23]. Although

its principles have been studied, the analysis of bone failure for even small bone

samples is currently not possible as such models are too big to solve, even on super

computers. And fourth, we envision a combination of both FE techniques, where

the beam FE models are solved to find appropriate boundary conditions for single

trabecular elements. The local failure mechanism of these single trabecular elements

can then be analyzed with highly detailed µFE models.

The highest reductions in CPU-time were found for specimens with low bone

volume fraction, while more moderate reduction were found for specimens with high

bone volume fraction (Figure 4.9). The reason for this finding is that the plates

are modeled with relatively many elements. We expect that a further reduction in

CPU time can be achieved by increasing the inter-node distance D for the plate-like

trabeculae. Whether the models still provide accurate results remains to be tested.

In a recent study, Pothuaud et al [24] also used classification and subsequent

beam FE analyses to calculate the stiffness of one trabecular bone sample. Although

they followed a similar approach as the one in our study, the Young’s modulus
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as calculated from their beam FE model underestimated the results of the voxel

FE model by 80%. At this point, we can only speculate about the cause of that.

The main difference between their approach and ours is the way the skeleton is

obtained, in particular the way the plates are represented. Plates were represented

by simple lines in the study by Pothaud et al. Visual inspection of our samples

showed that most of the samples possess large plates which span the whole specimen.

Representing them with one line might just be too much abstraction: as a result, the

computer-representation of the specimen does not have proper mechanical integrity,

hence, overall stiffness is reduced tremendously.

The experimentally determined moduli appear to be predicted equally well by

the FE models (R2 = 0.85− 0.86) as by bone volume fraction (BV/TV; R2 = 0.87).

This may seem counterintuitive because the FE models not only intrinsically in-

clude BV/TV but also include a precise representation of trabecular architecture;

this should allow for a better capability in predicting apparent Young’s modulus

[25]. The high quality of fit when using BV/TV alone is likely a result of testing

all samples in the principal material direction, thereby removing anisotropy effects.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the relationship between BV/TV and Emeas
app

was fitted using an exponential function and that the variance showed heteroscedas-

ticity, meaning that especially for the specimens with relatively high BV/TV, large

deviations were observed between measured values and the regression curve. As

a result, when using the calculated power law to predict Young’s modulus from

BV/TV, the linear correlation with measured Young’s modulus dropped markedly,

to R2 = 0.71, indeed showing that the FE models possess much better predictive

power.

In conclusion, we have implemented a fast, specimen-specific, beam FE model

which can accurately predict global elastic properties; we have validated it against

direct mechanical testing, and validated it against voxel-based µFE models. The

strong reduction in CPU time opens up ways for research that was not possible

before. With upcoming in vivo high-resolution imaging systems this model has the

potential to become a standard for mechanical characterization of bone.
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Chapter 5

Synthesis

The demographic changes in the last century lead to a huge increase in the elderly

in most developed countries. With this, osteoporosis became a significant health

problem and it was estimated that by 2050 over 6 million people will be affected by

this disease [1]. As pointed out in the introduction, osteoporosis is a disease that

is characterized by low bone mass and deterioration of bone structure that causes

bone fragility and increases the risk of fracture. For this reason, efforts in finding

independent measures predicting bone strength gained in significance over the last

decades. The most obvious factor determining bone strength is bone mass, wherefore

the world health organization (WHO) defined for practical reasons osteoporosis to

be a value for bone mineral density or bone mineral content that was more than

2.5 standard deviations below the young adult mean value [2]. Nevertheless, since

it was also recognized that bone density leaves a rather large variation in bone

strength unexplained many attempts have been made to also include trabecular bone

structure in its strength prediction. Consequently, many morphometric indices were

devised to characterize different properties of trabecular bone. However, most of

these indices derived values from trabecular bone samples as a whole and were not

able to capture local information. Only few attempts have been made to also include

local information as computed from individual rod and plate elements. Thus, the

relative contribution of local tissue property variations to the quality and competence

of trabecular bone samples is still unclear.

This thesis aimed to illuminate some of these aspects by providing a new frame-

work for the volumetric spatial decomposition of trabecular bone structures into

single rod and plate elements. With this method it became possible for the first time

to analyze trabecular bone samples on an elemental basis and new indices could be

derived directly from single rod and plate elements. Conventional three-dimensional

morphometric algorithms were applied to single rods and plates, a method referred
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to as local morphometry. This method allowed to estimate parameters such as thick-

ness or trabecular number on a “true” local level. Additionally, also new indices

could be derived such as the volume, slenderness or length of rods and plates, which

may not be accessible by global methods. Nevertheless, it has to be mentioned that

these local indices are sensitive to the model parameters and thus, must be inter-

preted in the view of these parameter settings. Furthermore, this new framework

provided a basis for the development of idealized computational models for fast

and accurate prediction of bone mechanical properties. The elemental information

was used to design sophisticated specimen specific beam FE models, which showed a

high accuracy and performed between 200 and 10’000 times faster than conventional

voxel based FE models.

The major aims of Chapter 2 were to introduce the volumetric spatial decomposi-

tion method, to validate it on computer generated models, and to test the sensitivity

to the model parameters. Additionally, the method was applied to a set of human

trabecular bone samples to demonstrate that the algorithm worked on a large vari-

ation of different trabecular bone architectures. In this last step also the concept

of local morphometry was introduced, which was used to depict anatomical site

differences in this study.

Visual inspection of the decomposed bone structures showed that the identifi-

cation of the elements was reasonable for analytic models as well as for trabecular

bone samples. It was demonstrated that the method gave good result for all pos-

sible structure types. The elements were intuitively separated and the interfaces

turned out rational and relatively smooth. Thus, with this method it was possible

to extract single trabecular elements from any trabecular bone structure. This was

demonstrated in a study where trabecular bone samples from five different anatomi-

cal sites were spatially decomposed into their rods and plates. It was confirmed that

samples from femoral head were mainly composed of plates, samples from lumbar

spine or calcaneus were mainly composed of rods, whereas samples from iliac crest

showed a large variation in the relative amount of rod and plate volume.

The large variation in trabecular bone architectures reflects the high specializa-

tion and adaptation of different bones to fulfill their specific function while being

as light as possible. It was suggested that the many adaptations are both, due to

evolution as well as due to remodeling mechanism during lifetime [3,4]. For this

reason it is difficult to conclude from the trabecular bone structure of a specific site

to the trabecular bone structure of a different site. Thus, bone quality assessment

and bone strength prediction based on the analysis of trabecular bone samples are

only valid for the site where the sample was taken from and cannot easily be ex-
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panded to the remainder of the skeleton. Since wrist, spine, and femoral head are

the most common sites of osteoporotic fractures [5], risk must therefore very likely

be assessed at all these sites independently.

The major aims of Chapter 3 were to use the volumetric spatial decomposition

in combination with local morphometry to analyze age-related changes in trabecular

bone structures, to test for age-related gender and site differences, and to relate local

morphometric indices to the strength of trabecular bone samples. Furthermore,

local failure mechanisms were described based on three-dimensional experimental

animations of uniaxial compression tests.

It was shown that age-related changes in trabecular bone structures differed

for the three sites analyzed. Lumbar spine samples were already in young persons

mainly composed of rods, wherefore age-related bone loss at this site was expressed

by a loss of rods. Opposed to this, femoral head samples were mainly composed of

plates in young persons. Our data gave numerical evidence that age-related changes

in these samples were expressed by plate perforation, followed by a transformation

of plates to rods; a mechanism that was proposed in earlier studies [6,7]. Thus,

age-related changes in trabecular bone structures were found to be site dependent

and local morphometric indices were able to catch these differences. No significant

age-related gender differences could be uncovered.

Local morphometric indices could accurately predict the stiffness of trabecular

bone samples. It was found that a multiple linear correlation including the mean

slenderness of rods, the percentage of bone volume occupied by rods and the mean

trabecular spacing could explain over 90% in the variance of the stiffness. The

advantage of this model over apparent bone volume density, which was also in good

agreement with stiffness, was not only the goodness of the correlation but also that

it was possible to see for the first time, what local structural changes determined

the mechanical properties of the samples.

Additional to these studies including local morphometry, a further study based

on animations derived from image guided failure assessment was performed to qual-

itatively describe local failure mechanisms in uniaxial compression testing experi-

ments. It could be demonstrated that failure mechanisms were different in homoge-

neous, isotropic bone samples, where failure mostly occurred in well defined bands,

as compared to inhomogeneous, anisotropic bone samples, where failure was deter-

mined by missing or weak interconnecting elements. It could further be demon-

strated that uniaxial compression experiments were limited by the homogeneity

assumption, which was not always met in human trabecular bone specimens.

Although it is generally accepted that osteoporotic fractures occur with a much
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higher incidence in women than in men (Figure 1.3) [5,8], our results could not re-

veal such gender differences. The primary reason for this was that the data showed

an enormous variance in all indices for all ages and for all sites. This large varia-

tion is an inherent limitation of cross-sectional studies where generally thousands

of samples are needed to reveal significant trends. Compared to this, the analyzed

dataset was relatively small wherefore no significant gender differences could be de-

picted. There are many reasons that explain the large variation in cross-sectional

autopsy studies. First, the persons already differ by the fact that they died at dif-

ferent ages, which raises the question on why a natural died young person could not

have reached a higher age. Genetic factors, sex hormones, diseases, drug therapies,

smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, physical activity, nutrition, bodyweight,

propensity to fall, or generally “lifestyle” are all factors that may determine the

time point of death. However, all these factors also have an effect on bone quality

[9-12] and it is questionable, whether the bones of a person that died at age fifty are

representative for the bones of a person that died at age ninety when this person

was fifty years old. These uncertainties are always inherent in cross-sectional studies

and it is basically impossible to capture all of these factors. Second, it is not so clear

how good a trabecular bone sample represents the site it was harvested from and

furthermore the overall status of bones in the rest of the skeleton. In this thesis,

it was demonstrated that the inter-individual variation in apparent bone volume

density varied by a factor of three for samples taken from one single spine. Thus it

is extremely difficult to take a representative bone sample. This fact is consolidated

by the difficulty to identify the same anatomical location within different persons,

which introduces errors in inter-individual comparisons. Furthermore, even if the

exact same anatomical location could be identified in each person, it is not clear,

whether the trabecular bone structure would be similarly representative for this site

in each person.

Despite of all these limitations, the study dealing with age-related changes in

morphometry revealed significant trends in local and global morphometric indices

and it was possible for the first time to give quantitative evidence of microstructural

changes on a local level. This means, that the effects in local morphometry are larger

than the error introduced by the limitations of the study. Thus, local morphometry

is a promising method that in future studies may reveal further structural changes on

an elemental level, which possibly can be used in the development of new medications

or in the assessment of individual fracture risk.

With the improvement of in vivo imaging methods it is now possible to assess

bone microstructure at extremities and with future developments it may even be
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possible to assess bone architecture at any site in the body. With these meth-

ods it will be possible to perform longitudinal high-resolution studies, where some

of the limitations inherent in cross-sectional studies can be overcome. Trabecular

bone structures could be monitored and analyzed with local morphometry at exact

the same location within the body which would allow to track “true” age-related

changes. In such studies, local morphometry could have a high potential to im-

prove the understanding of age-related bone loss on a trabecular level. However, the

problems with longitudinal studies are that it is difficult to track people over many

years or even decades. Furthermore, since the methods providing the highest spatial

resolutions are nowadays based on X-ray images, a further problem is caused by the

limitation caused by the radiation dose associated with high-resolution imaging.

Due to the limited possibilities assessing trabecular bone structure in vivo, os-

teoporosis and clinical fracture risk predictions are mainly based on bone density

measurements. However, ex vivo the contribution of trabecular bone structure to

its strength has intensely been investigated and it was demonstrated that measures

such as anisotropy, mean trabecular spacing or structure type all had a potential to

explain a certain amount of the variation in bone strength. In this thesis, local mor-

phometric indices were related to trabecular bone strength and it was demonstrated

that such indices could accurately predict the stiffness of trabecular bones. The rel-

ative amount of rod volume, the slenderness of the rods and their mean separation

were indices that significantly predicted bone strength. Thus, it was possible to catch

the local changes in trabecular bone structures that determine their strength. Nev-

ertheless, in this thesis it was also demonstrated that global morphometric indices

might fail in strength prediction if the samples violated the homogeneity assump-

tion. This limitation also applies to the averaged local morphometric indices. These

averaged values only present the characteristic of a mean element and are thus not

able to catch local inhomogenities. However, in future studies it should be possi-

ble to extract additional local information such as the relative position and hence

the relative distribution of trabecular elements, which could be used to capture lo-

cal inhomogeneities. The combination of such distribution information with local

morphometric indices characterizing the strength of single elements could even be

used to compute local morphometry tensors. It could become possible to identify

the weakest configuration for each loading direction. Furthermore, such data could

also give numerical evidence for the hypothesis that in plate-like structures bone

competence is determined by a few relatively strong elements as opposed to rod-like

structures, where the competence is determined by the relative arrangement of a

whole set of relatively small elements.
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Even if the mechanical properties of a trabecular bone sample could perfectly be

predicted by local morphometry, there would still remain a very large uncertainty

on how representative the sample was for the whole bone it was taken from. This

issue becomes relevant as soon as trabecular bone samples are used to estimate

a person’s bone quality and hence to predict the fracture risk. It was suggested

that the smaller bone size at the end of puberty in women compared with men

and a greater age-related decreases in trabecular and cortical bone mineral density

explained in large part, why fragility fractures are more common in elderly women

than in elderly men [13]. For this reason it will be extremely difficult if not impossible

to estimate human bone strength from conventional trabecular bone samples. To

achieve reliable results, whole bones must be analyzed, and it would be interesting

to investigate in future studies how local morphometry performs in whole bone

analysis. Furthermore, the effect of geometry could also be part of the reason why

no gender differences in the trabecular bone samples could be found.

The major aim of Chapter 4 was, to use the volumetric spatial decomposition for

the development of specimen specific idealized computational models. The porous

structures were converted to beam finite element models, which yielded in accurate

results and performed much faster as compared to conventional voxel based finite

element models.

To prove the principle, in a first study one aluminum foam sample was converted

to a beam-FE model, where all elements were mapped to beams of equal diameter

and tissue properties. The idealized model was small enough to be solved using a

commercial FE package. It could be shown that the stress-strain curve which was

computed based on this model was in good agreement with the stress-strain curve as

measured by uniaxial compression testing. Furthermore, visualizations illustrated

that selected nodes underwent almost the same displacements in the simulation and

in the experiment. Thus, it was demonstrated that this technique had the potential

to reasonably compute apparent material properties.

Motivated by this finding a second study on human trabecular bone samples was

devised, where a more sophisticated method was used to transform the samples to

idealized beam-FE models. With this improved method individual thicknesses of

rods could directly be mapped to individual thicknesses of the beams in the model.

Plates were decomposed into a set of rods, which further simplified the models

while maintaining the plate information. These specimen specific beam-FE models

accurately predicted the apparent elastic properties of the trabecular bone samples

and performed much faster (up to 10’000x) as compared to conventional voxel based

FE models.
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The major advantage of beam-FE models is their short computation time, which

allows for different loading regimes to be computed in reasonable time. In future

studies, stiffness tensors could be computed for each sample which could become a

new standard measure for mechanical anisotropy. Furthermore, parameter studies

on an elemental level could give new insight in the effect of specific local morpho-

metric changes to the overall stiffness of trabecular bone samples. In such studies,

material properties or thickness could be changed element wise or selected elements

could even be removed from the model. Thus, the influence of specific local changes

could directly be assessed in such model simulations. Moreover, such parameter

studies could give numerical evidence to the hypothesis that in inhomogeneous tra-

becular bone samples single, relatively weak elements or elements that are even

missing may initiate bone failure.

As opposed to local morphometry, the simulation of beam-FE models implicitly

accounts for the spatial distribution information of the trabecular elements. The two

methods thus perfectly complement one another and could be used in future studies

to get an improved understanding of bone quality and its relation to mechanics.

From beam-FE simulations stiffness and anisotropic strength criterions could be

computed, to complement the local morphometry of the underlying elements. In

this sense, stiffness and anisotropic strength criterions as computed by beam-FE

models could even be considered additional local morphometric indices.

Idealized computational models as applied to autopsies or biopsies are restricted

by the same sampling uncertainties as global and local morphometry. For this rea-

son, whole bones must be analyzed to be able to reasonably predict fracture risk

in osteoporotic patients. The computational efficiency of beam-FE models should

make it possible to compute the mechanical properties of whole bones. With up-

coming high resolution in vivo imaging techniques, this method could become a gold

standard in fracture risk assessment.

In conclusion, a new framework for the volumetric spatial decomposition of tra-

becular bone microstructures into its basic rod and plate elements was devised and

implemented. This method served as the basis for local morphometry and for the

development of specimen specific idealized computational models. Both methods

enabled the analysis of trabecular bone samples on an elemental level. It was pos-

sible to quantify age-related structural changes and it was also demonstrated that

these changes were site specific due to the different microstructural architectures.

Furthermore, the mechanical properties could well be predicted by local morphom-

etry as well as by idealized computational models. Both methods were shown to be

limited in osteoporotic fracture risk assessment if limited to biopsy samples. How-
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ever, it was speculated that these limitations could be overcome by analyzing whole

bones. With upcoming high-resolution in vivo imaging methods, these new methods

may therefore become important tools for the routine assessment of fracture risk in

osteoporotic patients.
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Appendix A

Mathematical background

This appendix provides a few mathematical definitions on digital topology, which

are used to explain the thinning and point-classification algorithms. A detailed

description on digital topology in three dimensions can be found elsewhere [1-4].

Consider a regular 3D lattice of points defined by triplets of coordinates (x, y, z)

which may take integer values. To each point a value can be assigned. If its value

equals 0 it is called a background point and if its value equals 1 it is called an object

point. With every point of the grid a cubic region may be associated, called voxel,

which is defined by eight corners, twelve edges, and six faces that are shared with

the voxels of the neighboring points. Any voxel (i, j, k) has three types of neighbors,

which are called 6-neighbors if they share a face (i± 1, j, k), (i, j± 1, k), (i, j, k± 1),

18-neighbors if they share an edge (i, j ± 1, k ± 1), (i± 1, j, k ± 1), (i± 1, j ± 1, k),

26-neighbors if they share a corner (i± 1, j ± 1, k ± 1). If any point is a n-neighbor

of an other point the two points are called n-adjacent (n = 6, 18, 26). According to

Saha et al [5] we use N(p) to denote the set of 27 points in the 3x3x3 neighborhood

of the point p including p itself. The set of points of N(p) excluding p is denoted as

N∗(p). Note that N∗(p) is the border of N(p). For a set of points S we define the

26-envelope E(S) of S as:

E(S) =
⋃
p∈S

N(p)− S

A n-path is a sequence of points p0, p1, . . . , pk such that pi is n-adjacent to pi−1

for i = 1, . . . , k. An object X on the 3D lattice is called a n-connected component

if for any two points in X there exists a n-path in X between these two points.

The concept of defining three different types of neighbors and hence three different

connectivities yields in three different topologies that can be defined for an object.
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In this thesis we use the 26-connectivity for image points and 6-connectivity for

background points.

A digital picture is conventionally defined as a quadruple (V, m, n,X) where

V ⊂ Z3 is the 3D lattice, X the set of object points in V , and m and n the topology

for the object points and the background points, respectively. In this thesis, we only

consider digital pictures of the form (Z3, 26, 6, X). Furthermore, we define on this

picture for each point p the two special neighborhood pictures [5] N̂(p) and Ṅ(p):

N̂(p) = (N(p), 26, 6, (N(p) ∩X)− {p})
Ṅ(p) = (N(p), 26, 6, (N(p) ∩X) ∪ {p})

A structuring element B is composed of two subsets B1 and B0 of V , which are

both centered at the same point x. B1 holds only object points, B0 only background

points. BX shall denote the set of all points such that B is included in X.

Let (Z3, 26, 6, X) be a digital picture. Let X = Z3 − X be the complement of

X, and B = B1 ∪B0 be a structuring element.

A morphological erosion of an image X by the structuring element B is the set

X ªB such that all points B1 are included in X:

X ªB = {x|B1 ⊂ X}

A morphological dilation of an image X by the structuring element B is the set

X ⊕B where the intersection on B1 and X is nonempty:

X ⊕B = {x|B1 ∩X 6= ∅}

A morphologic Hit-Or-Miss Transformation (HMT) by the structuring element

B is the set X ~ B where all points B1 are included in X and all points B0 are

included in X:

X ~ B = (X ªB1) ∩ (X ªB0)

Let’s further define the Hit-Or-Miss Neighborhood Transformation (HMNT)

which is defined respectively to the n-neighborhood. The HMNT of an image X by

the structuring element B in the n-neighborhood is the transformation:

X }n B = (X ~ B)⊕ (Bn ª (B1 ∪B0))
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Appendix B

Thinning algorithms

In this thesis, a series of algorithms was used to compute a one-voxel-thick skeleton.

In a first step, a very rough two-voxel-thick skeleton was computed using the MB-

3D algorithm proposed by Manzanera et al in 2D [1], 3D [2,3] and nD [4]. This

algorithm is computationally fast, shape-preserving, and homotopic.

It iteratively peels off voxels from the object surface where one iteration is per-

formed in three successive steps. In a first step all voxels that potentially can be

removed are marked and stored in an image A. The points are found by translating

the structuring elements αi (i = 1, 2, 3) over the image in all possible orientations.

If a point matches the structuring element it is stored in image A. In a second step

all points that are needed to maintain the topology are stored in a separate image

B. Any point where the structuring element β1 is contained in its 18-neighborhood

or the structuring element β2 is contained in its 26-neighborhood belong to image

B. The third step removes then all voxels from the image that belong to A but not

to B (Table B.1). The algorithm runs until stability is reached. The five structuring

elements are sketched in Figure B.1A.

In order to reduce the MB-3D skeleton to a one-voxel-thick skeleton, we intro-

duce a new algorithm, subsequently called conditional erosion (CE-3D). It is a fully

Table B.1: This sequence describes one iteration of the MB-3D algorithm.

A = {x|x ∈ X ~ αi, i = 1, 2, 3}
B = {x|x ∈ X }18 β1 ∨ x ∈ X }26 β2}
Xn+1 = Xn \ (A \B)
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Figure B.1: Structuring elements used by the (A) MB-3D and (B) CE-3D skele-
tonization algorithm. The transparent cubes are set to background and the light
grey cubes are set to the image. The dark grey cubes mark the center of the struc-
turing elements.

parallel algorithm that can be applied to any two-voxel-thick skeleton.

To remove all dispensable points, the algorithm runs in 6 subsequent scans

whereby the structuring element γ1 is rotated in all 6 possible directions. In a

first step all points that match the structuring element γ1 are marked and stored in

a separate image C. In a second step all points that are needed to maintain topology

are stored in image D. Those points are detected by scanning their neighborhood

for the structuring elements δi (i = 1, 2). The third step removes then all points

that belong to C but not to D (Table B.2). This algorithm is performed only once.

The three structuring elements needed for this algorithm are shown in Figure B.1B.

Table B.2: This sequence describes one iteration of the CE-3D algorithm.

For each of the 6 possible orientations of γ do

C = {x|x ∈ X ~ γ}
D = {x|x ∈ X }18 δ1 ∨ x ∈ X }26 δ2}
Xn+1 = Xn \ (C \D)

end for
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Appendix C

Point-classification algorithm

In this thesis, a point-classification algorithm, originally devised by Saha et al was

used to compute the point-type for each voxel within a skeleton (Figure C.1). This

point-classification algorithm is described in details elsewhere [1], wherefore here

only a short overview of the basic working principle is provided.

Let’s consider the digital picture P = (Z3,m, n,X), which in this section always

denotes a binary one-voxel-thick skeleton in the (26,6)-topology. Let further ξ(p),

η(p), and δ(p) denote the number of object components, tunnels, and cavities in a

neighborhood picture, respectively. The basic idea in determining the point-type of

any given skeleton point p ∈ P , is to determine the topological changes within the

image when removing this skeleton point. For this, it is sufficient to determine the

topological changes in the neighborhood picture N(p) of the point p, which reduces

the problem to determine the topological differences of N̂(p) and Ṅ(p).

p1, edge point of a surface (SE)

p2, inner point of a surface (S)

p3, junction point of surfaces (SS)

p4, junction point of surface and arcs (SC)

p5, arc end point (CE)

p6, inner point of an arc (C)

p7, junction point of arcs (CC)

p8, isolated point (I)

Figure C.1: Point-types in a surface skeleton. (adapted from [1]).
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ξ(p) η(p) δ(p) Point type Name

0 0 0 I-type N1

1 0 0 SE-type or CE-type N2

2 0 0 C-type N3

>2 0 0 CC-type N4

1 1 0 S-type or CC-type N5

>1 ≥1 0 SS-type or SC-type or CC-type N6

1 >1 0 SS-type or SC-type or CC-type N7

1 0 1 SS-type or SC-type or CC-type N8

Table C.1: Initial decision table for the skeleton point classification. (from [1]).

For Ṅ(p), it can be shown that the topological properties always fulfill the fol-

lowing conditions. ∀p ∈ P :

1. Ṅ(p) contains no cavity.

2. Ṅ(p) contains exactly one image component.

3. Ṅ(p) contains no tunnel.

For this reason, the topological number in any neighborhood picture Ṅ(p) equal

ξ(p) = 1, η(p) = 0 and δ(p) = 0. Thus, to characterize the topological differ-

ences in N̂(p) and Ṅ(p), it is sufficient to compute the topological numbers for the

Name Neighbourhood analysis Point type

N2 Exactly one ASP CE-type
N2 More than one ASPs SE-type
N5 All ASPs are N3 or N4 CC-type
N5 Not all ASPs are N3 or N4 S-type
N6 All ASPs are N3 or N4 CC-type
N6 Not all but some ASPs are N3 or N4 SC-type
N6 No ASP is N3 or N4 SS-type
N7 All ASPs are N3 or N4 CC-type
N7 Not all but some ASPs are N3 or N4 SC-type
N7 No ASP is N3 or N4 SS-type
N8 All ASPs are N3 or N4 CC-type
N8 Not all but some ASPs are N3 or N4 SC-type
N8 No ASP is N3 or N4 SS-type

Table C.2: Final decision table for the skeleton point classification. ASP is an
abbreviation of 26-adjacent skeleton point. (from [1]).
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(a) After the completion of Table C.1 (b) After the extension process

Figure C.2: Extension of SS-lines. (from [1]).

N̂(p)-image only. All possible combinations of the topological numbers in N̂(p) are

summarized in Table C.1.

The classification based on these numbers is not unique. For this reason, further

analysis in the neighborhood picture N(p) are needed, which are summarized in

Table C.2. The combination of these two Tables allows for a unique classification of

all skeleton points.

Nevertheless, although all points can uniquely be classified by using Tables C.1

and C.2, there are two cases, where points are badly classified, as demonstrated in

Figures C.2 and C.3.

Consider first Figure C.2. All hidden point just below the vertical surface are

background points. The SS-line as detected by using Tables C.1 and C.2 does not

contain the two edge points, and should be extended. For this purpose, a distance

function D(p, q) for two points p and q is defined as the function

D(p, q) =





0 if p = q

1 if p is 6-adjacent to q

2 if p is 18-adjacent to q

3 if p is 26-adjacent to q

∞ if p 6∈ N(q)

A point q ∈ X in the digital picture is then called one of the nearest points of p, if

∀r ∈ X ⇒ D(p, r) ≥ D(p, q). Note, that a point p can have several different nearest

points. Then, the algorithm as presented in Table C.3 can be used to compute the

Figure C.3: Finding of SC-junction points. (from [1]).
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Let SSE denote the set of all SE-type points in a surface skeleton.
Let p be an end point of a SS-line.
Let SSp denote the set of all SS-type points in N∗(p).
Let Sp denote the set of all S-type points in N∗(p).

for all q ∈ (N(p)− E(SSp)) ∩ SSE do
if ξ(SSE ∩N∗(q)) > 2 then

q = SS − type
else

if η(SSE ∩N∗(q)) > 0 then
q = SS − type

else
if ξ(SSE ∩N∗(q)) < 2 then

if ∃r ∈ Sp ∩N∗(q)− E(SSp) such that D(q, r) < D(q, p) then
select one of the nearest points of q ∈ Sp ∩N∗(q)− E(SSp),
say t
t = SS − type

end if
end if

end if
end if

end for

Table C.3: SS-line extension procedure.

extension of a SS-line.

Consider now Figure C.3. The SC-type junction point can not automatically be

detected by using Tables C.1 and C.2. To detect this point, Saha et al proposed the

algorithm shown in Table C.4.

These two corrections finalize the classification of the skeleton-points.
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Let p be a C-type or CC-type point.
Let S denote the set of all S-type, SC-type, and SS-type points in N(p).
Let S1, . . . , Sn be the 26-components of S.

for all Si ∈ S do
if Si contains no SC-type or SS-type points then

select one of the nearest points of p in Si, say, t
t = SC-type

end if
end for

Table C.4: SC-type junction finding procedure.
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